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OET's Smith Controls the Forces of Change
by Alan Haber
WASHINGTON Do not expect the
expected from Dick Smith while he is at
the helm of the Federal Communications
Commission
Office
of
Engineering Technology ( OET).
You might assume that after three
decades with the same governmental
agency, Smith, who just celebrated his
55th birthday, might be calculating his
tenure with Uncle Sam.
Not hardly, in both action and opinion.
"I do not want to sit here and just wait
for something to show up in my in- box,"
he said. "Iwant to get out there and find
out what is going on."
After 32 years with the FCC, Richard
M. Smith finds himself at the ten-month
mark in what he calls his " second

career," chief of OET.
It is ajob with acharter he takes very
seriously—and very un bureaucratically.
Smith is reacting head on to what he
calls the "explosion of technology" in
the radio spectrum arena.
"There is some wonderful technology
out there," Smith said. ' Digital is the
key word here. We are rapidly moving
from an analog society, technically, to a
digital society. This has tremendous
ramifications.

radio uses. We want that to translate
into competitiveness for the American
consumer."

Encouraging development
"What we want to do here is to make
sure that this technology is in fact made
available—that we, the FCC, are not in
the way of its development.
"We want to encourage development
of new technologies, as they relate to

FIRST PERSON

Oklahoma Rescue Documented by BBC
by Ted Tait
OKLAHOMA CITY We all know that
being aradio engineer means being available on short notice to take care of problems and emergencies.
In the radio news business, it seems to
go astep further.
Wednesday, April 19: Iwas spending
the third day of what was to be a twoweek vacation from my post as chief
engineer of the British Broadcasting

Corp. ( BBC) Washington Bureau enjoying one of the first summer-like days,
when my pager went off.
There had been a major bombing in
Oklahoma City. A BBC producer already
on- site wanted to broadcast back to
London in better quality than a cellphone. The producer in Washington
relayed the message to me:
"Can you get a high-speed data satphone today and be on a plane to
Oklahoma ton"ght by 7p.m.?" she asked.
Suddenly, my day took
aradical turn.
A few blocks away
Iwent to the bureau
just a few blocks away
to make some phone
calls about the availability of sat- phones
and gather the other
gear Iwould need. It
was already 3:30 p.m.
Satellite telephones
are an interesting technology, available in a
variety of sizes and
styles. Essentially you
set up ihe sat- phone
anywhere you can get a
clear shot of the
Southeastern sky to aim
at one of several satellites and start making
calls, much like any
telephone—except that
it is much more expensive, of course.
The Washington office
has used units with

phone-quality audio, called M-Terminals,
or units with available high-speed data,
simplex or duplex 56 kb known as A-terminals.
With an A-terminal connected to a56 kb
codec, such as the CCS Micro-56, and a

The timing is precise, Smith said.
"I feel like Ihave arrived at just the
riOit place, just in the nick of time, to
make a contribution to
this explosion of technology in the radio
spectrum arena."
Bird's eye
His birds eye view at
the commission makes
him optimistic about
the possibilities of the
future.
"I think just like the
movies did not go out
of business when television came„ and radio
broadcasting did not go
out of business when
television came on board, there is room
for all of these technologies—at least
most of them," be said.
Competition, increased productivity and
creation of jobs are cumulatively beneficial to the country in Smith's opinion.
For example, consider the impact of
satellite digital radio on terrestrial radio.
-Idon't think that satellite digital radio,
personally. is going to have any particularly great impact on terrestrial radio. I

continued on page 6

continued on page 9
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NEWSWATCH
plate to help guide the implementation of
the system in acost-effective manner."

SBE Forms New
EAS Committee
INDIANAPOLIS

The Society of

SPARS Restores
Recording Code

Broadcast Engineers (
SBE) announced

the formation of the SBE Emergency
Alert System ( EAS) Committee.
Leonard J. Charles of Madison, Wis., was
named committee chairman. According
to Charles, "Our primary mission is to
educate, our primary concerns are technical. This new emergency alert system
will enable our members, and the industry to more effectively save lives and
assist the public in times of disaster.
"The SBE must and will step up to the

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. The Society of
Professional Audio Recording Services
(SPARS) reinstated the SPARS recording
code on prerecorded audio software, such
as CDs, cassettes, LPs, etc. During aspan
of several years in the mid-to-late 1980s
to the early 1990s, the SPARS code could
be found on albums based on the recording technology. For example, an all digital recording would be signified by a

DDD—indicating digital recording, mixing and mastering.
In 1991, however, SPARS pulled the
code because of a fear that consumers
were using it to rate quality of the recording: i.e digital is better than analog. The
restoration of the code was made because
of " an unprecedented degree" of
advancement by both digital and analog
technologies, and that the "code serves a
worthwhile function in accurately documenting the process of audio recordings."
Major Increase
In Radio Ad Sales
NEW YORK Local and national radio
ad revenue grew by 13 percent in the first
quarter of 1995, a 13 percent increase
over the first quarter in 1994, according
to the Radio Advertising Bureau.

Cost Isn't Everything...
BUT SOMETIMES IT REALLY HELPS! And that's where the AUDIOARTS

"Radio's 13 percent growth in the first
quarter puts us in the enviable position of
starting the year on arocksolid footing,"
said RAB President Gary Fries.
Fries noted that the growth is unlikely
to be sustained at such arate, but "there's
no reason to expect anything other than
steady growth in the low double and high
single digits as we head into summer."
Temporary Relief for
Public Broadcasters
DATELINE On May 12, aHouseSenate
conference committee voted to fund the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB) $275 million for fiscal year 1996
and $260 million for fiscal ' 97.
The vote came as arelief to public broadcasters, who were expecting funding cuts of
up to 30 percent. In March, the House voted to reduce CPB's appropriation to $265
million in fiscal year '96 and $221 million
in fiscal ' 97, down from $312 million and
$315 million, respectively. In April, the
Senate voted to freeze CPB funds for the
next two years at $285 million, the fiscal
'95 level. Congress is considering longrange funding plans.
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Fidelipac Emerges from Bankruptcy
by Mark Hallinger
MT. LAUREL, N.J. After nearly a
year in Chapter 11, Fidelipac has emerged
from bankruptcy under the terms of a
reorganization effective May 5.
"As of May 5the company is no longer
operating under the provisions of
Chapter II," said Fidelipac President
Roger Thanhauser.

Thanhauser said Fidelipac's business
was not adversely affected by the late
May 1994 Chapter II filing, though this
was aconcern when the company filed.
"I was concerned prior to the filing that
it would impact our business.., we would
have done almost anything to not file,"
Thanhauser said. " But our business has
actually remained totally constant."
According to Thanhauser. Fidelipac filed

Funding Debate Rages On
by Whitney Pinion
WASHINGTON The road to self-sufficiency should be paved with a taxexempt trust fund—or at least that is
what public broadcasting officials hope.
What others want, however, may be a
different story.
As debate continues on the fate of federal funding for public broadcasting in the
United States, numerous alternatives are
sure to surface.
The question is, as one congressional
spokesperson suggested: "How can we
keep public broadcasting going without
tapping into the public purse?"
Taking afirst step were the presidents of
America's Public Television Stations (APTS),
National Public Radio ( NPR), Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS) and Public Radio
International ( PRI) who submitted ajoint proposal to Congress in early May.
The proposal is aresponse to Congress'
suggested spending cuts of 16 percent in
1996 and another 30 percent in ' 97, and
the elimination of federal appropriations
for public broadcasters after ' 97.
Public broadcasters are being challenged
to operate more efficiently, said NPR
President Delano Lewis. "We have to look
at restructuring and doing things differently

in times of fiscal austerity," he said.
To put public broadcasting "on the road to
self-sufficiency," these organizations proposed the establishment, by Congress, of a
tax-exempt trust fund similar to those set up
for the Red Cross and Little League
Baseball. Federal appropriations would
diminish annually in direct proportion to the
annual income produced by the trust fund.
Money for the trust fund would come from
anumber of sources, including the lease of
reserved but unused noncommercial spectrum ( which would require statutory and
regulatory changes), apercentage of spectrum use fees, proceeds from spectrum auctions ( which currently are directed to the
Treasury) and contributions from commercial broadcasters in exchange for relieving
them of various public interest obligations.
These organizations estimate that somewhere between $3 and $5 billion would
need to be funneled into the trust fund to
generate the $ 300 million necessary to
replace federal funds.
When asked how realistic the proposed
funding ideas are, David Brugger, president
of AP'I'S, said that he and the others were
asked to suggest possibilities. "We are public broadcasters, not politicians," he said.
And what will Republicans make of the
proposal? "Republicans may not like it,
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but we're putting it back in the hands of
Congress to start adialogue," said Lewis.
David Kohn, spokesman for Rep. John
Porter ( R- III.), chairman of the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor,
Health & Human Services, and Education,
said it is important to have this input from
public broadcasters. Although the trust
fund proposal "is not laughable," Porter
and others have to ask if it is "politically
feasible," Kohn said.
In a statement released the day of the
press conference, the National Association of Broadcasters ( NAB) said that
although it is " sympathetic to public
broadcasters' plight," it has "no interest
in assuming the financial responsibility
for their so-called self-sufficiency plans."
Congress is looking for common ground
between those who value public broadcasting and those who want to see it function
without federal funding. Kohn said that he
expects Congress to reach aconsensus
about public broadcasting's future and its
funding within the next several weeks. 13)

Who do you call
when you're
ready for Godecs?
R

STEREO!
unmatched stereo

for protection under the provisions of
Chapter 11 last year primarily because a
dispute with the company's landlord threatened to mushroom into a $500,000 lawsuit.
Thanhauser said the possible lawsuit
forced Fidelipac to turn to Chapter 1I,
which allows a company to continue
doing business while offering protection
from creditors and relief from existing
contracts such as leases.

Fidelipac, a35-year-old manufacturer of
analog cart machines, tapes, mixing consoles and anewer line of digital products,
ran into trouble with its landlord regarding a renewal notification clause of the
lease.
While Thanhauser and the company's
real estate agent believed they were obligated to notify the landlord of renewal six
months before the lease ended, aforgotten
side letter stipulated that asix-month notification also was required for termination
or the lease would automatically renew.
At the time Fidelipac was planning to
move into anew, smaller building to cut
overhead costs. Although Fidelipac
attempted to negotiate anew lease for less
space in the months prior to the Chapter 11
filing, an agreement could not be reached.
Thanhauser said the 30,000-square-foot
building Fidelipac occupied had become
unnecessary when the company decided to
discontinue manufacturing magnetic
recording tape.
With no new lease agreement in sight,
Fidelipac's attorney recommended Chapter
11. This avoided apotential judgment that
could have required the company to pay
$400,000 to $500,000 for three years of
accelerated rent and legal expenses.
Fidelipac moved into asmaller building
in June 1994 after the filing. This move
reduced overhead costs by about 50 percent, said Thanhauser.
Chapter 11 did not affect Fidelipac's major
product release of 1994, the Dynamax
DCR1000M/0 Series of digital cart machines.
O DD
Mark Ha/linger is news editor of RW sister publication TV TECHNOLOGY. (!)
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reference to the "Spartan" lab (especially
in comparison to the Advanced Television
Center) Ikept thinking—NASA scientists
mean business. Who cares if there is no
glitz (although Ireally wanted a look at
the supersonic wind tunnel). There is no
of wire, every plug, every connector,
propulsion systems, and in 1958, the three
doubt in my mind that the testing methodevery instrument involved is measured,
NACA centers became the nucleus of the
ology, accuracy and fairness is legit. It
calibrated and identified so that if one
National Aeronautics and Space
has to be. Proponents can do all
Administration ( NASA).
the political jockeying they
In addition to testing the digital
want, but the tests have to be
radio systems, the Lewis Center
beyond reproach.
is conducting tests for NASA's
Each proponent will receive its
high speed research program in
test results three weeks prior to
the areas of combustor design and
the tentatively scheduled August
enabling propulsion materials,
24-26 Digital Audio Radio
technologies to support advanced
Workshop
to be held in
short take-off and vertical landing
Monterey, Calif., at which time
aircraft, and is managing the
the lab results of all proponent
Advanced Telecommunications
systems will be released in a
Technology Satellite.
public forum.
In addition, James Bagwell,
Field tests to be conducted in
deputy chief of the space commuSan
Francisco are tentatively
nications division at Lewis,
Pictured Ito r: Al Resnick,
scheduled for completion by
explained that the center has been
Bagwell,
Gary
Shapiro
and
Ralph
Justus
James
end of third quarter 1995. The
involved with digital audio radio
subcommittees ( EIA's DAR Subcomtiny little thing were to go wrong, it could
since 1988, when it worked with the
mittee and the National Radio Systems
be replaced, calibrated to the correct spec
United States Information Agency look-

Digital Radio: Just Rocket Science?
CLEVELAND The van, loaded with
reporters and editors, pulled up in front
of the brown, smallish building that was
attached to some sort of gigantic dryerexhaust- like tubing made of high-grade
metal. As we piled out of the van and
headed into " Building Eight by Six Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel" for abriefing. I
couldn't help but laugh. What kind of a
name is that for a building? A very
NASA- like name to be sure.

ing to develop digital radio for Voice of
Although there is indeed an eight- by - America. It also was involved in the subsix-foot supersonic wind tunnel attached
to the building, the laboratory conducting
the testing of the nine systems from the
five proponents of digital audio radio is
located in the basement. Ah well, maybe
Disney World has asupersonic wind tunnel ride....
Anyway. the Electronic Industries
Association ( EIA)-sponsored gathering
and tour for the press was rather astonishing. Imean, we all know that EIA is
sponsoring testing of the systems ( IBOC
systems testing is co- sponsored with the
National Association of Broadcasters NAB) and that the NASA Lewis
Research Center is the site, but you never
really understand what that implies until
you see it.
First off, my own experience with
NASA ( my dad has been an engineer
In the sound booth...
there for 30 years) predisposes me to
jective evaluations of HDTV and is
assuming they are methodical, precise
scheduled to participate in the study and
and objective. The center itself was estabdevelopment the National Information
lished in 1941 by the National Advisory
Infrastructure as it involves standards and
Committee for Aeronautics ( NACA). It
operability.
was one of three such centers in the counWhat it all means is that these people
try. The Lewis Center developed an interknow how to conduct tests. Every piece
national reputation for its research on jet

ei

and the tests could continue. Also, when
the field portion of the tests begins ( more
on that later). the equipment now in the
lab has to be used in the field.
It goes without saying. this is one secure
place.
The lab uses nine source pieces of audio
selected to challenge the systems ( as of
yet unidentified and to remain so until
the test results are released). As each test
is conducted on each system, arecording
is made to DAT. That material is being
shared with the Communications
Research Center (CRC) in Ottawa that is
conducting the subjective testing portion
of the tests.
Among the things these engineers listen for is the threshold of audibility
(TOA). TOA is reached when the audio
starts to audibly degrade when subjected
to certain stresses ( like noise, co-channel interference. multipath. etc.).
Listening and data gathering continues
until POF. or point of failure, is reached.
Exhaustive measurements, day after day
after day. Mountains of data gathered
and compiled.
And while the top brass, including EIA's
Gary Shapiro. Capital Cities/ABC Inc.'s
Al Resnick and Bagwell continually made

Two of the systems on the rack...
Committee's DAB Subcommittee) plan
to report testing results to the commission with arecommendation of system(s)
to be implemented.
Sounds good to me.

f
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GUEST EDITORIAL

OPINION

Closer Look Reveals
EAS Better in Many Ways
by Fred Baumgartner

tance by the "WEB" network architecture.
Simply stated, the EAS signaling protoDENVER As Ipage through my colleccol calls for adigital message followed by
tion of articles attempting to explain EAS
avoice ( and/or data, under some configu(the Emergency Alerting System that the
rations) message. The digital "header"
FCC mandated as a replacement for the
message is ahighly compact and defined
aged Emergency Broadcast System), I string of characters. The string of characconclude that very little has been said
ters is divided into blocks that contain
about installing EAS, or the options and
information about the nature of the emerbenefits that will come to broadcasters.
gency, the area affected, and the time
By the time you read this, the NAB will
involved. Each of these blocks of inforhave come and gone. While there will not
mation is only afew characters long, each
have been a single technical session on
resembling an abbreviation. Each header
EAS, the SBE ( Society of Broadcast
message can be easily translated into any
Engineers) will have met to discuss its role
language; spoken, written, or signaled.
in implementing EAS. Certainly there will
There are other "housekeeping" blocks
also have been some discussions of how to
of information that contain the date and
"fine tune" the EAS protocol. With that, I time, originating agency, and other inforthink it is time to cover what EAS is and is
mation necessary for the EAS decoder to
not, and give aquick overview of the
work properly and with security. The
industries opportunities; which are many.
header itself is sent on a slightly nonFirst, what EAS is not. It is not simply a standard FSK ( Frequency Shift Keying),
better box to replace the older EBS box.
in-band (you can transmit it via any voice
It does not use the EBS daisy chain. It is
grade channel or transmitter) carrier.
not RBDS, however RBDS can and
Sending a very long header three times
should serve an important role.
takes approximately eight seconds. A test
EAS was designed to be afast, cost savcan take less than asecond.
ing, highly useful and universal ( broadThe EBS header required 23 seconds
cast, cable, satellite; local, state, national
and carried only this information; "The
and even international, multilingual)
station you are monitoring wants you to
alerting system. It is specifically tailored
listen for amessage, probably arequired
to allow ( not require) electronic mass
test." By contrast, the EAS header conmedia to automate alert messaging, protains all of the information necessary to
vide greater control over broadcast condecide how and when to route, broadcast,
tent and offer news operations support
or dispose of the message.
unavailable with prior technology. The
But that is not where it ends. EAS is to
end result is asaving of lives and properEBS exactly what the computer is to the
ty and a major improvement in broadtypewriter.
casters' ability to serve their audiences.
The Web
The protocol
As Iindicated, the real power in EAS
EAS has two main elements, the network
comes from the Web network architecarchitecture and the signaling protocol.
ture. There are dozens of communication
The signaling protocol is the most obvious
architectures available from the
trait of EAS and the subject of most press
"round_robin" of radio days past to the
to date. It is, however, dwarfed in impormystical "token- ring" popular in computer networks. The Web is completely
unique and tailored to EAS.
All networks connect "nodes" together.
Nodes are the places where the information is entered into the network, where it
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Congress granted public broadcasters a
reprieve from abudget crisis by setting the
stage for federal funding, albeit reduced, in
fiscal 1996 and 1997. But this only provides time for them to breathe a sigh of
relief.
The forces behind public broadcasting
know what lies ahead. Like it or not, traditional government funding through the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) is aprime target for
House Speaker Newt Gingrich. Public broadcasters have to find
alternative sources of revenue.
America's Public Television Stations ( APTS), NPR, Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS) and Public Radio International ( PR!)
took the offensive by proposing a "trust fund" similar to that
established for the Red Cross and Little League Baseball. Flawed
as it may be, the proposition is at least astart.
Today's radio market is competitive from aratings and revenue
standpoint. On the programming side, there is something for
every taste, whether it is the contemporary sounds of hip hop on
commercial stations or in-depth reporting on public broadcasting
that probes the frightening growth of citizen militias.
Just as commercial radio comes up with new and creative ways
to fund itself, so too must public radio. Quality programming has
always been a hallmark of public radio. Perhaps producing and
selling programming to commercial broadcasters and overseas is
another way to go. A commercial radio version of "All Things
Considered" is aratings boon that many stations might be willing
to pay apremium to air.
Before noncommercial broadcasters reach for the smelling salts,
it is time to face the facts. This Congress is allowing for two
more years of government funding. Noncommercial broadcasting
must be preserved—its services are to valuable to miss. If
Congress will not fund it, they should give public broadcasting
the ability to fund itself as aggressively as commercial radio,
even if this means public broadcasting operates just like commercial radio.
—RV

Time to
Face
Facts

The EAS Web is a mathematical wonderland. Consider this Denver simulation.
If all EAS nodes have four inputs, and
they are configured as above and one-half
of the broadcast and non-broadcast stations ( nodes) are suddenly taken off-line,
the EAS Web will still reach 100 percent
of the survivors 90 percent of the time.
This is afar cry from EBS where taking a single station off-line, either
because of a technical fault, or because
the DJ was taking abreak, could and frequently did result in total failure.
Denver has a number of emergency
agencies that need access to broadcasters.
There are military and nuclear facilities,
the weather bureau, and we are noted for
our winter road emergencies and flash
floods. Like most metropolitan areas,
each of Denver's suburbs also have
emergency agencies and needs. Even
more so, Colorado, as most states, has
many rural and isolated areas in need of
local alerting means.
Point of information
This is agood place to make apoint.
EAS is largely a local matter, with the
design of the EAS Web almost entirely
up to the individual SECC ( State
Emergency Coordinating Committee). It
is entirely possible to design an EAS
network that works almost as poorly as
the EBS network. It is also entirely possible to use correction fluid on your
computer screen.
Oddly enough, the SECC is composed
of broadcasters and emergency personal.
A little time spent now, designing aworkable EAS Web will pay off handsomely.
EAS does involve a learning curve, and
like all learning curves, the benefits
accrue to those who make the climb.
This is early in the industry's learning
curve and most of us do not realize how
much can be done with EAS and what it

can do t'or us. Probably the biggest hot
button that EAS possesses is the prospect
of unattended operation. Because EBS
was the last technical obstacle to legal
unattended station operation, and the policy obstacles appear to be fading, the
amount of money that the industry can
save is simply awesome.
EAS also gives the broadcaster the ultimate control over what emergency inforniation is broadcast, when and in what manner.
The issues and options involved here are
extensive. Any news director would have an
EAS decoder in his budget whether it was
required or not. Many news directors will
push hard to get better EAS equipment simply so that they can scoop the competition.
EAS can also greatly reduce the issues of
liability inherent in EBS. EBS always
placed the broadcaster in aposition of making decisions under pressure as to whether
to rebroadcast an EBS message, or even
originate one. Further. EBS produced thousands upon thousands of dollars in fines for
simple operator logging errors or omissions.
A properly installed EAS decoder makes
tines very unlikely.
Don't forget that the reduced testing in
EAS saves air- time and audience tuneout. Simply stated, EAS can make us better community broadcasters and either
save or make us significant amounts of
money, if we take advantage of it.
In the space of an article, it is impossible to go into any detail about the
remaining features of EAS. With that in
mind. I'll ask you to tune in to the second
half next time, where I'll introduce them.
D O

Fred Baumgartner is engineering manager at KDVR-TV Denver, Colorado. He
designed and built the first prototype
EAS units for the Colorado Broadcaster's
Association in 1989 and consulted with
TFT in the design of the company's
EAS/EIS decoders.
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comments live, while still getting reports
were all busy gathering material for their
from the bomb site.
reports. My job was to get it back to
BBC offers many different services,
London in broadcast quality.
To get aclear shot over the other vehisome wanting live coverage, others needing bulletins and updates. Radio 5, anetcontinued from page 1
After checking the sat-phone as luggage
cles, Iput the sat-phone on the roof of the
minivan we rented. With a little experiwork dedicated to broadcasting live news
similar set-up on aland line Switched 56 or
and having it marked "heavy"—the unit
and sports events, has 5 million listeners
weighs 85 pounds— and " fragile," I ence, if things go well, you can be on air
ISDN at your studio, you can be on the air
with one of these units in less than 15
each week. They wanted Clinton's comin broadcast quality from nearly anywhere.
winced as the attendant dropped it on the
ments live. The sat-phone would have to
minutes.
conveyer.
Within an hour, Ihad booked an A-terNot this time.
go to the fairgrounds.
At this point, Iwas joined by Claire
minal with COMSAT, acompany located
For some reason, calls would not go
about an hour outside of Washington and
Bolderson, one of our bureau World
Warm and dry
through. Discussion with COMSAT via
cell-phone led to the conclusion that this
Friday night it hailed, and all day
phone had abad circuit card and could not
Saturday it rained with temperatures in
be made to work. They would have to send
the 50s. We spent most of the day trying
another one via Federal
Express. Ithought of
After checking the
that baggage handler
sat-phone as luggage,
haplessly tossing equipment onto the belt. For
winced as the attendant
now, our correspondents
dropped it on the conveyer.
would have to file material via cell-phone and on
to keep ourselves warm and dry. When I
the back of TV feeds when possible.
The new sat-phone arrived on schedule
hurriedly packed my clothes Inever
Friday morning and was set up in place
imagined that Washington's temperatures
of the defunct unit. This time, calls went
in the upper 70's would take such adip
through, but all London could hear was
as Iheaded southwest to Oklahoma.
static. Another call to the help line
Ialso worried about keeping the satphone dry. The winds tended to move the
revealed that the unit was improperly
configured for 64 kb, which will not
plastic tarp Ibought. Saturday night, the
work through COMSAT earth station in
White House Press Office held ameeting
Ted Tait ( engineer) on roof of van with Claire Bolderson
Southbury, Conn.
about what would be available to the
(BBC World Service) in parking lot at Oklahoma bomb site.
media for Sunday's memorial service.
Problem solved
told them Iwould pick it up. Iloaded my
Service correspondents, also being sent
The prospects did not look good. We
car with codec, mixers, cables and other
to cover the story for the some 120 milFortunately, asimple change on aconcould not take a vehicle from which to
gear, made a quick run across the
lion BBC listeners around the world.
figuration menu solved the problem and
broadcast close enough to the audio feeds.
Potomac to Arlington, Va., where Ilive
we were on the air from our minivan,
What were we going to broadcast from,
On site
for some clothes, and started to COMusing power borrowed from anearby TV
and how could Ikeep the sat- phone dry
SAT on the other side the city for the satBy early afternoon, we were on site, a satellite truck generator. The sat- phone
without blocking its line of sight to the sky?
phone.
parking lot swarming with TV satellite
draws about 230 W when transmitting.
A trip to the local Wal-Mart at 11 p.m.
Iwas out the doors of COMSAT before
trucks and other media just acouple hunThe simplex mode of operation for these
brought solutions. A nylon tent with
6 p.m., but thanks to the diabolic trapdred yards from the ravaged Alfred P.
sat-phones is not quite what you might
fiberglass support rods was just what the
pings of beltway traffic, there was no
Murrah Federal Building.
think of as simplex.
doctor ordered.
way 1was going to make it to Baltimore
The local authorities had closed streets
Although the high-speed data only travSunday, the tent was up in about 15
Washington International airport for the
for blocks around the building. It was
els in one direction, there is a phone
minutes and the sat- phone another 15
last available flight from the metro area
amazing to see the damage the blast
quality return audio circuit associated
minutes after that. Our mobile studio was
to Oklahoma that night. Iwas re- booked
caused, even blocks away.
with the line perfect for use as an IFB
on the air. We ran an audio line to the
for the 7a.m. Thursday flight from nearEntire buildings were destroyed, not just
(interruptible feedback) from the studio.
company providing the sound and got the
by Washington National Airport.
the federal building. It reminded me of
By diverting this audio to a headphone
entire service. Our correspondent spoke
Less than 12 hours later, Istood at the
damage Ihad seen from natural disasters,
amp, our people are able to do live
live with London and anchored until
ticket desk for the flight and began to
but this was not natural.
reports and answer questions.
President Clinton took the podium.
understand what Iwas in for after seeing
Already on site were two radio producMeanwhile, the local phone company in
Meanwhile, our minivan crew was filing
the deluge of news reports on TV.
ers, and several correspondents. They
Oklahoma, Southwestern Bell, was on
update reports for other services from the
site to help provide services for all of the
bomb site.
press in the makeshift media pavilion. In
The sat-phone had served its purpose. It
addition to asking for some dial tone
got us on the air from multiple locations
lines, we asked if the phone company
quickly in broadcast quality. For the rest
could provide either Switched 56 or
of the story, we could now use the landISDN quickly. A call back to the
line that was installed, which also would
Washington office set the wheels in
save money in the long run, as the satmotion for aCSU (circuit switching unit)
phone calls are very expensive. HSD
to be sent overnight to us, but we had no
calls are more than $ 12 aminute during
spare codec.
peak periods.
Half adozen phone calls later. Iwas in
But when you need to he on the air
touch with Silverlake Audio, acompany
quickly from places where you're unsure
on Long Island, N.Y., that was recomof what, if any, services may be availmended to me awhile back as aplace to
able. they get you on the air. We've used
rent codecs and other gear. It was after
them in cities around the U.S. for fast
5:30 p.m. Eastern time, so my hopes
moving stories and places like Haiti
were fading. Silverlake said it would
where you cannot count on local serhave to get back to me and by 6:30 p.m..
vices—phone or electric.
ET. I was running out of options.
With the largest technical hurdles overThankfully, within minutes Silverlake
come, and a more stable land line
called back to say the codec was on its
installed in the van, my work was finway Federal Express. The company rep
ished. The rest of the story would be covsaid he hadn't called before because he
ered from the minivan in the parking lot
was racing to make the Fedex deadline—
and our bureaus in Washington and New
and barely made it.
York.
• Matching • Monitoring
At last everything was in line. Ihad a
Igathered the two sat- phones and
• Processing • Distribution
working sat-phone, and everything for a excess gear and headed back to
• Mike • Line • Phono • Mixing • Metering • Rack Mounting
land line SW- 56 on the way. Having a Washington, ready to resume my vacasecond setup was going to be important
tion.
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
ODD
because our producer informed me that
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA, 19044 • ( 215) 443-0330
President Clinton was going to be at the
Ted Tait is chief engineer af the BBC
FAX ( 215) 443-0394 • 800-959-0307
state fairgrounds on Sunday for the
Washington Bureau. He can be reached
memorial service. BBC wanted to run his
at 202-223-2050.

In Oklahoma with BBC
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Production Directors. Engineers. Even newsroom people swear
by the DSE. Which is probably why these stations with one DSE
soon wind up with two. Or even three. Learning is fast. Editing is
easier. Everybody is more productive. Because not only do your
station's multiple personalities get up to speed faster, they stay up
there. To see it in action yourself call 1-800-622-0022 for ademo.
The DSE 7000. The New Speed Of Sound.

The Only Digital
Editing System Created For
Multiple Personalities.

"My advice: if you're gonna buy one, buy

"As quickly as you can conceptualize

"Radio lives by critical deadlines. With

two. Or you'll newr keep the peaci,."

it, the DSE can do it. Or undo it. "

the DSE, time is on my side."

John Bealoe...Chief Engineer

Bill Schultz.. Production Director

Barbara Sherry...Production Director

KSON, San Diego

103.5 WYNY-FM, New York

KQQL FM, Minneapolis

"It's the only digital system in radio that

"You install it, it nuts, the production

"It gives our air talent so much creati \

lets you edit by ear. What aconcept ."
Ross ll'ils.m...Production Director

department is happy. Next problem."

freedom, they won't use anything else."

Dan Mettler...Chief Engi lever

Byron Su'anson...Chief Engineer

117VDE/WFBQ, Indianapolis

KKRZ, Portland

KI01, San Francisrc ,

orbon
H AHarman

International Company

For ademo in the U.S. call Harris Allied Broadcast Center: I800- 622.0022
Or contact Oran: Phone 1. 510 • :351.3500 Fax 1.510.351- 0500
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The Biggest Hits
at NA13'95

rimm.

brought to you by Harris Allied

Nil EQ3 High Definition Audio by Night Technologies. The world's
first air band equalizer. Not just another equalizer. Using patented
audio circuitry, the EQ3 produces sound that is free from hiss, noise,
distortion and phase shift. You have to hear it to believe it.

DDS Digital Delivery System by Radio Systems.
Imagine adigital audio system that's as simple to use as a
cart machine but powerful enough to run an entire broadcast facility. DDS is the digital audio system that's made
to grow with your operation.

.11111111111
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Cool Stuff
riceevui
It

Harris DIGITTm Digital Exciter. The world's first truly
digital 50 watt exciter provides 32-bit Direct Digital
Synthesis precision. The Harris DigitTM will deliver
exceptional signal quality on the day of the final test, and a
year, even adecade, after installation.

A •

Oktava MK219 and MK012 Microphones.
High quality studio condenser mies, manufactured in Russia and now available in the U.S.
exclusively from Harris Allied. They may be
ugly, but they perform beautifully. And the
ridiculously low price will amaze you.

•

Roam Werid

Cool Stuff
Arceia

DRC 1000 Digital Radio Console by Zaxcom
Audio. We unveiled the world's first afford-

410i

e•

I •

able digital console developed specifically for
radio. The basic unit offers 11 AES/EBU
inputs, 7output buses and can grow to fit any
size facility. Can you believe analog inputs are
optional?

Talking Duck by Broadcast Tools.
Unlike any other product available,
the Talking Duck conveniently
identifies any audio circuit. Simply
connect the wall transformer to the
Talking Duck and press RECORD.
A 15 second message may be
recorded, alternating with tone.

VoxProTM Digital Sound Editing
System. The first digital sound
editing system specifically designe
replace reel-to-reel tape recorder use
on the air. VoxPro's most valuable
benefit for " on air" pros is the ability,
to record and edit phone bits quic
and to improve quality easily- al
without the fear of making mistakes...

1

AudioMetrics Modular Furniture. Completely
modular. Mix and match standard components for a•
perfect design for your studio. Available in stand-up
or sit-down heights. In stock for quick delivery.

leading the broadcast industry.
M

HARRIS
LL.1 E D

1-800-622-0022

FAX 317-966-0623
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OET Chief Steers Course for Change
continued from page 1
see it as more of an additional service
that is complementary. Ithink, if anything, it will probably compete more with
cassette tape and compact disc than with
over- theair broadcast. Terrestrial broadcasters will always have the localism
advantage."
Localism is aparticular strength of AM
service and AM is perhaps the medium
most vulnerable to new technologies.
Smith said AM broadcasters should
focus on their strengths.
"AM broadcasters are faced with some
challenges, of course, but more in terms
of quality," he said. "FM sounds better
than AM. AM did not get stereo, in part
due to decisions made in the commission. And there are propagation conditions that work both for and against the
AM broadcasters now.

composed of four divisions that perform
avariety of functions.
The Policy and Rules Division is what
Smith called "the expert drafter of rules

The third OET division deals with
equipment authorization. " Of all the
work the commission does, perhaps
none is more important than prevent -

We want to make sure
technology is in fact made availablethat we, the FCC, are not in the way
of its development.
and regulations that will be recommended by the OET to the commission
for adoption." The Allocations and
Standards Division works on standards.

ing interference among this tremendous multitude of RF generating
devices— not just radio transmitters,
which are fairly simple to control,"

Smith said.
The New Technology Development
Division " is our effort to push ahead the
process of getting technology to the
marketplace as soon as possible," he
added.
Smith looks at the OET as quite an
exciting place.
"I think some people think, perhaps, or
have an image that the engineering side
of the house is there, it is necessary, but
it is not where the excitement is," he
said.
"Actually, it is a pretty darn exciting
place. I'm just having agreat time in my
second career at the FCC. I'm looking
forward to being here for awhile - (!)
See page 39 for more
news from Radio World
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lay the dragon of high costs and worry! Nothing strikes
fear in the heart of an owner/general
manager/chief engineer quite like the
words, "the station's off the air!"
Wizard For WindowsTm Version 4.0
combines the best features of the
centralized file server with the
redundancy of the peer to peer
network. If the central file server goes
down, the system will automatically
reconfigure itself into a stand-alone
environment and continue to run your
stations. Let Wizard For Windowsl m
be your knight in shining armor!

"What AM broadcasters have to do, is to
look at the things that they have that work
for them. One of the things is the large geographical area of service. I'm not saying
that they ( AM broadcasters) do not have
their work cut out for them. Ido not see
them fading away. Ithink some of them
may not make it. hut most of them will."
Setting standards
Smith is a proponent of setting standards, but with some mixed feels.
"There is a little bit of downside," he
said.
"Every time you set astandard, if it is
(a government rule and regulation),
sometimes it is difficult to change. and
it may he difficult to allow flexibility."
Smith also suggested that it may not
make much difference if one standard is
selected over another. "The important
thing is to pick one so that everybody
can then go ahead, and for economy of
scale and other reasons, produce a unit
that will work in Washington and Los
Angeles—wherever you might go." he
said.
In the trenches
Smith has worked in the trenches long
enough to speak with the voice of
knowledge. He paid his dues at the
agency and earned his post through a
long and steady climb to the top.
Right out of college, Smith began his
FCC career as a field engineer in the
Los Angeles office. He also has been
engineer in charge of the Philadelphia
field office, chief of the Investigations
Branch in Washington, and, before his
current position, chief of the Field
Operations Bureau.
The OET, under Smith's direction, is

For information about radio's premier
digital automation system, call:

Prophet Systems, Inc.
1-800-658-4403
In Australia. New Zealand. and Pacific Rim. contact
Broadcast Solutions Pty Ltd. at ( 02) 439-6662.

Fear no
competition.

.i,'i,

• Runs 5or more stations!

• Automatically record and play network feeds!

• Multi track Wizard Editor!

• The ONLY true multi-user system on the market!

• Expandable to 30 or more users!

• Unsurpassed FLEXIBILITY, runs any program log!

• Live, satellite and automated modes!

• On- Line Copy Entry System, integrate your stations!

• Backtime System. fills out each hour!

• Automatic Block Stretch / Squeeze for perfect timing!

• Full Equipment and Data Redundancy!

• Exclusive Automated Time and Temperature Announce!

• Instant audio access... NO transfer delay!

• The Leading Hard Drive Automation System in the industry!

• Button Bar with Quick Record Capabilities!

• VoiceTRAC System. pre-record "live" shows weeks in advance!

Audio Wizard for Windows
The

Flexible Digital Automation System featuring Windows and

Windows is aRegistered Trademark of Microsoft Corporation. No, ell is aRegistered 1radernark ot

Novell Technology

nell. Erie Compaq 1, aRegistered Trademark of C'ompay Computer Corporation.
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EVERY ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
INSTRUMENT JUST BECAME OBSOLETE.
INCLUDING OURS.
There's never been anything
like it. In fact, the new Narda
Model 8718 sets an entirely new
standard for electromagnetic
radiation measurement.
Whether you're talking about
flexibility, ease of use, informational display, functional sophistication, or cost.
As an added plus, all of your
Narda 8700 probes ( both Eand H)
are completely compatible.
So you're way ahead on cost.

The New Industry Standard
•Displays field readings in any
units as direct readings against
standards.
•mW/cm 2
•W/m 2
•Vim
•Alm
•µVV/cm 2

e

e

V2 m

2

A2/m2

•pJ/cm 3
•WOof int'l
standards

•Single-touch, automatic
zeroing.
•An 8718 system ( instrument
plus probes) costs typically 30%
below competition.
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For more information, call Bob
Johnson, Loral Microwave-Narda,
435 Moreland Road, Hauppauge,
NY 11788.
Tel ( 516) 231-1700 ext 230.
International: ( 516) 231-1390.
Fax: ( 516) 231-1711.

LCIR/MMicrowave-Narda
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Keep Your AM Array in Top Condition
by Thomas R. McGinley
GREENBELT, Md. Digital audio
broadcasting on the AM band ( AM DAB)
has posed a whole new set of questions
and concerns to AM broadcast engineers.
Certainly the recent mobile demonstration
of the USA Digital Radio AM DAB system at NAB ' 95 in Las Vegas was almost
spectacular.
Listening to 15 kHz stereo come out of an
AM transmission chain and receiver was
downright breathtaking. The USADR AM
DAB signal uses almost the entire 40 kHz
AM channel and stays within the NRSC
mask. Most of the information beyond ±9
kHz is digital phase modulation. We know
that bandwidth performance and phase
response across the channel will be important in transmitting quality AM DAB, no
matter what the system.
Many of us discovered that C-QUAM and
Kahn AM stereo presented special challenges for some AM arrays when first
installed back in the early ' 80s. AM DAB
will undoubtedly be even more demanding.
The biggest favor you can do for your
transmitter/antenna performance is present
a symmetrical load to the modulated PA
stage at the sidebands. For AM stereo, we
only worried about ± 10 kHz from carrier,
but for DAB we really need to be concerned about ±20 kHz. Phase rotation via
line stretching is the oldest and still the
simplest method to allow the modulated
PA to "look" at balanced sideband loads
so that modulation may be passed efficiently to the antenna. Use the venerable
"10 kHz tone test method" to first evaluate
your modulated sideband response and
then to readjust the phase delay across the
antenna tower base tee network or common point matching tee network in the
phasor for adirectional array. This simple
but tell-tale task was first described by my
friend Peter Burk of Burk Technologies
back in a 1977 trade press article.
During your off- the- air maintenance
period ( hopefully you still have one).
modulate the transmitter in a low power
mode to exactly 50 percent with a 10 kHz
sine wave. With afield intensity meter, go
out in the major lobe about a half mile.
Tune in your carrier frequency for amaximum reading and set the field strength to
full scale 100 percent with the range and
gain controls. Then tune in each sideband
at ± 10 kHz and carefully note each recovered field strength reading. Don't change
the gain control or worry about calibration. A perfect bandpass response would
produce a relative field of 25 percent at
each 10 kHz point. If your system passes
25 ± 1.0 at each sideband, any additional
improvement will be insignificant. Try
modulating with 15 kHz if your transmitter will do it and note the results. TwentykHz tests will probably not be possible.
unless you defeat rolloff circuits in the
audio and modulator sections. You probably shouldn't attempt this with high level
plate modulated transmitters! Obviously
these tests go much easier with two engineers equipped with handheld radios.
If your results show significant departure
from the 25 percent ideal values, your
antenna system is likely the culprit and is

distorting the sideband response, which
means distorted audio and loss of high frequency response in receivers. The next
step is to employ the line stretching
maneuver at the ATU or CP matching network. What you are doing here is repositioning the impedance window through
which the modulated PA stage looks. All
reactive elements downstream from the PA
will shift the phase or the position of the
window. The goal is to position the carrier
in the middle of the window so that both
the upper and lower sidebands will receive
equal amounts of modulated power.
Phase rotation involves changing the
phase shill across the network while maintaining the required impedance match. It is
easily accomplished with a full range tee
network with an 01B in-line impedance
bridge monitoring the input. Change the
coil tap on the output arm of the network
no more than one turn at atime, and then
reset the required resistance match ( usually 50 ohms) with the shunt coil tap and the
reactance match ( usually 0ohms) with the
input or line side coil tap. Each time you
move the phase and reset the network for
proper match, do the 10 kHz tone test and
have the field engineer relay the results. If
the sideband values are moving towards

I :).inel Antennas
FM PENETRATOR
Antennas

percent. you are going in the right
direction. If not, move the output ami network tap the other way. reset and retest.
The goal is to pull both sideband response
components as close to 25 percent as possible. If you run out of range with the network installed, you will have to reconfigure it for less or more delay and perhaps
change it from alagging design to aleading design. Consult the NAB Engineering
Handbook or other appropriate text for
assistance.
With simple nondirectional antennas at
least 80 degrees tall and higher, you may
find this procedure will have little impact on
the 10 kHz tone performance. You may
need to do 15 kHz or even 20 kHz tests to
see significant changes, unless the matching
network was not set up properly to begin
with or it provided excessive phase delay
beyond about 120 degrees. For wide-spaced
and most parallelogram directional arrays.
the results should still be reasonable, but
you should find some improvement is available. The real "stinker" arrays out there
which will probably have lots of room for
improvement include the close- spaced
designs ( elements less than 90 degrees
apart) and the in- line "end fire" designs
continued on page 13

It's No Accident...

WE'RE THE BEST
BY DESIGN

Custom
Pitit.rn9
Slot Antennas
UHF Panel Antennas

Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

Quality*
Power Tubes
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000A3
3CX15,000H3
3CX10,000H3
3CX10,000A7
3CX3000F7/8162
3CX3000A7
3CX2500H3
3CX2500F3/8251
3CX2500A3/8161
4CX15,000A/8281
4CX10,000D/8171
4CX5000A/8170
4CX3500A
4CX1600B
4CX1500A
4CX800A
4CX400A
4CX350AC
4X350A/8321
4CX250R/7580W
4CX25OBT
4CX250BC/8957
4CX250B/7203
4X150A/7034
5CX1500B
5CX1500A
YC130/9019
8560AS
811A
833A
833C
JJJ_J_I

FM Bandpass
Combiners & Filters

THE PENETRATOR SERIES

"The Industry Standard for Qualify and Performance"
Excellent VSWR and Bandwidth
Factory Tuned on aSimilar Tower

HDTV Antennas
Hybrids
riamiunic Filters

Rugged Mechanical Construction
DC Grounded at Every Bay for
Maximum Lightning Protection

•Watch this list grow.
•Manufactured in Russia's
largest power tube factory.
• Generous" warranty based
on high quality.
•Honest prices based on
quality at low cost.
•Shipment from USA stock.

FCC Directionalization
Multi-channel Operation Available
Various Power Levels Available

TV Channel
Combiners
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Rigia transmission
Line & Components
TV lntermod Filters
Patch Panels

When You Want More Than Just An Antenna
Made in USA since 1954

JAMPROANTENNAS.INC.
P.O. Box 292880
Sacramento, CA 95829 USA
Phone (916)383-1177

JAMPRO RF SYSTEMS. INC.
P.O. Box 293296
Sacramento, CA 95829 USA
FAX (916) 383-1182
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Svetlana
ELECTRON DEVICES
Broadcasters
Call: 800-239-6900
FAX: 205-880-8077
OEMs, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers
Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439
1-800-578-3852
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COME TO THE
CHOICE OF RF
ENGINEERS FROM
COAST TO COAST
FOR YOUR AM
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
OR
COMPONENTS

KIN TRONIC
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FOCUS ON TRANSMISSION

Integration Key Word
in Telco Technology
WASHINGTON If this year's NAB
convention v, as abuzz with digital, it was
in large part due to the wealth of new
boxes available to help move audio digitally from point A to point B. The new
designs focus on integration and function.
Whether as a stand-alone product, or
part of alarger system, the transportation

POTS or ISDN. Comrex Corp. recently
introduced the Codec Buddy, acomplete
four- input mixer, analog or ISDN IFB
mixing and headphone DA system. It is
designed to support the "codec" market,
the unit's features make it useful in any
remote application.
With some technical planning ahead,
you could take the Codee Buddy and

LABS, INC.
WE NOW ACCEPT VISA,
MASTER CARD
Telos Zephyr
of audio over telephone lines has been
making a splash lately. From announcements by the regional Bell operating
companies ( RBOCS) rolling out ISDN
across the United States to smaller, more
utile products being developed and introduced at broadcast trades shows, the
manufacturers and users of this equipment are making headlines.

MULTIPLEXED
ANTENNA
SYSTEMS

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
PHASING SYSTEM

WMALAM RADIO
CAP CITIES/ABC
WASHINGTON, DC

I

I KINTRONICS PRODUCTS
imr! ! ,nr•
*BROADBAND ANTENNA
TUNING UNITS
*DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
PHASING AND MATCHING

SYSTEMS
*MULTIPLEXED ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
*FOLDED MONOPOLE KITS
°TRANSMITTER COMBINERS
'DUMMY LOADS ( CONVECTION
COOLED UP TO 20 KW + MOD.)
'FIXED AND VARIABLE
INDUCTORS
•RF CONTACTORS
(SPDT & DPDT)
'CUSTOM SWITCHING
SYSTEMS & CONTROLLERS
KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. BOX 845
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37621-0845
PHONE: 615-878-3141/FAX: 615-878-4224
INTERNET: KINTRONICS @ DELPHI.COM
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Easy to use
Plain Old Telephone System ( POTS)
boxes are still abroadcaster's best friend.
A particularly neat and cost effective item
for solving studio telephone problems is
available from Gentner Communications.
Appealing to both the broadcast studio
and the teleconferencing market, the
Gentner digital TeleHybrid series. including the TH1(X) and 1H 120, offers aliterally one button. nothing to adjust. no
more product to purchase for connecting
audio equipment to phone lines.
The TeleHybrid can be used with almost
any business telephone system and its
features including conferencing ( if your
system has it). With the TH series, you
connect the unit in series with the handset of your phone, connect audio in/out
via the XLR type plugs, place the handset
on the sensor pad, and mild There are
some adjustments upon initial installation.
Broadcasters on the road can now turn a
number of new products optimized for
getting audio back to a studio from a
field reporter's laptop. From Seattle's
Audion Laboratories comes the
VoxPro/FX. a PowerBook version of its
on air studio telephone recorder. This
provides a laptop version of the company's workstation and is optimized for
field news gathering.
Scott Studios now offers a telephone
recorder software package for its line of
workstations.
CCS Audio Products is offering aPOTS
product that uses MUSICAM HQ, aproprietary version of ISO/MPEG Layer II.
The CCS FieldFone is the world's first
digital audio codec for POTS. This unit
allows hi- directional 7.5k audio via a
regular telephone line. The FieldFone
incorporates all the mixing, cueing and
other features necessary for remote production.
There are several specialty products that
can serve your facility—whether you use

your 64k ISDN gear anywhere in the
world using the Global Phone 3000
from Glocom of Bethesda, Md. The
Global Phone is a totable satellite
phone that provides digital connectivity via the INMARSAT-B satellite system.
He
Engineering now offers the

facing 2 x 3.5 kHz IFB, telephone or
intercom systems over ISDN lines via a
single B-channel and the data port.
By far ISDN products number the most
new products for telephone use.
RE America, Telos, APT and others
unveiled new products this year for use
on multiple BRI-circuits or the next level, ISDN-PRI, Primary Rate Interface.
The PRI service level brings multiple
ISDN ( 11-24) circuits to your location
over asingle T1 type circuit. When used
with the appropriate terminal adaptor
(T- A) and call management system,
multiple ISDN lines and ISDN-PRI
allow rapid connectivity and control
over multiple audio feeds and destinations at standard or
greater
bandwidth
than possible with a
single BRI-service
channel.
Using multiple ISDN
lines
requires
an
inverse- multiplexer to
assign portions of the
data to each ISDN line.
The
inverse
mux
(IMUX) is typically an
integral part of either the terminal adaptor or the codec. Telos Systems recently
upgraded its popular Zephyr ISDN transceiver by adding ISO/MPEG Layer Il
and an internal NT- 1. The Zephyr already
supports G.722 and Layer III in mono
and stereo formats. Telos plans to begin
shipping these upgrades later this year.

CCS Prima I20
Telestor line of products. Doing just what
the name says. the Telestor will answer a
ringing line and record the incoming
audio for later retrieval. Featuring one to
five minutes of storage. the unit can
replace your coupler. tone decoder, cart
machine and their requisite space.
Phone interfacing
J-K AUDIO offers several telephone
interface products including its new
Remote Mix C+. The Remote Mix
includes mie, line. IFB and dialing functions in asmall, battery powered package
for use with POTS or Cellular RJ-Il
adaptors.
AEV is now selling the UMR 6200
portable telephone reporter unit here in
the United States. Featuring six mic/line
inputs with EQ and phantom supply, two
output busses, telephone hybrid, tone
oscillator, recording and IFB/ monitoring
systems. this is a versatile 25 pound
portable studio with internal battery or
AC supply.
From the United Kingdom, Systembase
Limited is now selling the RG70 two-tofour wire converter that allows for inter-

This will be the first fully -integrated
stereo ISDN product with bi-directional
codees. TA and NT-1all built in.
Comrex Corp. offers the DXR.1 ( rack
mount) and DXP. I( portable) upgrade
product of its popular G.722 coding
series of codees. The X.1 upgrade provides 15 kHz mono audio via both Bchannels of a single ISDN or Switched
56 line. The units must be used with aTA that provides bonding and an IMUX.
Such units include the AdTran ISU-128
and similar products from UDS/Motorola
and INC.
Music applications
For music applications. Comrex offers
the MusieLine DX200 series of stereo
codees featuring ISO/MPEG Layer II. an
internal IMUX and three sample rates for
$3.000 per unit.
CCS's new line of CDQ PRIMA codees
offer avariety of choices. Unique to these
five units are an extensive internal array of
diagnostic, automation and logic interfacing options including spectrum analyzers,
silence sensing, triggerable routines, multicontinued on page 14
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Keep Up with Your Array
continued from page 11

with the major lobe directed in-line with the
towers and deep forward nulls off the side.
Such arrays will typically have ahigher
RSS/RMS ratio greater than about 1.5.
Find those numbers on your license and
divide to compute the ratio, which is abellwether indicator of array design efficiency
and bandwidth performance capabilities.
Many of the older three-, four- and fivetower in- lines have RSS/RMS ratios
above 2.5, which present a much more
difficult challenge.
It is probable that with many such arrays,
you will not be able to get the sidebands to
move together or come anywhere near 25
percent as you are performing the 10 kHz
tone test. To really fix this problem, a
complete redesign of the power divider,
and the branching and phasing scheme of
the system may be necessary. This is best
performed by acompetent consultant who
specializes in AM antenna systems (there
are only afew really good ones left). They
use acomputer-assisted technique known
as nodal analysis to look at the bandwidth
performance of every network or node
along the path from phasor power divider
to every tower base in the system. Phase
delays and optimized networks, including
equalizers are designed to yield the best
overall system bandwidth response.
If you do not have the budget to hire
such expertise to redesign and rebuild
your entire system, there is another
approach which will likely yield significant improvements but it will take some
time and effort on your part as chief engineer. If you understand RF network
design, are comfortable working with an
OIB in-line bridge, have adecent stock of
spare parts on hand, and have a helper,
you could save aton of money and wind
up a hero to the general manager. Icall
this "Do-it-yourself-broadbanding" and
assumes that you are going to leave the
operating parameters as licensed. To go
into detail regarding this approach is
beyond the scope of this article, however,
Iwill highlight the basics.
The first step is to analyze the phasing
system schematic. Identify the high power
tower. Add up all the phase shifts in the
feed to this tower from the output of the
common point network to the tower base,
including the power divider and phase
shifter, if any, plus the transmission line
delay and ATU network delay. If none of
this information is available on the
schematic or its accuracy is questionable,
you should determine it by actual measurements. Measure the actual power distribution to each tower using an OIB and
Ohms law. Network phase shifts will have
to be determined by reactance arm measurments with the OIB, or an accurate
LCR multimeter. Transmission lines may
have to be measured for actual phase
delay, using an accurate RF signal generator and oscilloscope.
We want to employ what is known as
"quadrature phasing," a technique that
typically provides an optimized phasing
scheme for best bandwidth performance
of the array. The total added phase shifts
here should be 90 degrees or an odd multiple thereof (+/-90,-270, -450, etc.). The
rest of the branch phase shifts to the other
towers will then have to be designed
around this quadrature phasing of the high
power tower to make the array work with
original operating parameters. Also be
sure your design uses a modern power
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divider. Unequal resistive tee network
dividers to higher power towers and basic
Ohms law shunt dividers for low power
towers are favored by most consultants. If
possible, the highest power tower should
have no phasor network. The old pushpull tank dividers with the grounded center- tap are real bandwidth killers and
should be updated.
If you are very lucky your existing
design incorporates at least something
within 30 degrees of quadrature phasing to
the high power tower. If not, you should
probably consider redesigning all the
branch phase networks and retuning the
entire array. The rest of the job is really
quite straight-forward. Match each ATU to

50 + j0 with the 0113, starting with the
high power tower first, and working your
way down to the lowest power tower. Do
this task with a knowledgeable helper at
the base as you work the phasor. Maintain
pattern parameters each time a network
tap is moved in the matching process.
Don't worry if low power towers, especially "ambivalent" tower bases near zero
ohms are not well matched. Just be sure
they do not significantly change the common point match when momentarily disconnected from the phasor power divider.
The other necessity in such an effort is to
use networks with phase delays between
about 45 and 90 degrees and to pick network component values so that each reactance arm of each network is composed of
nearly "pure" reactance, i.e. very little
"trim" coil is active when used in series
with acapacitor to tune the arm.

If you really want to go further in achieveing as flat abandpass as possible, you will
likely have to include the use of equalizer
networks or "inverse-slope" reactance arm
treatments to the high current networks in
the array.
After you have accomplished all of this,
rerun the 10 kHz tone test and phase rotate
the common point to reset the 10 kHz
sideband values each closer to 25 percent.
The improvements may very likely be dramatic with the more poorly designed and
misadjusted arrays. We pulled afive-tower
in- line out of the mud a few years ago
using precisely the foregoing techniques.
Before doing anything, the ± 10 kHz tone
test values measured nine and 14. When
we finished, they measured 22 and 25.
The program director and general manager were ecstatic. AM DAB will no doubt
like it better as well.

Small, Reliable, and
Runs Nearly Forever

Sound Familiar?
Continental's quality
design and construction
means years of troublefree operation in all
types of environments.
Plus, in the unlikely
event your 814H needs
repair, Continental's
team of trained professional technicians is
available 24 hours aday.

OK, so it may not be
quite as familiar to you as
that other shape, but
Continental's 814H 1kW
FM broadcast transmitter
delivers surprisingly powerful performance for
such a small package.
Only about the size of
your average four- drawer
file cabinet, the completely self-contained 814H
features continuously
adjustable power from
150 to 1000 watts*, solidstate electronics, digital
modulation indicator, and
superior audio performance. And of course,

Even the other little guy
couldn't say that!

Call 800-733-5011
*Using the power output
of a Continental 8028
exciter.
814H 1kW FM Transmitter

4.95.101

For nearly 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast
transmission products worldwide. Refuse to compromise. .. call Continental first!

C„e,L, Cant/AL/dal ele_e_turniei. Cowzdtion.
PO BOX 270879 • DALLAS TEXAS 752270879 • 214 381 -7161 • FAX 214-381-4949
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X-Ray Your Signal from the Sky
by Bob Rusk
SEASIDE, Ore. It is an engineer's
worst nightmare: the antenna that has
slowly been degrading over the years and
lost an element during asevere storm last
winter has just been replaced. You are
sure the station's signal is finally going to
be back to full strength. You power up
and anticipate how much better the coverage will be. then hop into the truck and
drive around town monitoring the station—and quickly hear that the signal is
weaker than ever.
As frustrating as that would be, take
comfort in knowing that this scenario is
not uncommon, and there is an effective
remedy—FM antenna pattern measurement from the air.
Akin to an X-ray
Aerial measurement is akin to taking an
X-ray of a station's signal, according to
Stephen McNamara, president of Little
Rock, Ark.- based Stephens Communications.
"That's exactly what it is," says
McNamara. -It's making the invisible

visible. If all of a sudden you could see
the RF coming off the antenna. that's
what you would see."
McNamara has been flying patterns
since 1983, combining the fields of engineering, aviation and computer imaging.
Once imaged, a station's signal can be
displayed on a computer screen and
printed on graph paper.
McNamara adds that it is not the theoretical signal which is measured, but the
actual signal that is transmitted from the
antenna site, including both horizontal
and vertical patterns.
"You're able to look at the energy actually coming off the antenna and then can
come up with the coverage area,"
explains McNamara. "That's why you
have to do it in an airplane ( although
others in this field use a helicopter),
because you get above all the ground
clutter. You get away from the fences
and moving vehicles" that interfere with
the signal.
Rating performance
Tom Becker ( who favors using a helicopter). owner of Air Systems

Lightning Strikes Can
Wreak Havoc on Radio
by W.C. Alexander
DALLAS It seems that every few years, the subject of lightning protection
comes up, particularly this time of year. The topic is timely and relevant, and in
this day and age of solid state transmitters and digital everything else ( including
transmitters), bolts from the blue are more troublesome than ever.
A lot of stations have spent fortunes to keep lightning out of transmitter equipment. A lot of stations have spent even more cleaning up after lightning has blown
their equipment to pieces. Good lightning protection is alot like crime prevention.
It is much better to keep the burglar out in the first place than to go through the
hassle of the insurance claim after he or she has cleaned you out.
Lightning strikes enter the transmitter plant via the antenna, tower structure, power lines, phone lines and through inductive coupling to inter-device wiring. How
often strikes occur depends upon several things, including local topography, tower
height, proximity and height of other towers and structures and incoming power
line routing.
RF power amplifier circuits are particularly vulnerable because they are more-orless directly coupled to the outside world via the transmission line(s) and antenna(s). Rectifiers and other power supply components are likewise vulnerable
because they are tied to the incoming AC power service.
Before we get into specifics, let's consider the types and incidence of lightning
strikes.
Weather lesson
As arule, most thunderstorms that produce cloud-to-ground lightning are localized and short in duration, caused by convection ( rising air due to localized heating).
The fortunately less-common air-mass type storms, on the other hand, are caused
by frontal boundaries of warm, moist air meeting cold air. These storms can cover
alarge area and persist for some time.
There are maps published by the National Weather Service showing the incidence
of electrical storms for the various parts of the U.S. The region from Florida and
across the southern states is the hottest area. Central Florida typically has 37
strikes per square mile annually.
Consider that atower structure of h feet in height shields an area of about 9701 2
square feet, aradius of three times the tower height. That means that a500-foot
tower will shield an area of more than 1/4 square mile. In an area where there are
100 days with thunderstorms each year, a500foot tower may be struck nine times
ayear if air mass type storms are predominant, or only once in ayear if convective
storms are more common.
The main stroke of alightning strike consists of aquick rise and almost exponential decay of current that is from a high impedance source made up of a long
length of ionized air. It has been presumed that the inductance of the air path is
responsible for the rate of rise of the current, and the resistance for the peak value
and rate of decay.
continued on page 16

Technologies in Dallas, who has been
doing aerial measurements since 1984,
adds, "There is no other way to truly
measure the performance of the antenna
system. Doing it on the ground gives you
very misleading data.
"An antenna might be mounted on the
leg of a2.000-foot high tower, just below
the top. The antenna system might be 100
feet long. The center of it—the 50- foot
point—is the center of radiation, the altitude at which the pattern of the antenna is
usually measured."
In instances where a station puts up a
new antenna yet receives inferior coverage to the old one, mounting is usually
the problem, according to Becker.
"We can measure a pattern and then
suggest to move alobe that might not be
right on," he says."While in the air, we
can continually monitor the antenna
while a crew is on the tower literally
swinging the antenna in real time as
we're measuring it.
"As we orbit the tower, maybe aquarter- mile from the stick, the station's crew
can make a temporary move, tighten the
bolts, and we'll make a couple more
loops around and determine just how it's
working at that position. We'll do perhaps six or eight discrete positions of the
antenna," continues Becker. "collecting
rough data for each position. From that
we can select the position of the antenna
that works best."
Good for tweaking
in cases where the antenna has not been
damaged yet coverage isn't what it
should be, simply moving its position on
the tower can result in increased coverage.
Says McNamara, "I've had clients say,
'Fm a 50.000- watt station. There's a
hunch of 50,000 watters in town.
Everybody's got agreat signal but me. I
don't understand why.'"
"We'll go out and discover the station
has a big hole going over the town,"
McNamara continues. "Anytime you put
apiece of steel up to hold your antenna,
it's going to distort the pattern. Usually
it's just a matter of moving the antenna.
and the coverage is perfect."
McNamara stresses that even if astation's
signal is fine, aerial measurement can still
prove beneficial. As an example. he cites
one country station that used his service.
"The station said. ' Our signal is fine.
The coverage is great. We just want to
know where the signal is going. — recalls
McNamara. " But more importantly, if the
antenna were to get hit by lightning or
the transmission lines burnt up. the station would know what kind of signal they
used to have."
While aerial measurement is the ideal
way to track an FM station's signal, it is
not practical measuring an AM signal
from the air, because AM is transmitted
on ground wave.
Most of the stations that use aerial measurement are in major markets, where an
optimum signal could translate into better
ratings.
"Those stations are looking for an
edge," says Becker. " They have the
best hardware, the latest state of the art
digital equipment. and yet might consistently be number two or three.
Investigating the antenna and optimizing it might be the thing that puts them
over the top."
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Telco
Technology
continued from page 12

"virtual control lines" for remote
operation of one unit from another.
Intraplex joined the codec fray with its
recent unveiling of the ISO/MPEG
Layer II codec module for its T-1 mainframe and an ISDN offering, the Series
4400 Codec. Incorporating Layer Il
and G.722 codees with T- A. bonding
and single stroke call setup, the Series
4400 is small, lightweight and offers
7.5k-20k bi-directional audio.
RE America has upgraded its 600
series codecs, which adds G.722
coding.
Nagra/Kudelski is offering the Nagra
ARES C, a portable stereo/mono
newsgathering system, similar in size
and construction to other Nagra products. The ARES includes an ISDN T-A,
POTS jack, RS-422 control, the usual
Nagra assortment of audio mixing and
control features, analog and AES/EBU
I/O, an internal editor utilizing edit
decision lists ( EDL) and PCMCIA
flash memory cards for data storage.
Among the first to fully integrate
ISDN-BRI-, PRI- and PC- based,
user configurable workstations for
audio and text delivery is Digital
Courier International. Unlike some
products that provide primarily unidirectional delivery the DCI system
allows stations, production houses
and advertisers to exchange materials in MPEG/II compressed form on
a per- call basis via the provided
internal codec and ISDN T- A.
The advertiser or production house
uploads, via ISDN-BRI, its product to
the DCI service bureau. DCI then
redistributes the material via ISDNPRI to similar BRI-equipped terminals at each station. A station may edit
the audio and copy. then resend the
material to sister or duopoly stations.
The audio remains in digital form
throughout the process.
Telos Systems has added the
ZephyrNet to its line of products.
Zephyrnet is a PC- based audio
switching and call management system. Based upon the Zephyr transceiver. the ZephyrNet may receive
remote or local audio/data for redistribution to other Zephyr- equipped
sites via either ISDN-BRI or SW56.
Dolby Laboratories is making available its DOLBY FAX product. Using
Dolby's AC- 2 coding ( existing
DP502/501 product line) a PC or
Palmtop controller and its own T- A,
the DolbyFax can transmit non realtime audio, video. CPU data or Group
IV faxes over two ISDN-2 lines.
An is offering WORLDNET, which
uses the new MCE/MCD 800 series
codec to transmit up to eight channels
of audio over ISDN. SW-56. fractional
(E- 1
) or full ( T- I) digital circuits using
apt- X coding. Additional products
all() \\ for remote machine control via
the data ISDN auxiliary channel
(Model RMC240): a lightweight,
portable. ' reporter terminal' incorporating an internal T- A with IMUX for
transmission of areporter's audio and
computer data ( DRT-128).
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Introducing the cDQPrima Series, our
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Protect from Lightning
continued from

page

12

An average lightning strike pulse has a
peak amplitude of 20,000 amps lasting 40
microseconds. This is based upon the
median value of gathered empirical data.
The rise time of atypical strike pulse is
about 5microseconds to peak amplitude.
Protection points
A lightning strike is adischarge from a
cloud into the semi- infinite reservoir of
electrons which is commonly known as
"ground." "True ground" is an elusive connection at the earth's surface. Practical
ground connections range from afew ohms
to several hundred ohms to "true ground."
Assume that atypical strike occurs to a

_PHASETEI( _1
117C.
550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951
PHONE: ( 215) 536-6648
FAX: ( 215)
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536-7180

CUSTOM MANUFACTURED:
ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEMS
CONTROL SYSTEMS
AM/MF ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
DIPLEXERS ( NDA/DA Zr
TRIPLEXERS

EXPANDED

BAND)

TRANSMITTER COMBINERS
DUMMY LOADS ( WITH MATCHING NETWORK)
TOWER DETUNING UNITS/SKIRTS
BROADBAND MATCHING NETWORKS
TUNABLE SKIRT ASSEMBLES (TSA'S)
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS

RELIABLE/DEPENDABLE
RF COMPONENTS dc PARTS:
VARIABLE & FIXED INDUCTORS
VARIABLE dc FIXED VACUUM CAPACITORS
FIXED MICA CAPACITORS
RF CONTACTORS
VACUUM RF CONTACTORS
TEST JACKS dc ACCESSORIES
STATIC DRAIN dc LIGHTING CHOKES
ISOLATION INDUCTORS
SAMPLING LOOPS
DIAL COUNTERS AND COUPLERS
TRANSMISSON LINE TERMINATIONS
RIBBON CLIPS & TUBING CLAMPS
HORN GAPS
TOROIDAL CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
AND
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grounded tower. If the resistance between
the tower's ground connection is 50 ohms
and the stroke current pulse is 20,000 amps,
the potential across the ground connection
would be one million peak volts. If there
are remote grounds also connected to the
tower (such as transmission lines connected
to grounded transmitters), the discharge
current will be proportionately distributed
among all the parallel paths to ground.
Obviously, then, the first and most
important principle is to provide the very
best, lowest impedance local ground at the
tower. A ring of driven ground rods may
be the best way to achieve such a local
ground. Do not assume that aburied radial
or mat ground system provides agood
earth ground. Such asystem may have a
high capacitance to "true ground" and be
ineffective as a local ground, even if it
works well as an RF ground.
No matter how good the local ground is,
some portion of the discharge current will
flow through the transmission line outer
conductor to the remote ground(s). This
will induce ahigh voltage between the
inner and outer conductors of the coaxial
cable at the transmitter end of the line.
This must be met with spark gap or gas
discharge devices, but the first concern is
the path the current actually takes en route
to remote grounds.
The second principle, then, is to prevent
the current from flowing through the
transmitter equipment itself. Have aclear
knowledge and understanding of all the

possible remote ground paths. These will
consist of the local ground, the incoming
AC supply, audio cables and remote control cables. A careful arrangement of the
ground connections within the transmitter
plant is essential.
Give each path between the tower and
ground asolid connection directly to asingle point, referred to as the "station reference ground point." This, in turn, is connected via short and heavy conductors to
the ground post of surge protectors connected to all incoming AC supply, audio,
control and metering cables. Between the
connection point of each path to the reference ground point and the individual
pieces of equipment, some inductance
should be provided to resist the flow of
the fast rise-time energy along that path.
This forms essentially a low-pass filter
between the tower and the equipment.
Installation
Surge protectors
Each conductor of all cables entering or
leaving the transmitter building should be
bypassed to the station reference ground
point with the proper type of surge arrestor.
Surge protectors on the AC line should be
capable of shunting up to 20,000 amps for
100 microseconds without deterioration.
Protectors across remote cabling and
phone lines can carry lower ratings due to
smaller cable sizes and their corresponding
higher impedances. Varistor type elements
or back-to-back zener diodes can often be
used for such bypassing.
Ferrite chokes
Ferrite beads, toroids and cylinders
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True on-line
UPS protection

2-year
warranty

QUALITY
PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and
components expertise are available to
design and fabricate any type of inductor
or special R.F. component.
Our engineering and production staff's
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176/192 VAC on 220/240 V, 50 Hz types. This results in
longer battery run time and overall system life.
UPSY Series units operate at extremely high frequency
and use MOSFET semiconductor components for small size,
light weight, quiet operation and high efficiency. Ratings in
400, 800, 1000, 1250 and 1500 VA, 120 V, 60 Hz and
220/240 V, 50 Hz models. Complete literature on request.
_Rnn_707_1g19
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ATU spark gap
A supplemental air spark gap should be
provided at the ATU output. This gap can
be smaller and less rugged than the large
ball gap at the tower base. Horn-type gaps
are perfectly acceptable here. The gap
should be selected so that normal modulated RF voltage will never jump across.
In cases where the tower is not DCgrounded by atuning unit component, a
static drain choke should be installed
across the supplemental spark gap.
Antenna feed wire
A quick and easy way to reduce lightning
current flowing into the ATU is to wind
the antenna feed wire into atwo- or threeturn coil en route to the tower. This will
provide aseries inductance that resists the
fast rise-time lightning energy. The output
leg of the ATU network should be adjusted to compensate for the additional series
inductance at the station's operating frequency.
Ball gap across base insulator
For base insulated towers, the first line of
defense is the ball gap at the tower base.
The spacing should be adjusted as with the
ATU spark gap, and the balls should be
separated horizontally rather than vertically, to keep water drops from reducing the
effective spacing.

STABlu te

I V. %IV...SIAM

PHASETEK'S experienced staff of engineers
and production personnel are dedicated
to provide the broadcast industry
the highest quality, custom designed
phasing equipment.

Surge protectors across
transmitter terminals
An air gap and a gas tube protector
should be provided across the transmitter
RF output terminals. The air gap provides
avery high current shunt element, while
the gas discharge device has a specific
breakdown voltage.

Tower local ground
A minimum of four ground rods in aring
about the tower base driven below the
frost level into the water table is necessary
to achieve agood local tower ground as
discussed above.

MORE

EXPERIENCE

threaded over the cables connecting to
transmitter equipment effectively raise the
impedance of the current path along those
conductors to fast rise-time pulses. Even
the coaxial transmission line inner and
outer conductors should be passed through
such cylinders or toroids, unless the coax
diameter exceeds two inches, where it is
permissible to omit them.

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC
WARNER ELECTRIC

Circle ( 95) On Reader Service Card

Ounce of prevention
As Ialready stated, much more has probably been spent over the years fixing lightning-damaged equipment than has been
spent on lightning protection. Surge protectors are not cheap—aseries/shunt 200-amp
240-volt three-phase AC line protector can
cost about $8,000. If you consider that it
will be protecting well over $ 100,000
worth of transmitter equipment, though,
this becomes much easier to swallow.
Knock on wood, but we seldom have any
lightning- induced damage to any of our
fifteen transmitter plants. Most have had
no damage in years, and others that used
to be prone to damage have taken no further damage since the principles outlined
here were implemented.
If lightning is aproblem at your transmitter site, consider these principles. It is likely that you can make a big difference
without spending afortune.
El 0

Bristol, CT 06010
Tel: 203/585-4500
Fax: 203/582-3784

Cris Alexander is director qf engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting. He can be
reached at Box 561307, Dallas, Texas
75356.
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Shaped Probes Ease RFR Compliance
by John Bisset

Figure 1.

SPRINGFIELD, Va. Over the past
several years, all types of radio transmitting facilities have moved to co- located
transmitting sites. In many cases, this
grouping of radio and broadcast transmitting antennas has been the result of
zoning ordinances. In other situations, a
superior coverage may be obtained from
one specific location. Whatever the reason, more services are locating their
antennas on the same tower or on asingle rooftop.
With the explosive growth of wireless
communications—cellular, paging, PCN,
and soon wireless cable determining
compliance in a multisignal transmitting
environment can seem overwhelming to
the site manager.

determining compliance in multisignal environment
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True RMS detection
If measurements are to be made, and
an RFR survey conducted, it is important that the survey instrument provide
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determining compliance in multisignal environment
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100
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4
100
67
71%

3GHz

frequency
true RMS detection, or the readings
will be over stated. This becomes even
more important when one considers
that the Maximum Permissible
Exposure ( MPE) of the major standards, such as IEEE C95.I - 1991, vary
by 20 dB over the communications
bands ( see Figure 1).
If the measured value is below the most
restrictive level, which normally occurs
in the 30 to 300 MHz band, then atrue
RMS measurement from a traditional
"flat response" probe will provide all the
information that is required. However, if
the measured value is greater than this
limit, the site or area may still be compliant, depending on the relative contributions from signals outside this human
resonance region.
For example, a mixed site with AM,
FM, and UHF signals may indicate a
level of 5mW/cm'. The question, however, is how much of this energy is coming
from each emitter? If only a small
amount of energy is coming from the
FM antenna, the overall measurement of
5mW/cm 2 may still be compliant, even
though the limit for 30 to 300 MHz is
only ImW/cm 2.
This effect is demonstrated in comparing the signal levels in Figures 1
and 2. In each case, a total power of
5mW/cm 2 is measured. However,

40
05
0.5

total

5.0

100

4
50
17

consuming. Every emitter has to be measured at every location. Typically, a
directional antenna is used, meaning
three measurements are required for
every emitter at every location ( one in
each plane). The uncertainty of these
measurements can be as much as 6dB.
The recent introduction of shaped
probes by Loral Narda alleviates the
guesswork, and simplifies the measurement procedure. Introduced at the
NAB, all that is required when using a
shaped probe is to ensure that everyone
is operating at maximum power. This
type of cooperation is much easier to
obtain.
When connected to a survey instrument, the shaped probe reads out in percent of standard. Narda's patented
continued on page 19

71%

3GHz

frequency

Figure 2.

3MHz

300 MHz

1.0
100
900

Figure 1shows 71 percent of standard
while Figure 2 demonstrates 169 percent of standard for the same total
power of 5mW/cm 2.
Quantitative value
An accurate RMS measurement of the
total RFR level, with all emitters operating at maximum power, provides aquantitative value, but may not yield the
answer to the most important question:
Is the site RFR level compliant with the
standard?
Until recently, there were two solutions
to this question. The first was to turn off
all the emitters except one, and make
individual measurements of each emitter
separately. Engineers have been forced
to all but abandon Sunday night maintenance sessions, and trying to coordinate
acomplete emitter shutdown is virtually
impossible these days.
The second solution involves using
narrow band instrumentation. This
solution, though effective, is very time

Multi- Element Arrays
Input Powers from
100W to 240 kW
Circular, Vertical. or
Horizontal Polarization

LesTEm
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Iwant a console...
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the day

hen we have atwo hour
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way, it'll need to be used

for prod

sout of the week!

lo problem - the Ilynamax 111XE Series
Console can handle it!
Dynamax MXE Series consoles offer the right set of features to
match avariety of format and equipment scenarios.
Optoisolated remote module control and Eurostyle terminal blocks
allow easy, direct interface with your automation system. Since fewer
inputs are normally required for automation/satellite based systems, the
8channel version provides acost effective alternative to bigger consoles.
The MXE's multiple output capability and optional telephone interface help make talk shows abreeze. With pre-fader patch points for
outboard processing, optional 5-Band mic EQ and the ability to wire
each input for mono or stereo these consoles can be effectively used for

production when not being used on the air.
Regardless of your application, Dynamax MXE Series consoles
provide bullet-proof reliability due to true modular motherboard design,
superior components such as P&G faders, dbx VCA's, AMP connectors,
plated steel construction and Lexan control surfaces. Available in
versions from 8to 18 channels starting at about $4,000, the MXE Series
consoles provide atremendous value.
So if you're looking for agreat all-around console you don't have to
pay an arm and aleg for - the Dynamax MXE Series console is the
obvious choice!

To turn your " Iwant aconsole" wishes into reality.
Contact I181111 about allynamax Console today!
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Future Glimpse: Pulse Reflectometry
by John Bisset
SPRINGFIELD, Va. Engineers have a
multitude of metering at their disposal to
monitor transmitter performance. With
the exception of the reflected power

meter though. what happens between the
output of the transmitter and the antenna
is akin to " black magic." Yes, we can
hear the results by monitoring on the
radio, but what is really going on inside
that transmission pipe?
A time domain reflectometer ( TDR)
or high power pulse reflectometer
(PRH) provides the answer to this
question. Both instruments achieve the
sanie goal—that of analyzing the transmission line characteristics. In either
case, ashort duration gaussian pulse of
energy is coupled into the transmission
line being measured. A time versus

amplitude display of the echoes
reflected from imperfections along the
line or the load itself permits detailed
analysis.
In addition to its pulse generation circuitry. atypical TDR may include achart
recorder and/or display
CRT. These additional
features help drive up
the cost of the instrument.

An alternative to the traditional TDR is
the High Power Pulse Reflectometer or
PRH. This instrument, manufactured by

Power pulse
Usually a portable
instrument. the TDR
generates a relatively
low power pulse which
is coupled into the line.
Because of the low
power used, the echoes
are
partieularly
weak.
Just
FM
as strong microwave signals transmitted near a
satellite receive dish can
disrupt reception of the
very low-powered satellite signal, so can transmitted energy from adjacent antennas disrupt or
damage the traditional
TDR. A solution to this
problem is to turn all
adjacent stations off.
while the line is pulsed.
In today's environment
this is neither preferred nor likely.

Delta Electronics, was especially
designed to operate in high RF fields. In
addition to being capable of generating a
very high voltage/low current/short duration pulse ( easily adjustable up to 5 kV).
the instrument can withstand 500 watts
of continuous induced power from adjacent transmitting antennas.

Probes Ease Compliance
to. continued from page 17
shaped probes conform to the new IEEE C95.1-1991 Controlled Environment
Levels or the Canadian Safety Code 6Occupational Levels.
Multiple-frequency calibration
These new probes are calibrated at multiple frequencies, in the same manner
as the flat response probes. Because their output is shaped or weighted for that
particular frequency, apercent of standatkl measurement is easily obtained.
There are two uncertainties with this type of probe, however: frequency
response and ellipse ratio errors. Both Narda's wideband and shaped probes
have atight response of +2dB. The ellipse ratio is +0.75 dB or better. depending on the model. Calibration uncertainty represents another 0.5 dB, and the
indicating meter itself is within amaximum of 3percent.
Frequency response errors can be minimized by using acorrection factor. This
is especially useful for single frequencies or frequencies that are close, such as
those in the FM broadcast band. In eomplex measurement locations, when
there are a diversity of frequencies, hbwever. a correction factor cannot be
used.
Ellipse error is easily eliminated by:rotating the probe about its axis and
selecting the mean value. (This is how the probe is calibrated.)
According to NARDA. a good rule of thumb is that the total uncertainty or
measurement error should not be greater than 3 dB. With a shaped probe, an
indication of less than 50 percent is guaranteed to be compliant, while an indication of greater than 200 percent is guaranteed to be non-compliant. In actual
practice, the areas that fall in this window of uncertainty are small. In the worst
case. if these areas are important operationally, narrow band measurement techniques could be used to resolve the problem in these small areas.
A good method of mapping the area where compliance is guaranteed is to set
the meter to 50 percent of standard, and quickly map the area where the indicating instrument does not exceed 50 percent. In this manner, the resultant plot can
be easily used to determine RFR compliance.
Nardo manufactures four different models of compliance instruments. Each
ranges in frequency, measurement range, type of standard, and type of field.
For more information on NARDA's shaped probes and RFR measurement systems. circle Reader Service 129.

Figure Ishows a " normal - length of
transmission line used in an AM sainpling system. The decaying "sine wave"

A time versus amplitude display of
the echoes reflected from imperfections
along the line or the load itself permits
detailed analysis.

harmonic filter and antenna.

termination, displayed at the right of this
photo. is normal for a sampling toroid
terminated in 50 ohms.
continued on page 20

Question:
Ever wonder
why transmitter
manufacturers operate
Altronic dummy loads
at NAB and other
trade shows?

r

,

Such power le‘els would easily
"smoke" the traditional TDR. In fact,
many of these instruments include
warnings about determining line voltages from adjacent transmitting antennas prior to connecting to the transmission line.
At first glance. the engineer may be
fearful about coupling a 5 kV generator
to his line. Further analysis shows that
because of the short duration of the
applied pulse, the average power output
is very low, and there is no fear of damage to the line. The PRH output is not
dangerous. in fact, you can short the
output of the instrument with your fingers. and not feel a thing. The PRH
pulses can therefore be applied to even
small transmission lines without fear of
damage.
A second benefit to the High Power
Pulse Reflectometer is its price. The
instrument depends on an outboard oscilloscope to display the echoes. Because
you are not paying for an integral CRT or
chart recorder, the price is less for this
kind of instrument. The PRH is provided
with a 10- foot cable for connection to the
user-supplied oscilloscope.
In addition to revealing transmission
line trouble. " pulsing - a line gives a
direct readout of transmission line
length. A calibration chart transforms
the oscilloscope sweep rate and the
transmission line characteristics to permit adirect readout of length using the
scope graticule.
Depending on the type of line and sweep
speed, each centimeter on the graticule is
equal to aspecific number of feet. Should
afault or anomaly be observed, it is easy
to determine exactly where on the tower
the problem is located.

•

•

Answer:
The best performance
and the most dependable
dummy loads built.

ALTRONIC
RESEARCH
INC.
WATER AND AIR COOLED
MODELS FROM
1000 WATTS TO 1,500,000 WATTS
•
RO. Box 249
Yellville, AR 72687
(501) 449-4093
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Future Glimpse:
Pulse Reflectometry
A downward spike is indicative of a
short circuit. Such a display would be
seen in a harmonic filter, represented in
Figure 2. In this photo, the output of the
filter is then coupled to the transmission
line, and the display at the right is the
antenna trace.
Unfortunately, antenna characteristics
cannot verify antenna performance.
other than by comparing photos of a
working antenna under normal conditions to those traces
viewed later after a
Figure 3.
An expanded view, improving
problem has occurred.
the resolution of Figure 2.
Different types and
The " sine wave squiggles" are
manufacturers
of
the rigid line section bullets.
antennas do have their
own characteristic displays. however.
Excellent resolution
can be obtained with
the wider bandwidth
scopes. In fact, the
higher the bandwidth.
the better the resolution. A 50 Mliz scope
works well with the
PRH, but for enhanced
The PRH instruction manual includes a resolution, as shown in Figure 3, a 100
MHz scope was used.
number of characteristic traces to make
Figure 3displays the same input to the
identification of faults or anomalies easier.
harmonic filter as Figure 2. The resoluThe oscilloscope display will typically
tion has been improved, however, and the
show the initial pulse on the left, followed
little "sine wave squiggles" are the actual
by the echoes caused by faults or other
bullets connecting the sections of rigid
imperfections like bullets, splices, etc. The
line. All is normal in this characteristic
line termination is displayed on the right.

display.
The benefit of line pulsing can be
appreciated by comparing the bullets
of Figure 3 to those displayed in
Figure 4. The "hump" was found to be
a split bullet which had heated and
deteriorated. By counting the bullets
along the line, and verifying the distance as calculated by the scope gratic-

station had no backup antenna.
Pulsing a transmission line is cheap
insurance, especially for older systems
that have been on line for many years.
Pulsing of transmission lines has become
fundamental for new installations as well,
providing the engineer with apicture of
his system operating under normal conditions. Comparison of the initial base line

continued from page 19

Unlike the traditional TDR, this
measurement was made while the AM
station was operating with its full 5
kW output. The sample line was disconnected at the antenna monitor, and
the pulsing was recorded. Although a
substantial amount of energy was coupled into the PRH from the tower
under inspection, there was no degradation of the measurement.

Running Rodio
Marketplace
kSHVILLE

Pulsing of transmission lines has
become fundamental for new installations
providing the engineer with a picture
of the system operating under
normal conditons.
measurements with subsequent measureule, it was easy for the rigger to locate
ments as the years pass by provide the
the problem.
engineer with an overall picture of the
Diagnosis of this problem points ( nit the
benefit of routinely
Figure 4.
pulsing astation's transmission lines. Not only
does such pulsing provide abase- line of norThe " hump" indicates a
mal operation. but
bad bullet. Normal bullets can
should a problem be
detected before it develbe seen to either side.
ops into a catastrophic
line failure, the instrument has more than
paid for itself.
In the case of Figure 4.
the engineer reported no
increase in VSWR or
noticeable change in
transmitter parameters
health of his transmission system.
to indicate apending problem. Until disFor rental information fax your request
closed by the PRH, the bullet would have
to 703-764-0751. For sales information
continued to deteriorate until the joint
contact Delta Electronics at 1800- 8flashed over, causing untold damage—
DELTA 8.
not to mention off air time, because this
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Do Not Neglect the Contest Rules
by Mark Lapidus

an area that can save your job. just like it
did mine that day.
If there is acontest on your radio station that you administer, then you need
rules. Do not let an account executive or
anyone else tell you rules aren't required
because "the client is giving this away...

of good rules, you can do most of this
without running up attorney's fees.
WASHINGTON Sweat was pouring
Review what you have on the air now.
down my face. There Iwas, arguing with
The big contests are obvious and require
alistener over whether or not she had just
immediate attention. However, even if
won $ 20,000 in cash. The station had
you hear jocks giving away something as
promised to play 20 songs in arow dursmall as acompact disc, there should still
ing a music marathon. If it failed to do
be contest rules.
so, the first caller would win 20,000
It is agood idea
bucks if able to tell us what songs had
to write aset of
The problem was the
just aired.
generic " numdisgruntled contestant on the bered caller"
Yes, we had just played 19 songs in a
row intentionally and were expecting a
rules that apply
phone prior to the winner.
winner. In fact, we had just named awinto all of these
ner. The problem was the disgruntled
small contests.
contestant who had been on the phone
we are just helping." The key word here
Form: There is no correct way to write
just prior to the winner.
is "administer." Ask yourself these questhis, but I've adopted a simple format
tions: 1) Do Isupply the contestant with
that prompts me to remember what is
Almost right
all or part of the prize? 2) Do Iissue the
missing. What follows is astandard set.
How did it happen? She had made it all
1099 tax form? 3) Do I make the
Feel free to use this, but understand that
the way to 18 song titles. 1had even givarrangements for registration boxes.
you may wish to review it with counsel
en her ahint on one of them. She'd liked
pickup of ballots and the selection of a before you sue me for leaving somethat hint. She liked it so much she wanted
winner?
thing out!
ahint on the last song. Iwouldn't give it
If you answered yes to any of the above,
At the top of the page, state the prize
to her and that's when she got mad. Her
you are responsible for the rules. Some
reasoning was that if Iwas willing to
stations even go so far as to require
give her a hint on a song beforehand, I clients to supply rules for contests that
was required to do it again. Ihad said I are truly just client contests. It never
was sorry. hung up and proceeded to take
hurts; those rules may help you solve a
another caller who got every title on the
problem that has become your own.
money. The saga of the angered caller
quickly escalated, and after calling the
Who writes rules?
general manager, she called an attorney.
Generally, rules are written by the
Before you could say "What hit the fan in
promotion or program director. For
here?" Ihad three people in aproduction
large contests, they should also be
room reviewing tapes.
reviewed by the general manager.
There was only one thing that saved me:
Some stations require attorney
contest rules. We've covered the whys and
approval. Very few stations or groups
howtos of contesting in other articles, but
have the old Standards and Practices
we've never hit the specifics of rule- makDepartment of years gone by. The truth
ing. It's adull, emotionless topic. It's also
is that once you have a few basic sets

and what it includes. Follow this with
how to win and all the exclusions. Here's
asample:
The prize: A trip for two to Memphis
to have breakfast with a large man who
resembles Elvis. This includes roundtrip air transportation ( coach) from
Washington to Memphis, ground transportation in Memphis, one night's
accommodations at a two- star hotel.
one continental breakfast and $ 50 to
cover two meals. ( Be very specific.
Example: ground transportation in
Memphis only.)
How to win: From 6/1/95 to 6/10/95
complete an official registration form at
any Washington-area McNonnel's or listen to W---. The winner will be selected
by a random drawing of all entries
received and announced 6/13/95 at 7:30
a.m. on W---. The winner will also be
notified by telephone and, if necessary,
by overnight delivery. If the contestant
does not claim the prize within 48 hours
of notification, the prize is forfeit.
Relatives or friends may not claim the
prize for the contestant.

continued on page 26
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Radio's Golden Era Favorites
by Richard W. O'Donnell
PORT RICHEY, Fla. "The Jack
Benny Show" was easily the most popular radio series of all times.
The late Orson Welles' controversial
"War of the Worlds" was, without a
doubt, the greatest single program ever.
And "Grand Old Opry" rated right up
there with the lofty "Voice of Firestone"
and " Kraft Musical Hall" among the
favorite musical shows of the Golden
Age of Radio.
Ironically. the CBS Mystery Theatre, a
product of the 1970s, ranked with
Suspense and Lux Radio Theatre, two
favorites of the vintage years of the ' 30s
and ' 40s in the dramatic field.
Here are some of the results of apoll of
250 radio buffs from all parts of the
nation. They included members of the
Old Time Radio Club. the Radio
Collectors of America. the Friends of
Old Time Radio and other groups. as
well as radio buffs in practically every
state. In all, almost 500 ballots were
mailed out. About half responded.
For the most part. those polled were the
men and women who collect vintage
radio shows and have read just about
every book, magazine or article ever
published on the subject.
Radio's skinflint
Jack Benny. radio's mean old skinflint.
who also enjoyed success in the movies.
television and on stage. won by a landslide as the favorite male performer of
all time. His Sunday evening radio show
was also an easy winner.
According to the buffs, the top 10 radio
series of all time were:
I. The Jack Benny Show
2. Fibber McGee and Molly
3. Suspense
4. Lux Radio Theatre
5. Amos and Andy
6. Fred Allen Show
7. Lum and Abner
8. CBS Mystery Theatre

Mercedes McCarribridge
9. The Lone Ranger
10. The Shadow
The top 10 male performers were:
I. Jack Benny
2. Fred Allen
3. Orson Welles
4. Jim Jordan

4. Gracie Allen ( Burns
& Allen)
5. Gertrude Berg ( The
Goldbergs)
6, Eve Arden
7. Barbara Luddy
8. Janet Waldo
9. Joan Davis
10. Jane Ace ( Easy Aces)
Actually. there were
no real surprises among
the malo performers. In
addition to starring on
the Damon Runyon
Theatre, John Brown
was Thorny on " Ozzie
and Harriett," Al on
"My Friend Irma" and
Digger O'Dell on "The
Life of Riley." William
Conrad achieved fame as TV's
"Cannon" after years of anonymity on
radio playing a variety of splendid dramatic roles. Elliott Lewis and his wife
Cathy appeared on countless radio
shows, and rank among the great stars of
the airwaves. Television's Perry Mason,
Raymond Burr. almost made the top 10

The Bryant Gap Episode is the key one
in the "Lone Ranger" series. It explains why
he became the man in the black mask.
5. Brace Beemer
6. Bing Crosby
7. Edgar Bergen
8, John Brown ( Damon Runyon Theatre)
9. William Conrad ( Escape)
10. Elliott Lewis ( Suspense/Alice FayePhil Harris Show)
The top ten female performers were:
I. Agnes Moorehead
2. Marian Jordan ( Fibber McGee & Molly)
3. Mercedes Mc Cambridge

list. Others who deserve mention
include Bob Hope, Hans Conreid.
Ronald Coleman, Gale Gordon, Mel
Blanc, Arthur Godfrey, Frank Lovejoy,
Howard Duff. Ezra Stone, Dennis Day,
Mason Adams. Les Tremayne, Hal
Perry. Basil Rathbone, John Dehner,
Paul Frees, Mandel Kramer and Barton
Yarborough.
Among the female performers, the
names are all relatively familiar. Agnes
.11:1CIC radio history with her

Carol Lombard and Jack Benny
performance in "Sorry, Wrong Number."
She was also the original Margo on
"The Shadow." Orson Welles rated
Mercedes McCambridge as the greatest
of all radio actresses. Others who scored
high in the voting include Georgia Ellis.
Laureen Tuttle, Minerva Pious, Ireene
Wicker, Mary Livingston, Judy Canova,
Marie Wilson, Ann Sothern, Fannie
Brice, Verna Felton, Virginia Gregg, Bea
Benedaret, Rosemary DeCamp, Alice
Faye, Tallulah Bankhead. Claire Trevor,
Jan Miner, Harriet Hilliard Nelson and,
of course, Cathy Lewis.
The top radio comedy teams. according
to the radio buffs. were:
I. Fibber McGee and Molly
7. Amos and Andy
3. Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
4. Lum and Abner
5. Easy Aces ( Jane and Goodman Ace)
6. Abbott and Costello
7. Burns and Allen
8. Alice Faye and Phil Harris
9. Ozzie and Harriett
10. Bob and Ray
The 10 greatest single radio shows of
all times were:
I. The War of the Worlds ( Mercury
Theatre)
2. Andy Plays Santa ( Amos and Andy)

.

A young Orson Welles
3. Bryant Gap Episode ( The Lone Ranger)
4. VA Hospital Show ( Truth or
Consequences)
5. Sorry. Wrong Number ( Suspense)
6. Chicken Heart ( Lights Out)
7. A Christmas Carol ( Campbell
Playhouse)
8. Funeral of FDR ( CBS with Arthur
Godfrey)
9. Your Money or Your Life ( Jack
Benny Show)
10. The Thing on the Fourbie Board
(Quiet Please)
There are some surprises on this list. The
Bryant Gap Episode is the key one in the
Lone Ranger series. It explains why he
became the man in the black mask. In
continued on page 35
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Zephyrlm ends your

With Zephyr, Telos
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providing the
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with the world

best sounding audio
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sound and the most

Layer Il products
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practica; features.

became available

installed Layer IIonly
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Best of all, Zephyr

you are understand.

push of abutton, you
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select which coding
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your old equipment.

scheme to use.

equipment.

ayer Ill is

LAYER III
•Only Layer Ill permits
mono 15(1-lz operation
on asingle ISDN " B"
channel or one Switched
56 line.
•Clean, uncluttered
front panel for simple
operatiol. Designed for
simple operation with full
meterinç, call- duration
timer, headphone jack,
and miciline inputs.
•The ISDN terminal
adapter is built-in.

0,/ ,V

•9600 b3ud RS- 232 bidirectioial data for communicaions and control.
•Four erd-to-end " contactclosures" for remote
machine operation.
•The ideal solution for
remote broadcasts, ad
hoc networks, voiceovers,
distribeion of commercials, backup to satellite
and microwave links, and
many other applications.

I//

,

Zephyr Tionsmission Modes
Each unit is fully two-way. Modes can be selected
individually for the transm tand receive paths.
Stereo and Dual- Mono Modes using
two ISDN " 8" channels

Mono Modes using one ISDN " B" channel
. Layer Ill at 15kHz for mcrximum fidelity.
• Layer II at 8kHz or 10kHz for compatibility.

• Layer Ill JointStereo at 20kHz or 15kHz for
maximum fidelity.
• Layer Ill Independent Stereo at 15kHz for
lower delay and surround-sound transmission.
. Layer Ill Dual- Mono at 5kHz when each
channel has unique audio.
. Layer Il Joint- Stereo at 20kHz for compatibility.
. G.722 Dual-Channel at 7kHz f
,
Dr lowest delay
and/or compatibility.

• G.722 at 7khz for owes' delay and/or
compatibility.
Split- Channel Modes using two ISDN " B" channels
• Individual mono signals are sent to and received
from separate sites. Can be accomplished using
Layer Ill and/or G.722.
ISDN Telephone Mode
. 0.711 is used to ca ka standard POTS
telephone for low-grade voice communications.

44 11111111!
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SYSTEMS

2101 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
216.241.7225
FAX: 216.241.4103
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DIGITAL NETWORK AUDIO TRANSCEIVER

Zephyrspace is a listing of Zephyr users interested in collaborating with other users. Access it on ehs Web at http://www.tiac.net/usersicroseizeplist.html
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EVERYBODY 'JOTS TO ME THE ROOST!
What holds true in nature sometimes carries over into the corporate world. It seems every
company aspires to be the Fastest, the biggest and the best. It's a desire to be number one, to rule
the roost. Here's how you do it.
Prospector

is your new business development tool. It finds you new clients. GridONE - is

yield management. It maximizes your revenue. SalesSCAN - is sales force automation. It makes your
sales staff more efficient.
You need more than ratings analysis alone. TAPSCAN delivers more.
Ongoing enhancement and innovation
ensures that your TAPSCAN systems always keep
you ahead of the competition, and will always
give you results worth crowing about.
Circle ( 111) On Reader Service Card

TAPSCAN, Incorporated
3000 Riverchase Galleria
Eighth Floor
Birmingham, Alabama 35244
205-987-7456
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Preferred Web Sites for Radio
by Alan Haber
ALEXANDRIA, Va. Welcome
to the region of cyberspace that
can only be inhabited by the World
Wide Web junkie known as... me.
The name of this out-of-the way
region? It could be, and is, nothing
less than... HaberSpace.
Thanks for the kind words by email, folks. It is nice to know
you are out there (as opposed to
in here, wherever that is). Ihave
been working hard (just take a
gander at the drawing if you need
proof) at digging up the latest
need- to-know information about
radio on the electronic frontier
that your station can use to safely
and effectively propel itself into
cyberspace.
Site of the month
One could say Iam a little
pooped. But Iam ready to foige on
anyway. In fact, starting here and
now, Iwill be recognizing the nifty
Neat Site of the Month. My first
winner is (electronic drum roll)...
WNNX-FM "99X" in Atlanta.
The new rock station's home
page features areally cool, colorful depiction of the 99X studio
by comic book artist Chris
Hunter. Visitors can click on
nearly anything in the drawing
and be taken to such things as
pictures and bios of 99X person-

NYNNX's home page
alities, and aschedule of upcoming station promotions.
This is an example of aWeb site
well done. Kudos to 99X, and
midday personality (and radio historian and Internet Guru) Steve
Craig, who works on the site.
Lots of links
Since Ileft you last month, I
have been compiling a list of
Web sites that provide awealth
of information your on-air personalities may be able to use, all
the way from the sublime to the
ridiculous. These sites are also
called links, because you can link
to them from other sites.
Actually, it has only been in the
last couple of months that Ihave
been associating the word "link"
with anything other than breakfast
sausage and the proverbial, suburban chain link fence, but Iam getting the hang of it. Iam guessing
you are too, because more radio
stations (like yours, perhaps) are
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claiming their little plots of land
in cyberspace all the time.
Before Ishare with you 10 of
my favorite Web sites, aword of
caution: Be sure to contact all
sites, including the ones listed
below, for permission to air any
of the information contained on
them. You may or may not get
it—permission, Imean, but it is
always worth a shot. An e-mail
message should do the trick.
Now, without further ado, and
in no particular order, here they
are (you can exhale now):
1. The Cool Word of the Day is

offered daily (' natch) at
http://www.dsu.edu/projects/word
_of_day/word.html. Just think
how dictionary- smart your personalities will sound after visiting
this site ( on which you can
prompt listeners to submit their
own cool words).
2. It is just getting going in its
home on the Web, but The Noble
Directory of Experts & Spokespersons (http://www.catalog.com/experts/) looks like it is going to
be abamburner for those times
when you need atalking head or
chief muckety-muck to expound

With Us It's Eas

25

on the virtues of this or that on
your morning show.
3. Here is a yummy site your
midday personalities can use
(during their lunch-time request
shows, for example): The Internet
Lunch Counter ( http://speckle.
nc sl.nist.gov/-lorax/lunchcounter.html) lets them "order"
lunch with asimple mouse click
(their "order" quickly appears on
the screen).
If they do not like what is delivered (Igot salami on abagel, a
banana ( ripe, of course), and a
can of diet Sprite ( although I
would have preferred regular,
instead). Your personalities
might be able to hold contests

with listeners to guess what
lunch has come up on the screen.
continued on page 26

Affordable

W ith NPR Satellite ServiCes, you

don't have to worry about building an
uplink to get your network underway. .
We not only provide dependable and
flexible satellitl4ace segment, we'll
rovide you with atransportable uplink
hile you build your own. Or, if you
GIL to eliminate your start-up capital
cos%.,/
;ou can use one of our uplinks in
-molar markets across the United States
na full-time basis.
Our C-band, Single Channel Per
Carrier ( SCPC) space on Galaxy IV,
known for its reliabi ity, has the flexibility
to provide digital or analog audio, and
allows you to control your network
broadcasts-Fr-6m-asine location. And
now we can also provi e _ ream
digital audio equip " Ir.for your
network.

o discuss putfing
satellite services
package at works-for you at
(202) 414-2626.

NPR SATELLITE SERVICES ®
635 Massachusetts Avenue, NW • Washington DC
Circle (
35) On Reader Service Card

20001 • ( 202) 414-2626
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Preferred Web Sites
0> continued from page 25

(By the way, if your personalities do not
like the lunch they get, they can send it
back and " reorder." Igot a ham and
cheese sandwich on whole wheat, an ice
cream bar and acan of iced tea on my second try.)
4. The Internet edition of The New York
Times' daily TimesFax is available at
http://nytimesfax.com/index.html.
TimesFax is an eight page condensed
version of each day's edition. Call
TimesFax publisher Patricia Ecke at
212-499-3391 for permission to re- use
any material from the electronic publication.

5. If your personalities have listeners who
are video game freaks, the Classic Video
Games homepage might be of interest.
Connect to http://www2.ecst.csuchico.edu
/-gchance/ for information on the classic
video game platforms of yesteryear.
6. Stations that broadcast chart shows
might have some fun with the weekly Top
40 analysis provided at http://www.glas
.apc.org. It might be interesting to listeners
to juxtapose astation's chart with the U.K.
charts.
7. Air personalities love lists of all kinds, so
they will likely find information included
on the Top 10 What? Web site at http:

//www.southwind.net:80/-rjones/top10.html
grist for their particular mills. Internet
surfers send in their own lists, which are
posted on the site. Your station might be
able to run acontest to find the best lists
from listeners, and shoot them up to the
site's Webmaster.

continued from page 21

8. For information about science, art,
nature and technology, San Francisco's
The Exploratorium cannot be beat. The
Exploratorium's Web site, at http://
www.exploratorium.ede has awealth of
interesting information on-line about a
wide variety of topics, in the form of pictures and sounds.
9. Saturday Night Live is one of television's best- loved shows. It might be fun to
refer to some of the show's best moments
on your station. Check out the Saturday
Night Archives at http://www.best.com:80/
-dijon/tv/snl/ —you will find, among other
things, information on recurring SNL characters and commercial parodies.
10. Just about everything your air personalities would want to know about the boob
tube, from TV stations and the networks to
particular programs, is on offer at TV Net.
'Nuff said. Check it all out at http://
TVnet.com/TVnet.html.
Well, those are some of my favorites.
What are some of yours? E-mail me your
picks at the address below, and Iwill share
them with readers in afuture column.

Hassle- free Widgetry.
Yet another unique, problem solving widget for the broadcaster. Announcing the
Telestor by Henry Engineering.
Telestor takes the hassle out
of recording news reports,
weather updates, and other
"actualities" that are sent via
dial-up phone line.
There's no need to have
someone put acart in a
recorder, start the machine,
record the actuality, check the
cart, and take it into the air
studio Telestor does it
automatically.
Simply connect Telestor to
aregular phone line It

answers the line, waits for the
Touch-Tone password, then
records the audio from the line
After the feed, Telestor plays
it back to the caller for verification It can be re-recorded if
necessary. If not, the caller
hangs up. That's it. The
actuality is now ready for
instant on-the-air playback.
Telestor stores one message
in digital memory, up to 5-1/2
minutes long
Telestor is available now
from Hams Allied
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

M
1

HARRIS
ALLIED

Contest
Rules

Etc.
Acouple of readers e-mailed me about having trouble getting connected to the FCC's
Web site. Sorry about that— acouple of
characters in the site's address became mangled in cyberspace. Try this address instead
(it's shorter): http://ftp.fcc.gov:70/.
And, speaking of addresses, here are two
that might come in handy for those of you
trying to find NPR and WQAM(AM)WKIS-FM's Web sites ( both were featured
in last month's column): http://www.npr.org
and http://prodl.satelnetorg/wqam/.
Until next month, keep letting me know
what's happening in your area of cyberspace. E-mail me at zoogang@ix.netcom.com anytime, day or night.

Entry forms must be complete
and legible to be eligible. Enter as
often as you like. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited by
law. You must be at least 18 to win.
If winner does not claim prize, it
will be awarded again. Winners
must sign a liability release and a
statement that they have read and
will comply with these contest
rules. In the event of adispute, the
decision of W--- management is
final. Contest fraud will result in
forfeiture of prize.
Prize pickup: The best way to
assure winners sign the forms and
get the prize in one piece is to hase
them come to your station. This
way you're able to see identification and answer questions in person. If you must mail, send them
the paperwork first Never send the
prize until you've got signed
papers. Once the papers arrive,
send the prize overnight or certified
so you can prove delivery.
You don't ever want someone to
call you about sending another set
of front row tickets to the Eagles'
sold out concert. Finally, don't forget that liability release form. I'd
give you the details on that one
now, but my editor would have to
hurt me for taking up so much
space. Happy ruling!
DOD

Mark Lapidus is director of marketing for Liberty Broadcasting.
Liberty
owns
stations
in
Washington; Baltimore; Richmond.
Va.; Long Island and Albany, N. Y:
Hartford, Conn.; and Providence.
R.I., and broadcasts the " Wolfman
Jack Show" nationally on The
Liberty Radio Network.

FM FLEXIMOD - destined to
become as indispensable
as your Swiss Army knife.
Based on 10 years of experience in composite processor
design and computer models of human hearing
perception, the FM FlexiMod from MicroCon
Systems is the FM signal management system tha
will add sparkle and body to overproeessed, multi generation audio, and enhance all program material for a consistent,
dynamic on-air sound.

* Can be configured in awide variety of
operating modes including both
broadband and high frequency limiting
applications with either and internally
generated and phase locked stereo pilot
or pilot reuse from the stereo generator.
* The only processor with the "c
limiter", a
hybrid limiterclipper with extremely low
second harmonic distortion products.

* Combines high-speed limUting and ultra
clean, low distortion•clipping for
absolute modulation control.
* List Price: $ 1395.
* Avaifable direct from MicroCon Systems
or from your broadcast equipment
dealer.
*
30-day money-back guarartee.
* Demo units available.

For further information contact:
Jim Somich, President, MicroCon Systems Ltd.
1208 Stoney Run Trail, Broadview Heights, OH 44147
(216) 546-0967
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unity remote software
You're driving in your car wondering how your station would
sound with just alittle more boost in the high end. Well, stop
wondering and start processing. Because with Unity Remote
Software, you can control your processing from your office,
your home, anci.even your car.
Powerful Unity Remote lets you evaluate the sound of your
station in " real world" listening environments and make
adjustments as needed. Compare two settings while sittinç in
the program director's office. Determine whether your last set
of changes sounds as good in acar as it does in aliving room.
If you want to switch presets or riodify any parameter, just
enter your changes by modem.
Unity Remote provides you with the same information found
on the Unity's Processing Display so that you can see, as well

the unity

as hear, the effects of your changes. Day- part processing
events may also be programmed remotely. Unity Remote runs

the world's best sounding radio processors

on an IBM-compatible computer running DOS and supporting
VGA graphics.
How much does Unity Remote Software Cost? Absobtely
nothing! It's included free with every Unity stereo processor,
and you can control any FM or Pt M Unity from the same software package.

Now shipping Remote Software Version 4with full interactive metering displayed on your computer.
Unity 2000i and Unity AM users can contact Cutting Edge for your free upgrade.

CUTTINGEDGE
2101

SUPERIOR

AVENUE •

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

44114 •

TEL: ( 216)

arcie (72) Oa Reader Service Cord

241-3343 •

FAX: ( 216)

241-4103

The Dynamax DCR1000
with Magneto Optical Drive Option
Two Hours Stereo Audio per Diskette
The Reproducer

The Recorder
•
•
•
•
e
•
New e
New.
New •
Nev
•

Selectable sampling rates
Secondary and Tertiary cues
AES/EBU digital input
Start on audio
Direct digital dubbing from CD
PC keyboard for titling
Cut & paste editing
Variable iength beds
Kill date checking
Disk label printing

•
•
•
•
•
•
New e
Ney'
Ne,
Ne'

•
•

Simple cart- like operation
No on air personality training
Just three front panel buttons
Instant start and cue
Maintenance-free design
Awesome audio quality
Rotation & chaining
Replay lockout
Count-up/count-down timer
RS232 logging/remote control

New

The Media

• 230MB diskette stores
2 hours stereo audio
with 15 kHz bandwidth
• Up to 8 hours Mono with
10kHz bandwidth per diskette
• 128 MB diskettes also available

Special Offer!
FREE Record Module with purchase of 3 players

AU DIO

broadcast group inc.

AUDIO

broadcast group inc.

AUDIO

broadcast group inc.

MAIN SALES OFFICE

SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE

WESTERN SALES OFFICE

2342 S. Division Avenue

200 Drive, Suite 2
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577
Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120
Grcle ( 131) On Reader Service Card

P.O. Box 1638
Palmdale, California 93550
Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 805-273-3321

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507
Phone: 800-999-9281
Fax: 616-452-1652
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MANAGER'S NOTEBOOK

Hiring and Firing Price Is High
by Sue Jones
BURKE, Va. "YOU'RE FIRED!!"
How many times have you wanted to
scream (or have screamed) those words
at a subordinate who has irritated you
one too many times or created one too
many problems at the station? You
should consider several things before
you do; it is not adecision that management should make in an angry or frustrated moment.
For instance, you should never say
these words without some effort to counsel a person on substandard achievement, outlining specific steps he or she
must take to improve performance. You
should also give the employee enough
time to demonstrate improvement.
Another important matter to consider
before you terminate an employee is the
cost to replace that person.
The first question you'll have is:
"Where will Ifind areplacement?" The
next thought will probably be: "What is
my resource pool?" You may not have
one. So. you think. "how hard can this

cost for professional positions is generally
15-25 percent of the base salary of the
position. That means a $40,000 per year
position will cost approximately $6,000 to
$10,000 to replace. Keeping your annual
salary budget in mind, these costs are in
addition to the $40,000 salary that you
budgeted, unless you added recruiting
costs to your budget. Now that $40,000
salary could cost $50,000 or more this
year.
If you have more than one vacancy to
fill in a year, these types of costs are
multiplied by that number of vacancies.
If you have to replace three $40,000 staff
members in one year, you could add

$30,000 ayear in basic recruiting costs.
If you decided to let asearch firm handle the search and initial screening for
air talent or senior management positions
such as sales manager or program director, add these costs to the basic costs.
Many search firms will not guarantee a
hire; they will only provide you with
screened candidates. If you have
employee referral bonuses for recommending a candidate who is hired, add
that figure to the costs. If your office
manager or department head is given
responsibility to find suitable candidates,
some of their work may be incomplete or
slower than normal because time is

being devoted to the recruiting task.
Even if you work with the local university or college to recruit from the new graduates, someone's time will be used to
screen résumés and perhaps conduct the
first interview. If you have the luxury of
talking with potential candidates at trade
shows, you still must devote some of your
time to that process instead of to the show.
The price you pay
Aller you have decided on three to five
potential candidates, you'll begin the
interviewing process. Successful interviews usually take one to two hours.
Multiply that figure by two or three
interviews; one screening interview, and
two in-depth interviews conducted by
management. Once a final candidate is
identified, the reference and background
continued on page 35

Few managers do
a full cost analysis
of recruiting, hiring
and initiating staff
members. Yet the
numbers can add
up quickly.
be? I'll run an ad in the newspaper,
maybe do atrade for air time."
Depending on the position, you might
place an ad in one or several trade publications. This process will take at least
two to four weeks, from the time you
call to set up the ad to the time you begin
to receive résumés.
You might also consider talking with
your industry friends and colleagues in
the local market.
At what cost?
lo weeks aller you've dismissed the
employee, you'll start to notice that the
work he or she left behind is piling up.
undone. Possibly your other staff members are getting edgy trying to juggle
their regular jobs with tasks they've had
to take on because there is no one else
that's yet been hired to do them. The
result is that neither job is well done, the
staff is bordering on mutiny and you
don't have a suitable candidate to take
the position because you have not had the
time to conduct a search and interview.
Your work and costs are just beginning.
The cost to hire is one of the most overlooked expenses. Few managers do afull
cost analysis of recruiting, hiring and
initiating staff members. Yet the numbers
can add up quickly.

Its mother was an accountant.
Its father was aMaserati.
Harris DX Series AM transmitters are truly a
breed apart.
On the one hand, DX Series transmitters
are asolid investment. In fact, their ability to
quickly pay for themselves has been proven
in more than 500 installations worldwide.
Efficiency is the key. Typical overall
efficiency up to 86 percent dramatically
reduces energy costs and practically pays
for the transmitter itself.
Solid state design - including Harris'

Budget effect
Many professional recruiters hesitate to
create aformula or give apercentage of
salary as ameasure of staff replacement
costs because markets vary widely.
However, most will agree that replacement

patented Digital Amplitude Modulation
technology - eliminates costly, unpredictable tubes, dramatically reducing the
cost of upkeep and virtually eliminating
unscheduled off-air time.
On the other hand there is performance.
High quality, FM-comparable audio performance takes the Harris DX Series right to
the top of its class. And you can count on
performance that lasts. The MTBF rating for
Harris RF modules is 6million hours.

In short, the DX Series offers everything
you want in asolid state transmitter, in
power ratings from 10 kW to 1000 kW (and
beyond). Call us today to find out how to
put the performance and business sense of
the DX Series to work for you.
U.S. and Canada: 217-222-8200
or fax 217-224-1439
International: 217-222-8290
or fax 217-224-2764
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Why is DIGILINK th
Hard Disk System f
Because ...
•Over 1,000 Workstations have been sold
Customers come back again and again !
•Digilink replaces ALL tape equipment- carts, reels, etc.
use it for Live On Air, Production, and Automation !
•Digilink saves money every day
No carts to lose, jam, or destroy
No routine maintenance, no heads to adjust, no cleaning
No carts to replace when ahard disk lasts an average 15 years
No reel tape to replace because you cut & splice electronically
•Digilink costs less than tape equipment.
The average Digilink with 10 hours of stereo storage is under $8,000
The $8,000 list price includes 600 one minute carts worth of storage
That means aDigilink is a $5,500 machine with $2,500 in media
•Our Gemini Live On Air pushbutton control puts carts at your fingertips
for fast On Air operation, every jock can even have his own set of carts
•Digilink performs 8channel multitrack editing for under $2,000!
-or- use our stand alone Trak*Star multitrak Editor for under $6,000!
The only multitrack radio editor that can provide 100% On Air backup !
•Network News, Production, Air, and even Traffic... over 15 studios!
to transfer audio, text, & schedules in perfect digital on our network

DIGILINK
Hard Disk Digital Audio Workstations

#1 Selling
rRadio ?
We are # 1, because we are leading the way...
With over 1,000 workstations sold, Digilink is by far the # 1digital audio system for hive On Air radio, Production,
and Automation. Digilink has achieved this unique success because it is easier to use, does much more, and
costs less than any other digital product on the market today.
Digilink does more than other systems because of its abilities in Or Air with live, CD, & satellite; in production
with its multitrack editor; and in news with text. This makes it so that a Digilink workstation can be placed in
each studio of your station to replace cart machines, reel machines, CD players, and often even consoles.
At an average price of under $8,000 per studio, Digilink is actually less expensve than the tape equipment
that it replaces while giving you CD quality audio performance, an average media life of over 15 years, and
equipment that requires no routine maintenance. You can even create adigital highway around your station
by connecting all of your Digilink workstations and scheduling computers on our digital network to transfer
audio, text, and schedules in perfect digital between studios.
Vrith it's ability to simultaneously record, play, crossfade, and network transfer, asingle Digilink workstation
can do all that is required for recording and playback for an entire studio. tis literally astudio in abox. It can
be crossfading out of aCD into ahard disk song, dropping ahard disk jingle over the middle of the crossfade,
recording a network audio feed for later playback, and receiving a new spot over the network from the
pi•-oduction workstation. Digilink is the complete digital solution to your radio station's studio needs.
To create aprofessional digital broadcast solution you can't simply buy adigital audio board and IBM PC
computer. Therefore,Arrakis builds our own DSP board; SCSI board; I-0 board; audio routing switchers; video
svvitchers; and modular, broadcast quality cabinets. This makes Digilink remarkably powerful with radio specific
features such as digital crossfade and Trak*Star multitrack editing. This also reduces cost so that we are able
to sell Digilink for as little as 1/2 the price of other products which have to buy less powerful cards and mark
them up. Perhaps most importantly, building Digilink ourselves assures you of long term customer support
from asingle broadcast source. With Digilink, you don't have to be acomputer expert, because we are.
Whatever your studio needs- to replace acart machine, add anew production studio, or add some level of
automatior, Digilink can dc the job. Put aDigilink in one studio today, another next year, add ascheduling
computer and network, and you will eventualy discover that you have painlessly gone digital one step at a
time. There is no question that Digital audio is here TODAY it improves your sourd, speeds your production,
increases your reliability, and reduces your costs. Ca Iand find out why Digilink is # 1and why customers
come back again and again: customers like the United States Air Force who have selected Arrakis Digilink,
consoles, and furniture for all of their radio stations worldwide.
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STATION SERVICES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Don Owens Organizes
"Class Reunion" for
COPRA Media Productions

also assist with the show's production.
For information, contact Linda Cowley
at COPRA at 800-985-2665; or circle
Reader Service 101.

DALLAS Don Owens, former assistant
program director for KLUV(FM) in
Dallas, has joined COPRA Media
Productions Inc. as promotions/production director.
COPRA produces "Class Reunion," a
four-hour, syndicated program featuring
rock- n-roll hits of the '50s, '60s and ' 70s.
Owens will coordinate promotional
opportunities with the more than 40 affiliates currently airing the show, and will

The Sports Network Offers
Its Service to Libraries
Free of Charge
PHILADELPHIA The Sports Network
(TSN), an international real-time sports
wire, announced that it would furnish its
service at no charge to any library whose
users request the service.
While TSN is offering its wire service at

no charge to libraries, it will require that
the libraries purchase the receiver (or
1DR) and antennae ( KU or FM), as well
as the vehicle of choice for receiving the
information—printer, display board,
computer, etc.
For further information, contact TSN at
215-947-2400; fax: 215-938-8466; or circle Reader Service 32.
Larry "Bud" Melman Brings
Distinctive Humor to Radio
LOS ANGELES Calvert DeForest, also
known as Larry " Bud" Melman of "Late

Night with David Letterman," and
Premiere Radio Networks, have signed
an exclusive five-year agreement. Under
the terms of the agreement, DeForest will
host a mini- feature, based on his book
Cheap Advice, that will air Monday
through Friday. DeForest will also host
unique long-form specials.
For more information, contact Ed Mann
at 818-377-5300; or circle Reader
Service 183.
Morningstar Beefs up
Staff as Christian Music
Format Grows
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Citing the network's continuing growth in the satellitedelivered Christian country and adult
contemporary Christian music formats,
the Morningstar Radio Network
announced several additions to its staff.
Steve Faulkner, former general sales
manager at KNTL-FM in Oklahoma City,
moves to Nashville to work in national
sales. Lisa Guidry, a former account
executive with WQCK-FM in Baton
Rouge, La., takes on the newly created
position of syndication associate. Tammy
Meadows was named marketing assistant.
For additional information, contact
Michael Stephen Miller, director, affiliate
services, at 615-367-2210, or circle
Reader Service 90.
Energetic Music
Adds Broadcast
CD to Its Library

BecomeTàlk Sick?
Clean it up with the easy- to- use TS612.
Every day radio and television stations are airing more and
more talk shows. Unfortunately, they aren't upgrading their
studio telephone equipment. The result

Your talent will love the TS612's unique talk show
features like VIP caller, four- line conferencing, and call
screening. Plus, its built-in handset and key pad will make
your talk show run as smoothly as your callers' mouths.
Don't wait aday longer to clean up your "talk sick"

is avirtual waste dump of operational

phone system with the affordable TS6I2.

errors and bad caller audio.
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Contact your Gentner dealer today and
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The solution is the TS612 from
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Gentner. Designed specifically for talk
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show formats, the TS612 features six
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phone lines ( expandable to 12), Gentner's
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newest Superhybrids with internal mix minus
generation, automatic caller level control, and
digital audio enhancement for consistently
clear caller audio.

designated as aSuperfund site.

Gentner
1-800-945-7730 • 1-801-975-7200
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Call Gentner for all of your telephone interface solutions,
including conference calling services.

SEATTLE In keeping current with the
needs of the broadcast industry, Energetic
Music has added a new CD, Broadcast
No. 5, to its library. This disc is filled
with : 60s, : 30s and bumper cuts, edited
for commercials and 100 percent buy-out.
This release offers 82 tracks, from seven
seconds to 60 seconds, and a range of
music formats, from rock to classical,
new age to corporate.
This CD is part of Energetic's royaltyfree music library; clients are licensed for
unlimited use of the music on all of their
projects.
Free catalogs are available by calling
800-323-2972; or circle Reader Service
170.
Ron Seggi Hosts Weekly
Entertainment Talk Show
on USA Radio Network
DALLAS The USA Radio Network
announced an exclusive syndication
agreement with celebrity talk show host
Ron Seggi. This entertainment- driven
talk show, originating from Universal
Studios in Florida, was available beginning in May.
Seggi, whose program features awho's
who of major celebrities in the music, film
and television industries, offers adiversion from shock talk, which has inundated
the airwaves over the past few years.
"Ron Seggi Live from Universal
Studios Florida" will air on Saturdays,
from 1to 4p.m., CST. For further information and station clearance availability, contact USA's affiliate relations at
800-829-8111; or circle Reader Service
123.
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When Silence Isn't So Golden

Silence means money out the door.
For reliability you can count on - trust PR&E
to keep you on the air.

Day in, day out. Year after year.

Just ask WOWO, proud owners of BMX 22
serial number 001, still on the air after 17 years.

PR -"E. Simply the bedt on-air and prod.'qctàm condole,' made.

•

PAC FIC RECORDERS St ENGINEERING CORPORATION
2070 Los Palmar. Drive Carlsbad, CA 92009 Tel (619) 438-391 IFax (619) 438-9377
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LMAs and Duopolies Shape Radio
by Alan Haber
LAS VEGAS As the 1990s
march on, duopolies, local marketing agreements (LMAs) and
ownership changes continue to
color the landscape for broadcasters determined to stay afloat
in asea of economic uncertainty
and competition.
A standing- room- only workshop session at NAB 1995, titled
Duopolies, LMAs & Ownership
Changes: Creative Combinations
in aCompetitive Market, communicated the latest information
that broadcasters need to know

about these highly visible business situations.
The session, moderated by Jack
Goodman from the National
Association of Broadcaster's
legal department, covered both
radio and television. Goodman
told the audience that "ownership
is on everybody's front burner.
Roy Stewart, chief of the
Federal
Communications
Commission's ( FCC) Mass
Media Bureau, said that, regarding the ownership of radio and
television stations in acity, the
commission generally says stations cannot do that, but " has

provided three ways that you can
get around the general prohibition." He said, "If you attempt to
buy astation, like aradio station
in a market where you have a
television station, or vice versa,
and that market is one of the top
25 markets, the commission will
let you buy that if you can
demonstrate that after the transaction is consummated, there
will be at least 30 independently
owned voices in that market."
The second way to combine a
radio and television station,
according to Stewart, "is if you
buy what amounts to afailed sta-

tion, either radio or television, so
that you now have acombination
of aradio and television ownership interest, but the failed station demonstration is that it has
to have been at least silent and
off the air for four months, or in
astate of bankruptcy at the present time."
The third way of putting radio
and television stations together in
the same market "involves several factors that we're looking at
(on) acase-by-case basis. What
is it that you propose to serve as
apublic interest benefit? What
kind of joint operating savings

Move Up from Carts to
Touchscreen Digital Audio
:13
il
Play Any Audio at aTouch

Nothing else makes radio as fast or easy as
having all your spots, sounders and sweepers start
with your fingertip—always on-line and ready to
play from hard disk. And nothing else makes
your station sound as good or as exciting as
touchscreen digital and creative talent with the new
Scott Studio System!

12:15:38P

Here's how it works: Six buttons on the left of the
17" computer touchscreen play what's on your
program log. Scheduled spots, promos, PSAs and
live copy come in automatically from your Scott
System Production Bank and your traffic and copy
computers. You see legible labels for everything,
showing full names, intro times, lengths, endings,
announcer initials, outcues, posts, years, tempos
and trivia. Your jocks can rearrange anything easily
by touching arrows (at mid-screen), or opening
windows with the entire day's log and lists of all
your recordings.

•

On the right, 18 " hot keys" start unscheduled
jingles, sounders, effects, comedy or promos on
the spur of the moment. You get 26 sets of 18
user-defined instant "hot keys" for your jocks'
different needs.
Large digital timers automatically count down intro
times, and flash at 60-, 45-, and 30-seconds before
endings. You also get countdowns the last 15
seconds of each event.
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San Antonio Traffic Report
Q: & the Outer Belt

:00/0:30/C TRF DA2608 12:18:40

World's Easiest Contest
Q: IKnow the Answer'
:00/0:18/C PRO 102214 12:22:42
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Burger King $ 2Breakfast
PT
Q: ILove This Place!
:00/1:00/C CM DA1103 12:23:43

More
Events
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K-Mail Photo Finishing
SB
Q: Across from Eastland.
:01/1:00/C COM DA4310 12:24:01
Jingle
Q: Q-102.
:00/0:06/C .1IN DM 037 12:25:
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The Scott Studio System is your best way to make the move to digital audio and eliminate troublesome
carts. Each button on the touchscreen plays whatever you want instantly. All scheduled spots, jihgles,
promos and scripts come in from your traffic and copy computers.
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KTFM Contest Winner Promo
Q: Super Stars and Super Cars
:01/0:23/C PRO DA0105 12:15:47
Bob Stevens/Gail Lightfoot
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Dave Matt of Dallas
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from
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The World's Fastest Playback!

Live Copy On Screen

Sound Better With Digital Editing

Touch either of the two buttons at the top right of
the main screen to see our "Wall of Carts" with all
your audio on-line!
Touch the sound, spot,
jingle, promo, PSA or comedy you want and it
plays instantly. Or, you can put it anywhere you
want in the day's schedule. Audio is displayed
any five ways you like.

Live tags, weather, promo copy, music trivia,
contest copy and winners' lists automatically pop
up on your Scott System's screen.

Scott Systems' graphic waveform editors work
wonders with phone calls in the air studio and
creative spots and promos in production.

The Scott System also gives you a "Make Good"
button so it's quick and easy to reschedule missed
spots or promos.

Instant Requests from Hard Drive
Our most popular option is a9 gigabyte disk with
digital music.
The audio quality of the Scott
System hard drive meets or beats the best CDs.
We'll pre-dub 1,000 songs from CDs off your
playlist free!
Nothing is faster than requests from the Scott
System! You get five "Wall of Carts" with music
that plays at atouch! Songs are displayed by title,
artist, year, length, category, or any ways you like.

The Best Digital Audio
When spots, promos, PSAs, or any other digital
audio events are recorded, they're immediately
playable in all your Scott System air studios.
Nobody wastes time carrying carts down the hall
or redubbing spots for additional stations.
One question you don't have to worry about
with the Scott System is "What if it breaks?" The
Scott Cart Replacement System comes complete
with every spot and jingle stored redundantly
on two hard disks with asplit-second switch to
the " hot standby" computer and its own backup
audio
outputs!
You
get
touchscreen
convenience,
digital
quality,
and
backup
redundancy for no more money than cart
machines and commercial carts.
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Your Best Investment
The Scott System leads the industry with the
biggest broadcast groups like Shamrock, Alliance,
Salem, Saga, Liggett, Regent, Tichenor, Heftel,
Waterman, Max, Atlantic, and Rawlco in Canada.
Our major markets include Detroit, D.C., Dallas,
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, San Diego, Denver,
Oklahoma City, San Antonio, and others large
and small from Bangor to Bakersfield.

Sedte .5teedeos

&Vt.
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
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(800) SCOTT77

will there be? Demonstrate to us
that you're not going to dominate
the market. Demonstrate to us
what kind of cost savings you're
going to have, and how you're
going to translate that into
enhanced programming."
Present regulations
John Quale, a partner in the
Washington, D.C., law firm
Wiley, Rein and Fielding,
addressed the FCC considering
the creation of new incentives for
minority and female ownership
of broadcast stations. He talked
about the current higher national
limits in both radio and TV for
stations controlled by aminority
entity. In radio, he said, the
national limit was raised last fall
from 18 to 20, and, for minority
control, it goes up to 25.
"Probably the most frequently
used of the FCC's minority ownership incentives," Quale said,
"is the tax certificate policy, pursuant to which the seller of astation to a minority- controlled
group could defer the gain on the
sale of the station by reinvesting
the proceeds in another cable or
broadcast system."
Attribution
Craig Blakeley, apartner in the
Washington, D.C., office of
Atlanta law firm Powell,
Goldstein, Frazer and Murphy,
covered the area of attribution,
which he described as the types
of interests that are going to be
considered as cognizable and that
should be looked at by the FCC
for the purpose of evaluating
compliance with ownership limits.
"It's important to remember,"
Blakeley said, "that when we talk
about an attributable interest, the
FCC doesn't mean one which is
acontrolling interest. It means, in
the FCC's words, an interest
which has arealistic potential to
affect the programming and other
core operational decisions of a
licensee. So we're really talking
not about control, but about
influence."
Greg Schmidt, vice president,
new developments, and general
counsel of LIN Television Corp.,
tackled the topic of ownership
rules, in relation to what
Congress is doing, what the
Senate has proposed and what
could come out of the House of
Representatives.
"Last year," said Schmidt, "bills
were moving through Congress";
there was a little provision on
broadcast ownership, he noted,
that would have instructed the
FCC to look over its broadcast
ownership rules. That particular
bill made it through the House,
but died in the Senate. The same
legislation,
according
to
Schmidt, is alive again this year,
and there is amuch better chance
that it will have what he called
substantial deregulation provisions in it for broadcasting. He
also allowed that there was a
substantial chance that nothing
might happen.
continued on page 37
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Radio's Golden Era Favorites
continued from page 22

1945, Ralph Edwards took his crew to a
"VA Hospital" to cheer up apatient there.
It was a heart- tugging show. A chicken
heart kept on doubling in size on the celebrated "Lights Out" show.
In time, it covered the
world. "As for The Thing
on the Fourbie Board," a
Quiet Please story, it was
probably the greatest
shocker ever sent out over
the airwaves.
The top 10 soap operas
were:
I. One Man's Family
2. Ma Perkins
3. Vic and Sade
4. Life Can Be Beautiful
5. Lorenzo Jones
6. The Goldbergs
7. Just Plain Bill
8. Myh and Marge
9. Romance of Helen
Trent
10. Stella Dallas
The top 10 adventure shows for young
people:

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Lone Ranger
ILove aMystery
Jack Armstrong
The Green Hornet
Tom Mix

Benny Goodman
6.
7.
8.
9.

Terry and the Pirates
Captain Midnight
Sky King
Sergeant Preston of the Yukon

Cost of Hiring and
Firing Is High
continued from page 29

checks will require additional time to
complete. You may delegate the background check to a subordinate.
However, this task will use time
intended for other regular tasks.
Multiply the staffs' hourly salaries to
determine the interviewing cost.
Depending on the position, additional recruiting costs might also include
contract negotiations and preparation
with your law firm. Other costs
might include relocation fees and
temporary lodging for the new staff
member and family members.
Lost productivity and revenue
Certainly the most overlooked costs
are the losses in productivity and revenue. If you have no administrative
support for the sales department for
two weeks, sales presentations will be
delayed. resulting in lagging revenues. Billing and correspondence
could also be impacted. If each sales
staff member does his or her own
administrative work, it will mean
there is less time for sales calls, which
further reduces revenue.
If you do not have an engineer and
have an emergency equipment failure
or malfunction during the recruitment
period, you will have to secure outside engineering services to make
critical repairs at a higher cost.
Noncritical equipment that malfunctions will remain in that state until a
qualified engineer is hired. If parts
need to be ordered, that will further
delay the repairs.
If your vacancy is an air staff member, apart-timer may fill the gap, but
that part-timer can't produce quality
spots or handle other duties that might
be required of afull-time person.

If your receptionist position is vacant,
other staff members will have to answer
the telephones, receive visitors and
complete other administrative tasks.
Alternatively, you could call a temporary employment agency to provide a
receptionist, for an additional cost.
Initiation fees
Let's say you sail through all of the
above steps and hire the replacement
in record time with minimal costs
because the chosen candidate was recommended by an industry colleague.
Keep in mind that the new recruit will
not be fully productive in the new
position for some time. Even if ybu
hire a seasoned accoulting or °face
manager, that person trust complete a
learning curve to know how work
flows through your staion. He or she
will need orientation on policies and
procedures for your stwion.
A new recruit's initiation can be detegated to asubordinate. However, that
one-on-one training/inItiation is very
time consuming for the staff member
who will be conducting the- initiation
until the new recruit is fully up to speed.
This time can vary widely, depending Dn
the recruit's experience and ability_ to
adapt to the new environment.
These are most of the costs associated with filling a vacant position, but
this is not an all-inclusive list.
Obviously, recruiting for vacancies
can be avery expensive proposition. It
should be undertaken only when all
other corrective efforts have been
unsuccessful.
0 O

Sue Jones is a senior manager for
Computer Data System. Inc. in
Rockville, Md. She can be reached at
703-323-0491.

10. Bobby Benson & The B- Bar-B Riders
The top musical shows:
I. Kraft Musical Hall
2. Grand Old Opry
3. Voice of Firestone
4. Big Band Remotes
(Various networks)
5. Cities Service Band of America
6. The Telephone Hour
7. American Album of Familiar Music
8. Chicago Theatre of the Air
9. Your Hit Parade
10. Camel Caravan ( Big Band Series)
Last but not least, the favorite news
commentators:
I. Lowell Thomas
1. Paul Harvey
3. Gabriel Heatter
4. H.V. Kaltenborn
5. Walter Winchell
6. Drew Pearson
7. Elmer Davis
8. Bill Stern ( Sports)
9. Boake Carter
10. Fulton Lewis
The second place vote for Paul
Harvey, who is still a powerhouse on
radio and television, has to be considered a hit of a surprise, since he was
not a " big name" when the others on
the list achieved their greatest fame.
Also, the absence of Edward R.
Murrow from the top 10 should be noted. It could be that Murrow's greatest

E.G. Marshall
popularity came during his years on
television.
Imust emphasize that the voters in
this particular poll were old time radio
buffs, and that their selections may
have been influenced by programs they
have in their own private collections.
Many great radio shows o' the past
have been overlooked, simply because
transcriptions or recordings of them do
not exist to keep their memories alive.
For this reason, some of your old radio
favorites may not be included in this
survey.
D

Richard O'Donnell contributes regularly to RW. He can reached at 813-8426638.
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Today's 1900 Series Antenna Monitors
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FEATURES
• 2 to 12 towers- Modular construction
MI Fully Compatible with AM Stereo
II Suited to diplexed arrays
IN Moveable Control & Display Panel option
MI Jitter- free " True Ratio" Display
Ill Unambiguous positive or negative angle sign display
II Continuous remote outputs of all phase and
ratio measurements
MI Microprocessor remote control system compatibility
al From the world's leading antenna monitor manufacturer

For complete information, contact your authorized Potomac distributor. or

PTOMAC
INSTRUMENTS

932 Philadelphia Avenue • Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: ( 301)589-2662 • FAX: (301)589-2665

.. . THE STANDARD FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
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Instantaneous cueing of audio for on-air, news, spot and
promo production is now areality.
Just push one of Instant Replay's 50 Hot-Keys and get
immediate playback of your stored library of music samples,
sound effects or spots—in stereo, and with superlative quality.
Instant Replay is the newest addition to 360 Systems' stable of audio
hard disk recorders. It's completely self-contained, sports afour hour hard drive,'

Introducing Instant Replay.'"
The New Hard Disk Audio Player from 360 Systems.
and can store up to 1,000 cuts.
A set of professional features
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such as sample rate conversion,
analog and digital I/O, automatic
head trims, and even a printer
port for hard- copy listing of
cuts make this machine agile

V ..

and genuinely easy to use. Of
course, there's no limit to the
length of acut, and no waiting for floppy disks to load. Best of all, it's only $2,995.
Instant Replay is a new breed of digital audio player

especially designed for

high-powered productions. For aquick demonstration in
your facility, just push (818) 991-0360.
PROFESSIONAL

DIGITAL
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360 Systems • 5321 Sterling Center Drive • Westlake Village, CA 91361 USA • Phone ( 818) 991-0360 Fax ( 818) 991-1360
'8- hour hard drive optional. Instant Replay and Hot- Keys are trademarks of 360 Systems. © 1995 360 Systems
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Effective Ways to Upgrade Stations
by Thomas R. McGinley
LAS VEGAS Barry Umansky of the
National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) moderated a lively interchange of
news, views and advice on station upgrades
from a somewhat distinguished panel of
lawyers, consultants and FCC officials. The
law and regulation conference was held at
the recent NAB ' 95 convention.
Larry Eads, chief, Audio Services division, Mass Media Bureau, began the proceeding with a discussion of the tower
owner registration and responsibility
NPRM issued in January. He cited the fact
that there are 12 separate FCC licensees
on the average communications tower in
the United States. Under this ruling, the
tower owner will be solely responsible for
tower lighting and marking, instead of
each of the individual licensees, as is now
the case. Tower lease agreements still will
spell out who is responsible for tower
maintenance. All tower owners will register their tower in amaster database and be
given a registration number for easier
tracking. The reply and comment period
for this NPRM closed on April 20.
LMA impact
Alan Campbell. acommunications lawyer
with Irwin, Campbell. and Tannenwald,
covered the issue of how the new LMA
rules affect station upgrade proposals. The
FCC enforces these rules based on the city
grade coverage contour requirement ( 5
mV/m for AM and 3.16 mV/m for FM).
The main thing to watch here is how the
ownership attribution rules are affected by
a proposed upgrade where the proposed
new contour may create overlap with
another commonly owned or LMA station.
The entire group discussed the NPRM
proposing unattended operation of transmitters, with the consensus that the time
has come for this rule modification, now
that modern equipment has proven to be
very stable and reliable. The new rule will
allow licensees more flexibility in monitoring methods and how station personnel
are used. The licensee will still be responsible for legal operation, but operators will
no longer need to buy the $45 license. If
illegal operation occurs, mandatory shutdown must occur within three minutes.

When problems that cannot be remedied
quickly do occur, the FCC must be notified. The new rule should be in place by
the end of this year.
Joel Levy with the law firm of Cohen and
Marks gave an update on the current FCC
freeze that affects all current mutually
exclusive applications. The now infamous
Bechtel case triggered this freeze last
August when the courts threw out the original FCC decision regarding the awarding
of minority preferences for certain applicants. All current applications for new stations are moving through the FCC processing line unless a competing applicant
jumps in with a mutually exclusive application of its own; then the process stops.
The FCC still has not acted to modify its
position, but Larry Eads predicted aresolution later this summer, hopefully in time to
meet the September deadline for competing applications to file on license renewals.

lawyer (Gardner, Carton, & Douglas), summarized the recent streamlining of FM station upgrade applications under the "onestep process." If there are no competing
applicants, astation can now file for afacilities improvement via aminor change if the
upgrade is within three channels of the present assignment. meets all spacing requirements. and still provides 3.16 mV/m over
the city of license.
Terrain shielding can be used in such a
showing. Alan Campbell pointed out that
if you are contemplating changing city of
license, you cannot relocate from a nonurbanized area closer to an urbanized area.
The panel reiterated the need for all stations, and especially LMA operators, to
work diligently to comply with all FCC
rules. Fines have become substantial, especially for small- market stations who can

Status of simplification
Susan Crawford. asenior engineer with
Denny and Associates ( formerly Jules
Cohen & Assoc.). reported on the status of
the Notice of Inquiry regarding the simplifying of AM directional antenna rules
issued back in June 1993. No NPRM has
been issued as yet. but again Larry Eads
estimated it will be out " shortly" and
alluded to seeing a written draft of it
recently. With regard to the expanded AM
band opening up. Eads promised this issue
should be settled "really shortly."
It has been held up by 16 petitions to
reconsider being filed, with some of the
petitioners apparently claiming the computer program that awarded the initial 74
assignments left them out. Eads pointed
out that if the Commission voted to
change only one assignment. it would
probably scramble the integrity of the
entire protection scheme. forcing them to
start the process over. Eads predicted that
the expanded band will open up by the
end of the year, "worst case."
Crawford also discussed the use of the ITS
Irregular Terrain Model and its application
in gaining a facilities upgrade. This model
now be used in areas of rough and irregular
terrain where the old coverage contour calculation methods were inaccurate.
M. Scott Johnson, another communications

least afford them. Joel Levy suggested
looking at rules compliance as ameans of
controlling expenses.
Crawford discussed the problems and
requirements associated with the FM blanketing rules. Stations need to resolve interference complaints for one year after
building new facilities. Some stations not
only have been fined, but also have had
their program test authorities revoked,
forcing them to return to an old transmitter
site. She reported that the FCC is serious
about this issue and is considering a new
NPRM with more enforcement teeth.
The group also considered the problems
and abuses stemming from the FM translator
service. The rules accept the presumption of
need when asingle applicant proposes to
establish adistant FM service via translator
outside the ImV/m contour. In these cases
the licensee cannot provide the applicant any
money or equipment assistance in building
the translator. Many ingenious and creative
continued on page 38

Duopolies in Radio
11. continued from page 34

Schmidt also talked about radio
ownership coming up as a topic of
discussion in the Senate; several
things, including any mention of
radio deregulation, were left out of
the Senate bill, thanks to last minute
compromises. " There is a major
effort," he said, "that NAB is spearheading to amend that provision and
to get a manager's amendment that
would fix anumber of the things that
were left out of the bill at the last
minute. One of them would be asubstantial, if not total, deregulation for
radio."
Stewart told the audience that the
good thing, "from the broadcasters"
point of view.. would be that at both the
Commission level and the congressional level, there seems to be bipartisan
support for deregulation, particularly in
the area of multiple ownership to
ensure the viability of free, over-the-air
broadcasters.
Radio rules, LMAs
Stewart was asked if the FCC is considering more changes in its radio
rules. The answer: not at the present

time. He did say, however, that it
would be interesting to speculate about
whether or not the impact of satellite
DAB, and the ability to bring 40 or 50
channels into local communities, would
cause some people to think about looking again at the local or national ownership rules to better position broadcasters to be able to compete against
the competition.
Asked how the FCC views LMAs.
Quale said the Commission treats
radio and television LMAs in different
ways. For radio, he said, there is a
specific limit on time brokerage agreements between stations, with overlapping principal community contours—
stations that serve the same market.
The rule, he added, says that if a station brokers over 15 percent of the
time on another in-market station, the
time brokerage arrangement is thought
to be an ownership interest for the
brokering station, for purposes of the
duopoly rule and the national limitation.
The rule does not apply for LMAs or
time brokerage arrangement that might
exist between stations not serving the
same community.

Utton
Instruments & Life Support
WOW!

maintenance free nitrogen an- line

This is the maintenance free nitrogen source you've been looking for!
Ask our current customers. . .
"Reliable source of high-purity gas within minutes of start-up."
"Eliminates safety hazards and hassles of transporting bottles."
"Dramatic cost of gas savings."
To learn about InstaGas products, including the turn- key system installed on California's Mt. Wilson, call or write
Litton Instruments & Life Support, P.O. Box 4508, Davenport, Iowa 52808-4508 ( 319) 383-6000
(800) 553-1860
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Mine Your Staff for Potential Stars
by Ken Hawk
CLINTON TOWNSHIP, Mich. We
have all heard it before: -There is no talent out there," "We cannot afford quality
air talent on a local level," and "Where
do we find affordable, quality talent that
will make us money?" The laments are
countless.
The answers to the foregoing are: "Yes,
there is." "Yes, you can." "Right in your
own studio."
Talented air personalities, with very few
exceptions, are manufactured by skilled
programmers. They are not ready-made. In
the era when personality radio was the

norm, it was anurturing program director
who worked with his personalities and
turned out a few big- name stars in the
process. This was the kind of program
director that gave us John R, Larry Lujack,
and Porky Chedwick, just to name afew.
What has happened to that era? Micromanagers, 10- second talk breaks, and
program directors with extended duties
pushed personality radio by the wayside
and made way for the 12- inarow music
sweep. leaving radio with nothing more

up new creative, effective, zero-to- lowcost promotions, caring for public service
announcements, news functions and other
duties leave him or her literally no time to
nurture and cultivate his air talent. Thus air
personalities are left to figure out what is
to be expected of them through trial and
error, with the latter as the usual result.
Compromising this situation further are
managers insistent on keeping a hand in
the programming department. Though his
intentions are good, the program director

With a few exceptions, all big- name
air talent came out of Hometown,
U.S.A., radio stations; small markets
with small audiences and literally
no local competition.

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING (TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY

than its music to sell itself. An event that
gave birth to cookie-cutter format concepts that make radio stations sound alike
more and more each day...and we all collectively share the blame.
With afew exceptions, all bigname air
talent came out of Hometown, U.S.A.,
radio stations; small markets with small
audiences and literally no local competition. These were places for potential personalities to sharpen their skills, work on
developing astyle, and then move on to a
larger market to do it all over again until
they made it to a market that suited their
egos and their wallets. This cyclical
method of replenishing the talent pool has
stopped for the past decade and ahalf.
More with less
In today's economic climate, radio stations everywhere are doing more work
with less personnel. Today's program
directors are not only bogged down with
their normal routine of selecting music and
developing new and existing programming, but additional burdens of thinking

keeps acloser ear to the ground on how
the station should sound. If he is manufacturing the product, let him produce it.
If you are not comfortable with the way it
is being produced. aone-on-one non-confrontational chat might be in order.
Another problem may be the talent itself.
Some jocks have the biggest egos even in
the smallest markets. This becomes
extremely difficult for a new program
director hired from a distant market
because jocks who have literally built their
careers at the same station may not take
kindly to anew broom in the hall closet.
Gently but firmly reassure your staff that
the program director is there to help
rather than hurt. More than that, affirm
that he or she is the person in charge. The
program director knows not to fix what is
not broken and how to fix what is. If you
undermine him in any way, he will not
work out.
To correct these problems. try this: Ask
your program director how comfortable
he or she feels in his position. Is he being
overworked? Solicit responses to these

• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
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matters from him. He might be afraid to
communicate these concerns to you out
of fear of losing his gig... especially if it
is his first as a program director. Take
some of those duties off his hands if need
be. Does your receptionist want a raise?
Have him or her take care of PSAs he
might now be doing to offset the cost.
Looking for promotion ideas? Put out
the suggestion box. Seriously. You would
be surprised at some of your hidden stars
among your clerical staff, sales, and parttime jocks.
Promotion essential
Do not continuously prioritize menial
tasks over programming. Indeed, promotion is essential in getting your station
and its mission out to the public, and
FCC paperwork needs to be done. Your
product, however, makes your radio station special. and your onair talent is part
of it. The next generation of Howard
Sterns. Casey Kasems and Rush
Limbaughs are out there. They are just
waiting to be discovered. Your program
director is the one who can uncover the
hidden talents and bring them forth.
If your only reason for going up on the
bird is because of alack of good local talent, take agood look at your existing staff
and your program director. Let these people know what you want, give them the
freedom to do it. and your program director will see to it that those goals are
accomplished. He or she wants to win as
much as you because it becomes part of
his track record. Work together so you can
win together.
LH1

D

Ken Hawk is an independent programming and economic consultant to the
broadcast industry. He may be reached at
810-751-4183.

Advice on
Upgrades
b. continued from page 37
schemes have been devised by
licensees in an effort to skirt this rule
and establish their signal as a secondary service. Everyone agreed that
FCC enforcement needs to be stepped
up in this area.
Finally, the panel revisited the FAA
versus the FCC issue, which was
spawned in the late 1980s when the
FAA began using amuch too restrictive model in determining FM
thresholds of interference to avionics equipment. Numerous applications were denied or held up for stations at the top end of the FM band.
The FAA set up an advisory committee and held aseries of monthly
meetings with the FCC to resolve
the problem. Curiously, even a
national airplane pilots association
sided with the FCC in arguing that
the limits were too restrictive and
were based on antiquated avionics
designs. Virtually no complaints
have been filed in recent years and
the monthly meetings have stopped,
yet no formal modification of the
FAA model has been announced.
El

Tom McGinley is chief engineer for
WPGC-AM-FM in Morningside,
Md. ( Washington, D.C.) and technical advisor to RW.
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Push on for Ownership Deregulation
WASHINGTON Congress is moving
closer and closer to the deregulation of
the telecommunications industry promised by Sen. Larry Pressler ( R-S.D.)
when he took over as chairman of the
Senate Commerce. Science. and Transportation Committee in January.
Riding the tide of the "no regulation is
good regulation" Republican landslide,
Pressler promised to remove all restrictions on radio ownership.
Now, with afull House and Senate vote
expected soon, Pressler could meet the
goal just in time for his July 4deadline.
Radio restrictions
Initial House and Senate draft bills, while
addressing telephone and cable deregulation extensively, did not mention loosening the 20-station- per-band limit that currently restricts group radio station owners.
A spokesman for the House Commerce
Committee admitted this was no oversight.
"Essentially, the feeling was this was better
raised as an amendment. We wanted to
have broad bipartisan support for the draft."
That amendment, proposed by Rep.
Cliff Stearns ( R- Fla.). completely
removes all national and per- market radio
ownership restrictions.
Under the proposal. the restrictions that
limit corporations or individuals to three
or four stations per market depending on
the size of the market would be removed.
The amendment also lifts the national 20
AM/20 FM station ownership limit.
Drafters of the legislation explained that
the Justice Department. armed with
already existing anti-trust laws, would
prevent monopolies from forming just as
it does in other industries.
Most members of the National Association of Broadcaster ( NAB) Radio Board
support group ownership deregulation.
NAB position
NAB President and CEO Edward Fritts
praised the efforts of the House deregulation
efforts in a bill chiefly proposed by Rep.
Tom Bliley ( RVa.) and Rep. Jack Fields
(R-Texas).
But Fritts argued for aclause addressing
radio ownership deregulation. " We
strongly urge that, when the Congress
approves this telecommunications reform
bill, it includes the critical element of
radio ownership deregulation, which is
essential to the final product."
Dick Ferguson. president of NewCity
Communications and Radio Board vice
president, testified in favor of deregulation
before the House Commerce Committee.
He pointed out that changes made three
years ago in duopoly and national group
ownership limits have improved the
economies of scale for many radio station
owners. "We need to build on that limited
success," he said.
Ferguson said that even agroup owner
who owned 60 AM and 60 FM stations
would be " a drop in the bucket" in a
nationwide pot of 11.000 stations. He
also acknowledged the potential for digital satellite radio, which could broadcast
up to 60 stations to every market. "With
all this new competition. it no longer
makes sense to hold us back."
More volatile than deregulating national
ownership limits, however, might he
repealing foreign ownership restrictions.
An amendment drafted by Rep. Michael

Oxley ( R- Ohio) would strike the restriction in the Telecommunications Act of
1934 that prohibits foreign nationals
from owning more than 25 percent interest in agiven broadcast facility.
The proposal is not without limits, however. According to language in the Senate
draft, only citizens of countries who provide "equivalent market opportunities for
common carriers to citizens of the United
States" would be able to own controlling
shares of U.S. broadcast entities.
This "reciprocity" clause would prevent
a company like Sony from buying stations in the United States until Japan
changed its current trade policy to allow
U.S. companies to invest in the broadcast

industry over there.
Foreign companies anxious to get a
larger share in the U.S. broadcast industry may not have to wait for passage of
this legislation.
Shamrock President Bill Clark said that
the " situation with FOX may indicate
that the commission is willing to take a
more relaxed view toward how they
enforce that 25 percent" limit.
The FCC ruling on the FOX case came in
early May just before hearings began in the
House on the telecommunications bill.
After an I
8month investigation, the FCC
ruled that 99 percent of the funds to purchase Rupert Murdoch's FOX Broadcasting
Co. technically came from Murdoch's

Can the Pioneers!

Courtesy. Colorado Historical Society F20 275

by Lynn Meadows

Australian- based company. The commission ruled 5-0, however, that even though
the equity source was foreign, it would not
revoke television licenses if FOX could
prove it served the public interest.
Industry analysts fretted that this might
set a precedent for foreign companies to
hedge into the broadcast market. But a
spokesman for the FCC said. "Anybody
could have done this in the last I() years.
and they can now." He said the law considers the 25 percent abenchmark, which
the FCC can override if it feels the public
interest would be served.
Administration officials testified against
the foreign ownership legislation proposal at hearings in March citing concerns
about national security.
Proponents of the bill see it as away to
open overseas markets to U.S. broadcast
related industries.
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ABC, NPR Audio Available on Demand
Integration of Computers and Radio Continues As
Distributors Begin to Make Product Available Via E-Mail
by T. Carter Ross
WASHINGTON Beyond the computerbased automation and editing systems on
display at NAB, one new development
announced at the NAB spring show is certain to further integrate computers and radio.
The Seattle- based software company
Progressive Networks ( PN) announced at
the Las Vegas show the launch of RealAudio, aseries of software packages that
allow sounds to be played back from the
World Wide Web ( WWW) without download delays or any special equipment.
National Public Radio ( NPR) and ABC
Radio have joined with PN. making available programming for the audio- ondemand
Real time programming
With RealAudio. anyone with astandard
multimedia computer. Internet access and
aWeb browser can access and listen to a
variety of programming in real time.
Hourly news reports and " Peter
Jennings' Journal - commentaries from
ABC Radio are currently available in the
.RA file format through the PN home page
(http://www.realaudio.comh. as are segments from NPR's " Morning Edition. "All Things Considered - and " Weekend

to their home pages. PN offers RealAudio
Studio and RealAudio Server. These programs allow stations to make available
audio samples of the station, or even an
entire on-line radio station.
To listen to . RA files, all that is needed is
RealAudio Player. which is available in a
Windows beta- test version from the PN
home page.
RealAudio Player uses aPC's soundcard
driver to play back 8- bit. 8 kHz sound.
Audio quality is comparable to AM radio,

Don't leave us behind!

Different requirements
Conventional audio storage formats used
on the WWW, such as . AU or . WAV files.
require auser to download afile to alocal
hard drive or server and then play back the
file—a process that can last five to 10
times longer than the actual sound clip.
RealAudio Player is being incorporated
into several Web browser software packages. including Netscape. Microsoft also

A cast of performers.
For more than 20 years, Inovonics has met the everyday
needs of broadcasters the world over with sensible,
top-quality broadcast products at down-to-earth prices.
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Asymmetrical AM Low-pass Processor

Guarantees U.S. NRSC compliance, or is available
several versions for international shortwave service.
250
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Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Gated AGC, 5- band Compression and EQ, split- spectrum
Limiting—all with colorless PWM gain control. Manually
pre-program 4 processing presets, or place entirely
under computer/modem control via RS- 232 bus.

Also available are audio clips from Radio
Yesteryear. such as reports from 1937 of
the Hindenburg explosion.
Links on the PN home page connect
users to other sites using . RA on the Web,
I
ncluding the WWW sites of international
broadcasters Radio Canada and Deutsche
\\
Joining with RealAudio allows ABC
Radio and NPR to expose millions of
Internet users worldwide to their programming, which in turn can expand awareness
of their program offerings.
For broadcasters wishing to add . RA files

MOVING?...

which the company attributes to the limitations of transmitting sound via a 14.4 baud
modem. There are plans to upgrade sound
quality in future releases. The transfer rate
for RealAudio is approximately Ikbps.

intends to include RealAudio Player in
future Internet- related products.
Production versions of RealAudio Player
for Windows and RealAudio Server for
Windows NT and UNIX will he available
by mid- year. RealAudio Player for
Macintosh and RealAudio Studio will be
available in the third quarter of 1995.
Beta- test versions of all three programs
for Windows are available from the PN
home page. with Macintosh-. UNIX- and
OS/2-compatible versions to available by
summer.
To run the Windows version of
RealAudio Player. abasic multimedia 486
PC with 8MB of RAM and 2MB of free
disk space is required.
Information from PN is available via the
World Wide Web at http://www.realaudio.
com/ or via e-mail at infoVreal-audio.com.
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" Spectral Loading" FM Processor

Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music
formats. Gated AGC, 3- band Compression and Limiting;
unique " Spectral Loading" feature for a very aggressive
sound.
260

Multifunction FM/TV Processor

Stereo AGC - Compressor - Limiter ideal for TV- aural
and budget FMs. Split- spectrum dynamic control.
715

" DAVID" FM Processor / Stereo-Gen.

AGC - Compressor - Limiter, plus clean Digital Synthesis
of the multiplex baseband signal.
Internal RBDS/SCA
combining; amazing performance at low cost!

Mail or fax
your current label
and new address

705 & 706

Digital Synthesis Stereo Generators

Choice of a no- frills, basic Stereo- Gen., or a full- featured
unit with metering and remote control.
Both have
patented overshoot compensation and a clean sound.

(with effective date) to:
Circulation, RW,
PO Sox 1214
Falls Church, VA
22041
or
FAX 703-99E5-2966.
Address changes

530

Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor

Tunable Mod-Monitor gives accurate measurement of
total mod., pilot injection, stereo separation, etc. The
peak flasher, metering and alarms may be remoted.
550

will be processed

The " Sentinel" Monitor Receiver

All- mode radio tunes AMAX-spec C-QUAM® Stereo,
FM/FMX® Stereo and all analog and digital RBDS/SCA
subcarriers.
Comprehensive audio diagnostics permit
off-air evaluation, comparison and analysis.

within four weeks of receipt.

Thank&
Coming

soon: An easy-to- use RBDS Encoder, and a Monitor/Decoder for use with any FM Mod-Monitor.

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 • TEL: (408)458-0552 •FAX: (408)458-0554
Circle ( 211) On Reader Service Card
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EBS EQUIPMENT

Mix-Minus with Ease

•

t•

n • • • •

IFA-10 4X4 Assignable Mixer

Model CEB Encoder-l)e«,der
Model CE Encoder
Model CI with Stereo Option
Model CD Decoder Only

11111111BW"1111111110O
CH 1

di 4

CH 2
Di 3
INPUT LEVEL

CH 1

DI 2
CH 3
OUTPUT REVEL

014

S'3 ,40
41)

(REQUIRED FOR LPTV)

T

he IFA-10 4x4 mixer is the perfect device for creating
any simple mix- minus. Use it as amono input to your
console or down stream and get amix- minus for three telco
lines, or use it down stream from astereo console and conference two lines. Need more lines? Combine two or more
units. At $300, power supply included, it's priced right.
Now you can get that talkshow on the air without having
to buy ahigh priced, fancy-dancy console. Call Rory Rail
today for details.

• Encoder FCC Type Accepted •
• Decoder FCC Certified •
• Exceeds FCC Specitications •

{—;
,
L

All interconnections to the EBS equipment are
made through abarrier terminal block. No special
connectors necessary. In stock—available for
immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St.
Athens, Ohio 45701

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
Phone 800-2624675, FAX 315437-8119

Phone 614-593-3150 •

iettronitg
CD- 1Interface Amp

The industry's favorite unidirectional
interface amplifier is designed to match
IHF output standards ( 10k0 unbalanced,
-10dBV) to broadcast input standards
(+4dBm,
balanced).
DC
coupling,
<0.006% THD & IMD, and >90dB S/N
make the CD- 1 appropriate for use with
the highest quality CD players, as well as
with monitor tuners, cassette and tape
playback, DAT playback, and ENG
equipment. Table- top mounting or, using
the included angle brackets, may be
attached to arack panel, your cabinetry, or
anywhere convenient. A dual version, the
CD-2, is also available.
EXCALI BUR ELECTRONICS, I
NC. , CHANT! LLY, VIRGINIA
Please (irrle our buzz° number tiff adata ;heet and adealer list
READER SERVICE NO. 15

Call NW

FAX 614-592-3898

READER SERVICE NO. 61

READER SERVICE NO. 103

Cuatibur

S ) 211

Receiver can be supplied to drive Decodu ,.
,I
,
!! !

The best way
to squeeze agreat sound
through atelephone line...

%

•

You don't have to settle
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Zercom

CORPOR A T ION

•
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for less than the best!
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The ' Max-Z' 4channel remote console
P.O. Box 84, Zercom Drive
Merrifield, Minnesota 56465-0084
218/765- 3151- Fax 218/765-3900

Available through all major dealers
READER SERVICE NO. 188

ER1- ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
812-925-6000

For Rigid Line 8« Components

S.K.I.P. - Site Keeper Integrated Pager
Facing a " right now" emergency? Planning a new installation? Upgrading your facility? Whatever the need,
MYAT is the solution. MYAT products are quality- built
for maximum performance and long life. And we take

Monitors,

Reports and controls antenna

system and transmission site conditions including
380 Chestnut St

delivery commitments seriously.

tower lights, VSWR, line pressure, antenna icing,
tower or building security.

P.O. Box 425
Call your favorite RF distributor or MYAT direct at
201-767-5380, or fax 201-767-4147 for our complete catalog and reference guide.

Norwood, NJ
0 7 6 4 8

ni jII 1111111111
11

READER SERVICE NO. 130

ARS-1003 - Automatic Transmitter Recycler
Engages the transmitter interlock when VSWR
exceeds user set limits, breaks supply of RF to
antenna system, re-sets transmitter, logs and
reports sequence of events.
READER SERVICE NO. 158
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RDS Paves Way for Digital Radio
Editor's note: In the second part of this
wide-ranging interview with [Weimar
Kopit:, the " Father of RDS" assesses its
future in digital audio radio.

Rw
K

.Where do you think RDS
•will be in two rears?

Everybody will have ( RDS).
cannot reverse technology
that is accepted, established and available at extremely low prices. The integrated circuits cost only a few dollars.
and they are printed in millions of
copies. The companies who are making
this technology know what they are
doing, so there is nothing to be developed anymore.
e

• You

RW

,At what point do the broad•casting and consumer electivnics industries look at the RDS situation and say, "This is how many mdio
stations need to be online with RDS. This
is how many manufficturers need to be
online with prochict?" In other words,
what is the benchmark that has to be
reached befinr RDS can be considered a
true success by the industries involved
with it?

K

One way to solve this kind of a
•problem is to have all the different
partners ( and) industries work very closely together. We began to realize this a
number of years ago in the EBU, and so
created an association called the RDS
Forum. We have 150 organizations that
.Some people seem to think
are now members.
•that when high speed gets
All sectors of the industry are reprehere, RDS will simply go away.
sented—the receiver manufacturers, the
encoder manufacturers, the service
e I don't think so. The most aurae•five feature of high speed is that it
providers, those who run transmitter
can be used for services that generate
networks, and those who are interested
in some commercial
data services to be
operated. the paging
High speed does not do
service providers, for
any harm to RDS and the
example, the differential
GPS
service
idea of a smarter radio.
providers
and
the
broadcasters. We meet
additional income to radio stations. If the
twice ayear. The membership is worldtechnology can be developed— it is being
wide, with many members from the
attempted by some organizations and
United States. Members are not necescompanies — it would be a very good
sarily individual broadcasters, but peothing. But it does not do any harm to
ple who represent groups of broadcastRDS and the idea of asmarter FM radio.
ers, like National Public Radio.
The NAB is a member, as is the EIA.
What we try to do is identify where prob.Even in adigital future?
•
lems come up in using the RDS system,
and also, determine what the new
•
le look
Actually,
verythe
much
people
into
who
thedo
digital
radio
requirements are for using the system so
future now. We are very concerned about
we cart harmonize the standardization
implementing DAB. And in DAB, we
process. We tried to build a consensus,
also have adata channel that will be of a and we tried to remove operational diffihigh capacity. That will permit us to
culties. We issue guidelines for using the
implement any data service we can imagRDS system. By so doing. we assure that
ine now.
all sectors of the industry collaborate.

Rw

K

I

Thus we achieve very, very good results.
In the RDS world, we are very lucky in
that there are no big problems.

RW

}
Ou mention the European
•RDS Forum. They just met.
ai ¡
he Mobile Electronics Show tojOrm a
United Slaws version 4 that.
•

K

the NRSC standardization group, ( which)
looks after ( the) upgrading of RDS. We
in the EBU do not have specialized RDS
working groups of the broadcasters any
longer. We say this ( is) an advantage.
because it is very, very important that all
the sectors of the industries involved now
work closely together. and the upgrading
of the standard, we think, is only asort of
a rubber stamping process. We've
achieved consensus of what we want to
do. This consensus building was done in
the RDS Forum, and we ( are) in consensus nowadays on aworldwide basis. The
way we work together with the United
States is absolutely marvelous.

But we should not talk about a
•European RDS Forum—Imean,
the initiative was taken within the EBU...
but it is actually a worldwide forum. We
look at the success for this technology all
ODD
over the world, and we promote it also in
information on the RDS Forum Can be
our newsletters for the whole world.
found on the World Wide Web. The URL
Ithink they do not look at harmonizing
is
http://pcbf 1- 13 1e. un i. ch/--ue r/
the standard, because this is being left to
rdsh000.1ani.

Unlike
any
other.

Rw
K

Introduci% the fmest solid gate FM
tedmo L
inow available up to 5
KW
T

he new BEXT SF Series amps come in ten
power levels from 150 watts to five killowam.

with the excellent stability and consistent performance of very high efficiency Mosfet amplifiers.
Is the quality of BEXT FM truly world class?
Your fellow engineers think so—we'll send you a
user list, with phone numbers, along with with a
full catalog at your request.
Find out more about BEXT and the finest in
great-sounding exciters and STI:s, amplifiers and
complete transmitter systems.

VoxProTM Digital Sound Editing System
The ReelTo Reel Replacement'
VoxProTM is the first digital sound editing system specifically
designed to replace reel-to-reel tape recorders used on the
air.
Now you can record and edit phone bits, contests,
actualities, sound effects and more— on the fly, with speed
and precision.
VoxPro operates like aword processor for sound. It
begins by providing true one-touch recording.
Editing and playback couldn't get any easier than with
VoxPro's "cut, copy and paste."
Unlike any other— VoxPro is fast. It's simple. And it's
designed to meet the special needs of the on-air broadcast
professional.
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

• SF 5000 51`\)(1 tM

SF 500 50o Watt FM

$5,695

HARFUS
AL_LIED

1045 10th Ave.
San Dicgo, CA 92101
619 239 8462 VAX: 619-239-8474

Circle (206) On Reader Service Card
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Lesson in Theory of Electronic Circuitry
First in a series

because you are going
in the negative side of
the battery and coming
out the positive; you
are coming out " more
positive" than you went
in. So, Va is + 10 V.
To determine Vb, you
can also start at ground,
but this time you "go
down" 3 V, because
you are coming out the
negative end of the battery. This makes Vb = 3V.
The voltage at point

Figure 1

by Harold Hallikainen
Va

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. This is
the first article in a new series where I
will discuss the theory behind electronic
circuitry. The ideas presented are based
on 14 years of teaching electronics at
the community college level. Ihope to
include your ideas and perspectives, so
please call or write!
The circuit analysis will generally be
based on algebra and trigonometry. The
circuits will also be analyzed using
MicroSim's PSpice software.

11

R1
1K
MA/

.4V

Vb

3V V2

cuit (
as you do to get a
current measurement).
Getting PSpice
Figure 2.
To determine the voltAn evaluation version of PSpice is
age at any point in aciravailable at no charge from various
R1
cuit, start at some point
sources. For those on the Internet World
-3V
+10V
13mA
where you do know the
.4V
Wide Web, you can find it at
1K
voltage with respect to
<http://slonet.org/-hhallika/>. PSpice is
ground, then wind your
listed in " Harold's Bookmarks."
way through the circuit,
For those without Internet access,
3V V2
taking whatever path
PSpice is available for downloading on
you wish, adding in the
the H&F BBS at 805-541-0201. On
voltage rises and submost modems, you can work through
tracting the voltage
our voice/fax/data menu by telling your
drops. Ilike to show
modem to dial " 1-805-541-0201-@5";
the @ 5 will use DTMF to select item 5 voltages across components using the notation
(the BBS) from the voice menu after
five seconds of silence.
On the BBS, select
Figure 4.
Figure 3
"mailbox 0."
Both sources have
PSpice versions for
+10V
l(R1)
-3V
+10V - 13mA
DOS, Windows and
Mac. If the BBS does
#1
not answer, try again in
a couple minutes. It
+ 1
3V V2
V1 10V
shuts itself down after
V1 10V =
an hour of inactivity.
Voltages are measured
between two points.
You can measure avoltage across acomponent,
but not the voltage
through acomponent. If
A with respect to point B ( Vab) is Vashown in Figure I. The magnitude of the
one of the two points between which you
Vb. This voltage would be measured
voltage
is
placed
between
a
plus
and
minus
are measuring the voltage is "ground" (a
with the red lead of the voltmeter on
sign showing the polarity of the voltage.
reference often, but not always, connectpoint A and the black ( reference) lead on
By keeping careful track of polarities, you
ed to earth), you are measuring the "voltpoint B. In Figure 1, Vab = 10 - (- 3) V =
always come up with avalid solution.
age with respect to ground." You will
+13 V. Vba = (- 3) - 10 V, which would
In Figure 1, aplus sign is placed near
often hear of the voltage "at a point."
be - 13 V. This is equivalent to reversing
the lead leaving the positive side of each
The voltage "at a point" is the voltage
the leads on the voltmeter. So, do you
say the voltage across the resistor is + 13
Figure 5.
V or - 13 V? It all depends!
This ambiguity leads us to use voltages
DC 10volts
; Left DC voltge source
V1 1 0
0
DC - 3volts
; Right DC voltage source
V2 2

wYl

R1

1

dc V1
print dc

2

; The resistor

1K

10volts
v(1)

10voIts
v(2)

v(2,1)

v(r1)

Ohm's Law
Most readers already know that Ohm's
Law states that I= V/R where Iis the current in amps, V is the voltage in volts and
R is the resistance in ohms. Looking at
Figure 1, you see that R = 1K ( kilohm or
thousand ohms). But what is the voltage
to use in the equation? Is it 10 V? 3V? -3
V? 13 V? - 13 V? Because of this confusion, Ihave redefined
Ohm's Law ( and I'm
not the first!) to be the
following:
-3V

Vtail - Vtip
I =

1#2

To use this formula,
draw an arrow in the
direction you think the
current is going, or in a
convenient direction.
The direction of the
arrow does not matter—you will still get
an accurate answer.
Vtail is the voltage at the "tail end" of
the component ( according to the current
arrow). Vtip is the voltage at the tip end.
11 in Figure 1becomes
3V V2

10V

- (- 3V)

= 13 mA
1K
What if you drew the current arrow the
other way? This is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 6.

1volt; Sweep V1 from 10 volts to 10 volts in 1; volt steps
v(1,2)

with respect to ground whenever possible. Again, it is aconcise notation with
no ambiguity.
In this series, Iwill use "conventional
current," that "flows" from positive to
negative. Although electric current in
metals is due to the flow of negatively
charged electrons, flowing from negative to positive, current direction has
historically been indicated as being from
positive to negative. Engineers generally
use conventional current; technicians
often use electron current. This certainly
does not help communication.
An advantage to conventional current
is that you can use aplumbing analogy.
Fluids flow from high pressure to low
pressure, or from positive pressure to
less positive pressure, or from positive
pressure to negative pressure. You can
easily visualize the direction of current
flow from the plumbing analogy.

i(r1)
+

R1
R1
Voltage at node 2;
with respect to node 1
Current through
Voltage across

Voltage at node 1;

V1

1
2

0
0

DC 10volts
DC -3volts

Left DC voltge source

V2
R1

1

2

1K

The resistor

dc V1
print dc

10volts
v(1)

Right DC voltage source

10volts
v(2)

1volt, Sweep V1 from 10 volts to 10 volts in 1, volt steps
v(1,2)

v(2 1)

v(r1)

with respect to node 2

i(r1)
+

R1
R1

Current through
Voltage across

Voltage at node 2

Voltage at node 2;

Voltage at node 1

with respect to node 1
Voltage at node 1;

between that point and ground.
Specifying avoltage to ground at apoint
is a very concise method of indicating
how a circuit operates. Further, these
voltages are easy to measure, because
you do not have to keep moving the reference probe ( as you do for voltages
across components) or interrupt the cir-

battery and a minus sign is placed near
the lead leaving the negative side of
each battery.
To determine Va ( the voltage at that
point with respect to ground), start at
ground (0 V) and go up 10 V to get to
the point you are interested in. In this
instance, you " went up" in voltage

with respect to node 2
Voltage at node 2
Voltage at node 1

V1
1000E+01

V(1)

V(2)

1000E+01 -3000E+00

V(1,2)

V(2,1)

V(r1)

l(r1)

1.300E+01

-1 300E+01

1300E+01

1.300E-02
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Here, the current becomes
-3V - 10V
— - 13 mA
1K
13 mA "to the right" is equivalent to - 13
mA "to the left." Often when you find
that the current is negative, you will
change the arrow direction and rewrite the
current as positive. Other times, it's more
clear to just leave the current negative.

is often called a " net." CAD systems
then generate " netlists" from the
schematics and use these in board layout. Note that PSpice defines node zero
as ground.
Figure 5shows aPSpice listing for this
circuit. The first line is the title and is
not evaluated by PSpice. If you start the
circuit description on line 1, the first
line will not be evaluated.
A line beginning with an asterisk (*) is a
comment, and the line is ignored. If aline

Table 2. PSpice metric prefixes
PSpice

Metric

Equivalent

PREFIX

Prefix

Exponential Notation

femto

le- 15

pico

le- 12

nano

le- 9

milli

le- 3

kilo

1e+3

MEG

mega

G

giga

1e+6
1e+9

tera
mil

1e+12
25.4e-6

it exclusively. Isuggest extensive commenting. Also, blank lines are ignored, so
you can use spacing to make the listing
more understandable.
The circuit description includes alist of
the components, which nodes those components connect to and any characteristics of the component. We'll introduce
various components through this series.
Voltage sources are identified by V followed by an alphanumeric identifier ( with
no separating space). Valid voltage source
designators include VI, V+, Vcc, Vee.
The voltage source designator is followed by the two nodes to which the
voltage source is connected. Nodes may
also be identified by alphanumeric
strings, though Igenerally use numbers.
The first node is the "positive" terminal.
The nodes are followed by DC indicating this is aDC source and will be used

in the DC analysis of the circuit. The DC
is actually optional, but Ilike to include
it because it makes the format consistent
with that used in AC and transient analysis ( which we'll deal with later).
Finally, the voltage source lists the
voltage in volts. The word " volts" is
optional. Iinclude it for clarity. Note
that there is no space between the number and the word " volts." Placing a
space here will give an error message.
As mentioned above, the first node listed for aDC voltage source is the "positive" terminal, yet you find in Figure 4
that the negative terminal of V2 is listed
first. When specifying ground referenced voltage sources ( which occur a
lot), Ilist node 0 ( ground) second so that
the voltage indicates what the output
voltage is with respect to ground. For
continued on page 46

Quantum FM
Solid

*mil is used where a length in meters is expected. A mil is equivalent tc 1/1000 inch.

Figure 4 shows the circuit redrawn
with PSpice node numbers. A node is
where two or more component leads
are connected. In CAD systems, anode

eGer =
et=
•

contains asemicolon (;), everything after
the semicolon is ignored. Because the
semicolon is a more flexible comment
delimiter ( it may he in any column). Iuse

•

A Special Commitment
•

42E1
Proven reliability
Maintenance- free FET
technology
Self-contained modules with
own power supply regulator
Compact size reduces shipping costs, allows affordable air shipment
Power levels between 300 Watts and 6kW
Modular design offers buy- only-what-you- need affordability
and convenience
For the same price you pay for atube transmitter, you can now have

asuperior solid state FM transmitter with high- power, advanced
technology exciter and cableless combiner. The modular design of

Since 1965, COMET has been committed to one objective —
keeping our customers satisfied with the highest quality
vacuum capacitors available.
Our experienced technical staff is dedicated to the advancement
of capacitor technology, and will meet your custom requests
with a design proposal in a matter of days. And, while we do
specialize in made-to-order designs, we also stock a number of
popular capacitor types for your off-the-shelf needs.
Call COMET when you have aspecial design request, want
expert technical service, or need areplacement capacitor now.

QEI's QUANTUM- Series FM transmitters offers the advantage of
buying only the amount of power you need...and means that you
can upgrade to higher power levels whenever you're ready.
QUANTUM from QEI-the people who have been designing and building solid state transmitters longer than anyone else in the industry.
You need to know more! Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free
(800) 334-9154.
0E1 Corporation

Tel ( 800) 334-9154

One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805

Fax (609) 629-1751

Williamstown, NJ 08094
24-Hour Service Hotline

COMET NORTH AMERICA, INC.

(609) 728-2020

11 Belden Ave. • Norwalk, CT 06850 ( 203) 852-1231 • FAX ( 203) 838-3827
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Lesson in Theory of Electronic Circuitry
b. continued from page 45

example, in our listing, it is very clear
that VI is a + 10 V source, and V2 is a - 3
V source. The resistor similarly lists the
component " instance" ( R1) followed by
the two nodes the resistor is connected
to, followed by its resistance in ohms.
Note that PSpice recognizes metric prefixes but is case insensitive. This creates
a problem for milli and mega, because
both start with " m." Table 2 lists the
metric prefixes PSpice allows. It also
allows the use of exponential notation.
The 1K could also be shown as
The "dot dc" tells PSpice how to do the
DC analysis of the circuit. It usually does
a DC sweep, varying a voltage source
from one voltage to another with aspecified step size. Because you are not really

interested in a voltage sweep, you can
fool PSpice with the given .dc statement.
The "dot print" tells PSpice what to
put in the output file. The . print is followed by "dc" indicating this print is for
the DC analysis ( the only one we're
doing right now). It then lists the various parameters we want printed. The
comments show the form at various
voltages and currents.
Note ¡( R1). Will it be positive or
negative? PSpice shows currents
based on conventional current going
into the first node listed for the component. In this case, node Iwas listed
first, so referring to the schematic in
Figure 4, the current will be + 13 mA.
If the nodes had been reversed on RI,
the current would he listed as - 13 mA.

The last line of this PSpice listing is
".end." PSpice allows multiple circuits
to be analyzed in one run. In that case,
each circuit would be in the same file
with a ". end" at the end of each. The
circuit file needs a ".end" even if it's the
last thing in the file.
The input file (circuitl.cir) is run through
PSpice, which generates circuitl.out,
shown in Figure 6. The output includes a
copy of the input text followed by the
requested information ( from the . print
statement). Unfortunately, PSPice . print
output is in "scientific" notation instead of
"engineering" notation where the exponent is an integer power of three, making
conversions to metric units easy. With a
little decimal point sliding, however, you
find that the PSpice output is what we

expect. Note especially the voltage and
current polarities.
More to come
Next month I'll continue some DC circuit analysis and look at the schematic
capture capabilities of the Windows version of PSpice. I'll look forward to your
comments.
DOD

Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen & Friends, amanufacturer
of transmitter control and telemetry
equipment. He also teaches electronics at Cuesta College. He can be
reached at 805-541-0200 ( voice), 805541-0201 (fax), and, on the Internet,
hhallika@slonet.org and http://slo
net.orgf-hhallikat
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ER! - ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
812-925-6000

XE-1000

You have heard the problems and read the
OSHA fines. Now, here is the answer: ERI's antenna system Lock-out/Tag-out energy isolation
device.

uNnr
o i
ow

.uCCIROMICS.MC,um

SCPC BROADCAST AUDIO RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1,
3:1, wide/narrow bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output 600 ohms, muting,
transponder agile, LNB power supply, 50channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio. Every

OSHA 'srecent enforcement of regulation 29 CFR1919.147 in reference to transmitting antenna
systems has illustrated the requirement to isolate
the antenna system from the energy source.
Protect your employees and your station. Call for
more information.

needed feature at asensible price ( lowest in the industry). Write or call for full information on this quality
receiver—the answer for your station. Networks call for prices.

UNIVERSA L ELECTRONICS,

Phone: (614)866-4605 Fax: (614)866-1201

READER SERVICE NO. 142

READER SERVICE NO. 181

How Good
Can a
Mixer This
Size Be
Anyway?

ECONC 0

Econco
REBUILT POWER TUBES

Try great specs to start with. Then add reliability that's backed by aTHREE
YEAR Warranty! It's just one of the 37 STICK- ON" products from RDL". Find
out how RDL STICK- ON innovations can make your job easier. Call us today
at 800 281-2683 or 805 684-5415 for your free catalog of these great value tools!

RDL

INC . 4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232

Communications Specialists

Call for Our Price List

P.O. Box 1286 • Carpinteria, CA 93014

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.

In Europe call ( 31) 20-6238 983 Fax ( 31) 20-6225 287

Phone: 916-662-7553
© Radio Design I.abs

SERVICE NO. 155

the Cost of New
3.000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

Radio Design Labs

READER

Approximately One Half

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax: 916-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

Telex: 176756

From Canada' 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 134
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Fo - more nformation on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

CALL 800-986-9700

SOLID STATE 2, 4 & 5kW FM BROADCAST
POWER AAIIPJJOERS
I
kW INTERCHANGEABLE MODULES

MODEL

POWER

B-2000
B-3000
B-4000
B-5000

2YEAR WARRANTY
HARMONIC FILTER

1000
1500
2000
3000

-

2200
3300
4400
5500

Quality* Power Tubes
3CX15.000A7

4CX1600B

3CX15,000A3

4CX1500A

4CX25OBT

3CX10,000H3

4CX800A

4CX250BC/8957

3CX10,000A7

4CX400A

3CX3000F7/8162

4CX250B/7203

4CX350AC

4X150A

4X350A/8321

5CX1500B

3CX3000A7
3CX2500H3
3CX2500A3/8161

YC130/9019

4CX15,000A/8281

8560AS

4CX10,000D/8171

811A

4CX5000A/8170

AMPLIFIERS
The RF People

800-986-9700 FAX 408-986-1438
529 FORMAN DRIVE. CAMPBELL. CA 95008

the Pro's Choose
and Use...

It's easy to see why. Its
very compact ( 1.5" x

6.1" x 9.4"), weighs
only 3pounds and is asnap to operate. The GX-440's builtin phone line interfacing makes it ideal for sports, news
and special event broadcasts. It features pulse/tone dialing,
headphone ampicue, rechargeable batteries, ringer, limiter,

• Generous* warranty
based on high quality.
•Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.

•Shipment from USA stock.
Broadcasters

OEMs, Distributors

Phone: 205-882-1344

Phone US: 800-578-3852

FAX: 205-880-8077

Int'l 8/ US: 415-233-0429

800-239-6900

FAX: 415-233-0439

READER SERVICE NO. 73

MINI

-

MIX

1 2A

THE COMPACT MIXER WITH A
COMPACT PRICE FROM THE
QUALITY LEADER

Regular Price: $ 1295

DIGITAL
AUTOMATION
Itri91301 41 SYSTEM

61,11..#..2,f„)....e

T

Available from All Malor De,ilerç

INCORPOItATIV

,..•
e e -7
- -• - " • • •
•
•
.
"
•
•

have never been easier!

ORDER BY JUNE 30t

• The Best Integrated Play List Scheduler

12 Channels
25 Stereo Inputs

$3499

Iseo ls

SAVE SS

833C

DEVICES

EVEN THE BEST CAN
BE MADE BETTER
1„,,,„1„,.,„, the „„

squelch, tape infout, four microphone inputs, event timer,
second pnone line
capabilities and tow freouency extender interface jack. Reinotes

I
- LECTRON

• Manufactured in
Russia's largest
power tube factory.

READER SERVICE NO. 4

Thu Telfax GX-440
Phone Remote Mixer.

833A

Svetlana

• Watch this list grow.

Silicon Valley
POWER

The Remote Unit

5CX1500A

3CX2500F3/8251

4CX3500A

5' RACK

4CX250R/7580W

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 23 Years

FREE $ 100
Carrying Case

AUT*GILIM

Phone Toll Free. 800-798-0200

P•

3LRLA_

1500 Capital Avenue
COMMUNICATIONS

Plano Texas 75074-8118

2501 North Loop Drive Ames, lawa 50010

4011\T

( 214) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 214) 423-6334

(Music & Breaks) & On-Air Playback
• Dolby AC2 Overlapping Hard Disk Audio
• Music on Hard Disk and/or CD Jukeboxes
• Digital Multi-Track Production Editor
• Provide Computers/Players & Save $$$ or
Buy/Lease From Us

WEST/INT'L

EAST

310/670-7500

803/370-2400

FAX 310/670-0133

FAX 803/370-2314

READER SERVICE NO. 176

DI ELECTRIC
FOR ALL YOUR RF NEEDS!

REMEMBER THECORTANA
FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

*ANTENNAS

*FILTERS

*SWITCHES

*TRANSMISSION LINE

• BROAD BANDWITH
• GROUNDED ANTENNA
• ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS

*COMBINERS

*LOADS

Dielectric's unique anechoic chamber
antenna measurement system translates
directional pattern requirements into
specific solutions for YOUR station.
CALL TODAY!
DIELECTRIC COMIVIUNICATIONS

GS

RO. Box 949 Raymond, ME USA
(207) 655-4555 Fax (207) 655-7120

READER SERVICE NO. 112

• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

2-1000 MHz In One Sweep!

WIRELESS IFB SYSTEM

AVCOM's PSA-65A

Used by hundreds of TV stations for
van-to-field cueing in ENG & SNG
applications. Transmitter provides
mix of program and instructions to
rugged, pocket receivers.

Portable Spectrum Analyzer

The newest in the line of rugged spectrum analyzers from AVCOM
offers amazing performance for onlyS2855,
AVCOM's new PSA-65A is the first low cost general purpose
spectrum analyzer that's loaded with features. It's small, accurate,
battery operated, has awide frequency coverage - amust for every
technician's bench. Great for field use too.
ThePSA-65A covers frequencies thru 1000 MHz in one sweep with
asensitivity greater than - 95 dBm at narrow spans. ThePSA-65A is
ideally suited for 2way radio, cellular, cable, LAN, surveillance, educational, production and R&D work. Options include frequency extenders
to enable thePSA-65A to be used at SATCOM and higher frequencies,
audio demod for monitoring, log periodic antennas, carrying case
(AVSAC), and more.
For more information. write. FAX, or phone.

The CircuitWerkes TeleRadio
Remote Controlled Listen Line

•100% duty cycle

You can find out what's on the air in all of

•Wideband audio

your markets without ever leaving your chair!

•Excellent operating range

The TeleRadio features include:

With the TeleRadio and a
phone, you are ready to check up

Ten random memory presets

on your station and all of your

Remote scanning, tuning, band
change & memory set.

competitors in real-time. Youll
never have to get another station

Remote controlled external audio
jack lets TeleRadio double as a
standard coupler for ITS, etc.

air-check plus you can punch
around the dial as if you were
right there. When the TeleRadio

List price is just $689.

answers, its internal radio begins
playing

AVCOM

500 GOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA
804-794-2500 FAX 804-794-8284

Receive brochures ON-LINE via AVCOM's new AVFAX.
Call from your fax and be ready to receive. 804-379-0500

READER SERVICE NO. 80

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A COST
EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE?
SERVICE, REPAIR
& CALIBRATION
• STL's • RPU's • TSL's
• Exciters • AM/FM
Broadcast Monitors •
Remote Control Systems

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti •
Moseley • McMartin
•TFT • And others...
An authorized (
TFT service center

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
We can help get you back on the air with our
STL Loaner Program. We have STL's available that
will be set to your frequency prior to shipping. We also
provide over-the- phone technical assistance.
souene•C--41>

%%I/1,1
I 1MM A

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

buttons on your phone.

Custom!
Shively FM Antennas offer standard features often unique in the industry:
Custom-designed stainless steel mounts,
included as standard equipment on Shively
commercial antennas, ensure asecure and
exact interface between the antenna and
its support structure. Unlike others who
use pieces of chain and "J- bolts", Shively's
custom approach assures you of an installation that goes together right the first time,
with a minimum of rigging time, and stays
that way! Watch future issues of Rodio
World for other unique Shively features.

Models 81081 and 81082 with 15,30 60 kw Meter Scales
sees

and

aci d

e
%0 ou‘

WATTCHMAN—protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19
inch rack installation used with any dual
socket line section 7/8", 1-5/8", 3-1/8" and
elements ( additional) to monitor CW, TV, and
FM power. Model 81070 features two easily
read meters to monitor both forward and
reflected power. The reflected meter provides a front
panel adjustable set point which controls the trip level for
fast transmitter shut down and alarm. Abnormal load
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down in less
than 15 milliseconds including control relay. Both visual
and audible alarms indicate system malfunction. Contacts
provided for remote alarm and reset switching.

Sales Network.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
15210 Industrial Parkway • Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 267-2233 or 1- 800-COAXIAL • Fax: ( 216) 267-3142
Service and Dependability
A Part of Every Product

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009

READER SERVICE NO. 201

tett‘
B
.

eiens
4.11'‘ 6 ano
sec

Inc.

READER SERVICE NO. 107

READER SERVICE NO. 172

a

Never Go Off the Air Again.
•
crtra

Ising ( he Dept. of Defensi_ Global Positioning
S\ stem IGPSI, and our hi- tech airplane. let us

L.

'lo

show you the signal your station is really

fi
Li U. Li

1

CrEZI

transmitting. We measure each and every

crown

degree of both the horizontal
is your most important asset

TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE
COAXIAL DYNAMICS WATTCHMANffi)
TRANSMITTER PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Contact us for your nearest authorized Coaxial Dynamics
Representative or Distributor in our World Wide

Shivelv Labs
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273

and vertical patterns. Your signal

(904) 331 - 5999 / fax 331-6999

READER SERVICE NO. 149

READER SERVICE NO. 218

(503) 471-2262

AUTOMATED FM
ANTENNA PATTERN
MEASUREMENTS

Gainesville, Florida 32607

to being there yourself.

Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401

Laboratories.

6212 SW 8th Place

The

TeleRadio is the next best thing

Comex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720

A Division of Howell

CircuitWerkes

down the line to you.

You control the tuner with the

••

tee.
fen
,

FM200

broadcast

•

•
••

AN.11k4

•

e

•

Don't guess. Be sure you're getting the maximum possible coverage. Call us today for abrochure or
confidential consultation.
STEPHENS COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Little Rock, AR. • ( 501) 821-5756

When the power fails, your signal won't. Crown's FM200 transmitter, with optional automatic backup power, will keep your station on the air. Available in 30, 100 and 200 watt models.
Each FM200 includes:

•FM Exciter
•Audio Processor
•Stereo Generator
•RF Amplifier
All of which operates from your AC or DC power source.

READER SERVICE NO. 89

crown

Ci) broadcast
AC.,

on of Crown International. Inc.
1718 West Mishawaka Road
Elkhart. Indiana 46515-1000
Fax 219-294-8302
Broadcast Sales 219-294-8050
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School Facility Embraces Digital World
Broadcasting Tradition at Technical School Continues
With Upgraded, Leading-Edge Radio Facility
by Marc Kellom
MILWAUKEE The Milwaukee School
of Engineering ( MSOE) has been
involved in broadcasting since 1922,
when it put Milwaukee's first radio sta-

We faced several problems from the onset.
The university wanted the boost to
occur by the station's 14th anniversary
on March 17 of this year. This created a
bit of atime crunch, because equipment
orders were not placed until midDecember. Thus planning for the project had
to be completed in only
a few weeks. A new
transmitter would be
required to provide the
additional power.
It was very important
for us to uphold the
university's tradition of
excellence in technical
education. That meant
that every piece of
equipment and every
connection had to represent cutting- edge
technology. Audio quality also had to represent
the best available, in
order to meet the
demands of our listeners and programming.
Other factors also
were considered, not
the least of which was
my role as coordinator
of the project from my
"day job" at Crown
International in Indiana.
A new transmitter
Choosing anew transmitter posed an interesting set of questions. WMSE is run by an
all -volunteer staff, most of whom are
engineering students with limited time to
contribute. Accordingly. we needed
something that would require little maintenance. This concern, combined with the
need to be on the "cutting edge. - pretty
much dictated asolid state transmitter.
Another major benefit was the prospect
of " hot pluggable" power modules —

When time came to choose an exciter
ground floor of an MSOE residence
there was little discussion— we all wanthall. The transmitter is on the roof of
ed a Harris Digit. WMSE's diverse mix
another residence hall across the street.
of programming inclides jazz, blues,
We are fortunate to have a "hard wire"
New Age, classical, alternative rock, HipSIL consisting of six twistedpair cables
Hop and just about
that run 825 feet
anything else. This
between
studio
When you hire
wide
range
of
and transmitter.
a mover, hire
music, combined
We could easily
with the critical ears
envision sending
someone who is
of our rather fanatiaudio or even
cal listeners, dictatused to moving
composite
FM
ed the absolute
through this cable,
unusual objects.
highest audio qualibut the 6 MHz
ty. Clearly. Digit
bandwidth of an
was the way to go.
AES3 digital signal was another story.
The only problem we faced was how to
We briefly considered using fiber
get AES3 format digital audio from stuoptic cable, hut installation costs were
dio to transmitter.
prohibitive and we just did not need
The WMSE studios are located on the
continued on page 50

Who needs the
Dividend
Composite Filter?

A view of the rack that holds "sup port" gear

tion. WIAO(AM). on the air. Engineering students from this small private
college have kept MSOE on the air ever
since.
In 1981. MSOE alumnus Everett Cobb
donated $ 30,000 to the school, money
that was used to start WMSE-FM. The
station went on the air in 1981, and
since that time, there has been talk of
boosting its power. Finally, in early
1993. WMSE-FM applied for permission to
It was very important for
increase ERP from 1
us to uphold the university's
kW to 3.2 kW. A construction permit was
tradition of excellence in
granted by the commistechnical education.
sion and in November
1994 the station began
planning in earnest for the long-awaited
being able to stay on the air at reduced
WMSE "Power Crank ' 95.'
power while servicing a module was
An alumnus of the college myself, Iprevery enticing. We evaluated transmitters
pared to direct the project with the help of
from several manufacturers, and settled
the student engineering staff at the station.
on aHarris Platinum series PT2FM.

Has subcarriers for RBDS, data
services, or other applications,

every

especially when those subcarriers
generate revenue
Uses amicrowave STL
Includes composite clipping in

FM station
that

their processing
Wants to regain lost modulation
•
Seeks to reduce multipath
•
• related distortion

The Dividend Composite Filter reduces noise often
generated

3',/

audio processing and STLs in the

upper composite spectrum from 53kHz to 99kHz.
Now you cat, protect your subcarrier signals, regain
lost modulation, reduce multipath related distortion,
and maintain signal integrity for only $ 1195.

Control 10
latching relays and
monitor 10 logic level inputs
from any touch-tone phone. User
determined access code.

CO

PylEX ELECTRO .. uI

P.O. Box 1342

the dividend

composite filter
CUTTINGEDGE

2101 SUPERIOR AV NUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 • TE) ( 216) 241 1343 • FAX: ( 216) 241-4103

Bellingham, WA

98227

Circle ( 38) On Reader Service Card
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WMSE Facility Improved
continued from page 49

that kind of bandwidth. After doing
some research. Icame across a draft
AES document ( AES-31D-xxxx) titled

wound pulse transformers were used on
either end to provide an impedance
match between AES3 ( 1100) and the
750 video cable. The transformers were

WMSE's transmitter and rack
"Transmission of AES3 formatted data
by unbalanced coaxial cable."
Based on the information in the document. Iwas able to design asimple STL
using coaxial video cable. Custom

mounted in t\\ o rack- mount project
boxes, with XLR connectors for the
AES3 data and BNCs for the 7511 con-.
nections.
Otx digital source signa was obtained by

Expanded
repair
service.
Dart 384
loaners at no
extra charge.

transmitters: big.
installing a digital
fragile, and most of
I/O card and firmthe weight is in the
ware upgrade in our
bottom.
Optimod 8200. Wc
In keeping with
had our electrician
the "cutting-edge"
run Belden 8281
philosophy, WMSE
video cable from stuinvested in several
dio to transmitter,
other new technolohooked everything
gies as apart of this
up and took a DAT
project. An RE533
machine with an
RDS encoder was
AES3 input to the
purchased from RE
transmitter room.
America and is
Everything worked
used to broadcast
on the first try, and I
radiotext messages
breathed a tremenabout WMSE and
dous sigh of relief.
the university. In
WMSE now had a
order to provide
fully digital path
maximum flexibilifrom audio processor
ty in the use of our
to exciter!
Optimod 8200. we
Installation of the
purchased 8200PC
transmitter
was
The Harris Platinum PT2FM had to
remote control softquite simple. Less
"squeeze" through a 1/2-height door
ware. Combined
than three hours
to reach its new home.
with a phone line
after the transmitter
arrived at our loading dock, we were on - and modem, we now have control of our
processing from any remote site.
air. All of the excitement surrounding
The results of this project have been
"delivery day" generated a fair number
most gratifying. Previously, tuning in
of spectators, most of whom brought
WMSE required a steady hand and a
cameras. Don Taylor and Toni Haile of
Harris Allied delivered the transmitter in
person, and Ican only guess what they
must have thought when they saw the
army of photographers present.
The most difficult part of the installation was getting the transmitter to the
roof of the residence hall on which our
tower is located. EleN.ator service was
available up to the 12th floor, but from
there we had to negotiate a flight of
stairs, abig step out onto the roof, and a
halfheight door into the transmitter
room. A local moving contractor was
brought in and moved the power supply,
transmitter cabinet, and power modules
to the roof separately.
We learned avaluable lesson here: when
you hire amover, hire someone who is used
to moving unusual objects. Show them the
site and the proposed path for the transmitter. Someone used to moving vending
machines is a particularly good choice.
because vending machines are similar to

FM STUDIES
• SPACING/INTERFERENCE SEARCHES
to locate achannel
• DETAILED INTERFERENCE STUDIES
optimizing site location and
directional antenna designs
(calculates allowed ERP on all 360
bearings)

With the acquisition of the Fairchild Dart 384 Repair
Division, Satellite Systems is once again expanding. Our
engineering department has grown. As we continue to
grow, we stay committed to our special and personal
style service. Case in point- there is no charge on loaners
for Fairchild Dart 384 equipment in for repair.

• TERRAIN ELEVATION RETRIEVAL
determines HAAT for 8 or more
radials

Rich Bryan, former Program Director of Adult Rock & Roll
format for Westwood One, has come on board as afull-time
Broadcast Consultant! Call us for details.

• DISTANCE TO CONTOURS plots
projected coverage
• POPULATION COUNTING to
determine potential listening
audience

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

615 East Brookside
Colorado Springs, CO
80906
Ph: 1719) 634-6319

Satellite Equipment for Radio
Circle ( 28) On Reeder Se- vice Card

Ex: t719) 635-8151

• COVERAGE MAPS AND OVERLAYS
depicts signal coverage, zip code
boundaries, received signal level,
terrain shadowing and more

datawonle
A Service of OW Inc

(301) 652-8822

( 800) 368-5754

Grde ( 76) On Reader Service Card

The Hams Platinum PT2FM in the elevator
penthouse of aWMSE residence hall
great deal of patience. The station now
jumps right off the dial, even on small
clock radios.
Dozens of listeners have called, stating that for the first time, they can
receive our signal inside office buildings or at their suburban homes. Audio
quality has improved quite a bit, especially in fringe reception areas. The
outer fringe of our signal has been substantially increased, and most of metro
Milwaukee now has a signal strong
enough to permit full quieting in stereo.
For this simple college radio station, it
is adream come true.
OD

Marc Kellom is design engineer in the
audio division of Crown International in
Elkhart, hid., and an alumnus of MSOE.
He worked at WMSE as a student, and
now volunteers his engineering skills to
students on staff at the station. He can
be reached at 219-294-8022.
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Have Some Fun with
Station Band Names
Dear Luci,
Ever since Iauthored that four-parter on
MIDI back in 1993, I've been receiving
tapes from stations who've cooked up
some very funny and creative parody songs
and music routines. Nothing pleases me
more than folks who glom onto something
new and become brilliant at it. Although, if
Icould make asmall suggestion....
With all the creativity that goes into the
effort, why ruin it by crediting the song to
an uninspired group name like "The (call
letters) Singers"? Or with the station slogan such as "The MIX Masters" or "The
96Q-Cumbers"?
Ihave nothing against promoting station
slogans and calls as much as possible, but
truly creative people shouldn't stop at the
first idea they pick. Ithink it is more credible ( and promotable) to give credit to a
"manufactured" band that gives "record
service" to only that station. If the idea
stiffs, then the "band" gets the blame and
the show is spared the trauma. But if the
song actually catches on, nobody else in
the market can have it! Best of all, afew
pickup musicians can be hired to actually
create such agroup for one night if needed
to open for a headliner brought into
town.., that's how the Grass Roots did it
25 years ago.
"But all the good names are taken," one
may say. Think so? The acceptance of
Alternative music has given rise to some
wonderfully weird and picturesque group
names. To invent one for astation band is
as easy as:
Going to the supermarket. Just look at
those great signs hanging over each aisle,
describing the contents. Every one a
potential new Alternative band name:
Candy Popcorn Diapers. Dried Banana
Meat. Lipton Pyrex. Frozen Feminine
Auto.
Read the racing column in the Sports
section. Ihave always thought there is just
one guy in an office somewhere in Hollis,
N.Y., who's in charge of naming all the
Rap Groups and racehorses in the whole
world. See if you can tell, Luci: Quick Z.
Aak Aak Aak, R. Monica, Cool Blast.
Budd Fudd and Frosty Star. Hot new HipHop acts playing on CHR?
Nope. That's the racing lineup at Penn
National for Dec. 23, 1994.
Read a foreign phonebook. Most
libraries have these on microfiche, and
they are arich source of inspiration. Why
should Wang Chung have all the fun in
this department? Warning: phonebooks for
most Asian countries have hundreds of
subscribers whose names are pronounced
the same way as THE BIG ONE, so alittle
caution is advised. No sense getting tn eryone in trouble.
The Fine Arts teamed up with adisgusting object. Always a winner. Pick any
famous name and tack on something horrible. DaVinci's Shorts. Whistler's
Mothball. Toscanini Roadkill. Robert
Frost's Pregnant Cousin. This one is so
easy it should be disqualified.
Choose a name similar to the original
artist. For some of my own creations, I've
mangled Rick Astley into "Rick Parsley,"
Ace of Base became "Mace in Face," Willie
Nelson suffered into "Willie Makeit?" and
yes, Idid the same thing everybody else did
for Weird Al Yankovic (call me if you don't
know). Finally, by picking elements from

many names, "Klaus Von Sputum and His
Beautiful Music Orchestra" was born, playing horrible pop-string arrangements of contemporary songs.
Finally, in desperation, make abad anagram. Yeah, this is the cheap way out, but
may be the tiebreaker when the morning
show can't decide on a name to use.
They're especially worthwhile when you
cheat a little and add or ignore letters.
Overlooking one or two, my own name
anagrams out to "Stan On Parole," "Tear
No Panels" or ( lucky me) " Stern Anal
Rope." Blow off unnecessary letters and

syndicated hosts Don And Mike get regurgitated as "Dead Monk," or (by swapping
an " S" for one of the " Ds") " Eskimo
D.N.A." Any one of these could be alegit
name for aband.
If it's worth doing creatively, it's worth
having every angle covered right down to
a slick name. Stations using comedy ser-

vice music or creating take-off songs with
MIDI may want to consider these suggestions. It's alot fresher than another crutchuse of the slogan, which to my ear is being
done to death already.
So Ileave you Luci...time for my group
to open for Sting. Talk to you in June.
—Al

More
Powerful.
More
Efficient.
Nautel Solid State Modular
AM & FM Transmitters

10 kW & 20 kW FM

sior

.
4
,
480140.0000
0.e.e.

The Nautel FM10 offers 11 kW solid state FM power
capability in asingle cabinet. A20 kW combined system
is also available.

AM Power Module

The highest AC to RF efficiency of any solid state FM

12 kW & 60 kW AM
New Design

transmitter means less waste energy and cool reliable
12 kW and 60 kW AM transmitters

operation.

deliver power and modulation capability to spare.

The Nautel design keeps you on the air even with a

Energy costs are lower than ever with overall efficiency
typically 85-88%.

module removed for service.

Only

offers complete duplication of exciters

and on- air serviceability of modules to keep you
broadcasting.
Nautei — Continuing 25 Years of Solid State Leadership.
FM Power Module

nautei
• us for more infer- .
range of A.'. and FM transmitters.
Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited Hacketts Cove RR #1Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0 Phone: ( 902) 823-2233 Fax 19021 823-3183
Nautel Maine Inc. 201 Target Industrial Circle Bangor, Maine 04401 U.S.A. Phone ( 207) 947-8200 Fax; ( 207) 947-3693
Circle ( 167) On Reader Service Card
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Route Audio with Versatile, Reliable Relay
Performance, Reliability and Ruggedness Are
Among the Many Virtues of the Simple Relay
by Jim Somich
MORGANTOWN, W. Va. As I've
mentioned before, the modern radio sta-

sequencers, intelligent switchers or
matrix systems. But if you look around
the station, behind the racks and under
the consoles, you will find dozens of
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tion probably switches as much as—if
not more than—it mixes. This applies
not only to control room functions, but
also the various switching and routing

relay boxes or aluminum brackets
housing the circuits that perform special switching tasks, not the least of
which is the routing of audio. These

requirements at transmitter and remote
sites. From power change to remote
satellite crystal switching, from audio
line selectors to satellite polarity switching, these systems are a vital part of
today's broadcast station.

audio requirements come along frequently, so you might find yourself in
a dilemma as to whether to use solid
state switching, or go with the oldfashioned relay.
While there are many solid-state ana-

Some of our switching requirements
are complex, time-based, or computerdriven, usually requiring professionalgrade equipment with fancy names like

log switches on the market, it is hard to
beat the versatile relay. Even though it
has ahigher unit price, the cost usually
evens out because relays do not require

elaborate differential and well-regulated
power supplies. Moreover, if the chip
parameters are not controlled properly,
analog switches will
introduce distortion
and/or clipping. In the
end, it is hard to surpass the performance,
reliability and ruggedness of the simple
relay.
Audio routing using
relays is common, and
can be accomplished
several ways. Some
basic flow diagrams are
shown in Figure 1. In 1(a), the inputs
are switched into acommon output line.
The circuit is simple, and requires only
single-throw relays. The only drawback
here is that one of the relays most likely
would be used as acommon source, and
would be energized most of the time.
Furthermore, it would need to be
released before another source was
selected.
Default input
One solution to this, as shown in 1(b), is to
establish aseparate default input. The circuit as shown has aproblem inasmuch as all
inputs are placed in
parallel with the
default, so amix of
both default and
selected
source
would be heard at the
output. The addition
of a fourth relay,
shown as master
relay K4 in Figure
1(c), will remove the
default audio when
any input relay is
energized.
If the proper
relays are available, the circuit in 1(d)
handles both jobs, i.e., interrupting the
default path when selecting a source.
Note, however, that the upstream relay
controls the default audio flow, and
would require the necessary wiring

scheme to provide control to other
source locations. These relays, too, for
stereo, would need to have four form C
contact arrangements.
Figure 2 illustrates the wiring scheme
for the circuit in 1(c), which solves the

aforementioned problem. When any
input relay line is pulled low, the master
relay energizes, breaking the default

audio path. The diodes isolate the input
relays by passing the low to the master
but preventing the low from energizing
another input relay coil.
The scheme shown in Figure 2 uses a
maintained-type switch, sometimes listed
as push- on, push- off. For this type of
operation, you need only to pull the bottom end of the desired coil to ground,
hold it there, then release it. This method,
however, is limited, because it is not compatible with most switching protocols.
Better method
A better method, utilizing latching circuits, is shown in
Figure 3. Alas, we
need two more
relays, though they
require only one
set of contacts
each. We energize
the latch relay with
a momentary closure, the relay
holds itself through
the NC contacts of
the drop relay until
another momentary switch closure
activates it. Other advantages of this
method are that economical SPST
momentary switches can be used, and the
latch and drop can be performed easily
from multiple locations. A less desired
method in 3(b) uses a normally closed

switch in place of the drop relay. For multiple location operation, it must be looped
through each remote switch before returning to the source. Not agood concept, for
if the line becomes open, none of the
relays will operate.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

Want To Buy

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

Want To Sell

WVYMTMMMV!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tired Of Bad Sound? Let Us
Give You A Few Pointers.
STUDIOFDAM SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES
The industry's most absorbent foam line! Features a
uniform cut for clean & easy installation- no 'innies &
outies' like that other brand. How's it work? Up to 60%
better than foams that can cost 5times as much! NRCs
from .50 to 1.30. Passes the stringent California firecode
& tests 48% more flame retardent than Sonex. Available in
1', 2', 4' & 12' (bass trap) sizes in 2.x4' sheets. Super
long-lasting; doesn't CIUmble like other brands can.
Available in awide range of colors from neutral 10 wild to
match any decor. What Value!!! Min. 1box. 1"-S8.99 ea.
(20/box), 2'-$11.99 ea. ( 12/box), 4*-$22.99 ea. (6/box)
Clients: Ford Motor Co . Kodak Warner Bros • Hitachi • Dennis DeYoung (Styx). Baldwin
Piano Editel • Mike Wanchic (JMellencamp) Rockwell Intl • US Gov't • Opryland USA.
Bell Telephone Research Labs • MPI Home Video (ABC News Apple Records). Caw . Penn
State Univ • WhisperRoom • MIX • Marlin Marietta Manley Labs. NJJ ( NFL on Fox. Coke)

USAFoam.Box 20384, Indianapolis IN 45220. (800) 95-EDGE- Fax (317) 257-2USA
ÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀààà
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AMPLIFIERS
Want To Sell
Dynaco Stereo 120A power amp, Best
Offer; Dynaco PAT-4 stereo preamp
for 120A power amplifier, BO:
Macintosh MC-2505 SS power amplifier with VU meters, nice wooden case,
Best Offer; Kenwood KR-4600 stereo
receiver, Best Offer. D Jackson, 203762-9425.
CIEI amplifiers, exciters and stereo
generators. All are reconditioned and
are tuned and tested on your frequency. 6month warranty is included. If you
want quality used equipment, call or
fax 609-232-1625 and ask for Bob
Brown.
Dynaco stereo 120A power amp with
PAT-4 stereo preamp; Macintosh MC2505 solid state power amp with U
meters, nice wooden case; Kenwood
KR-4600 stereo receiver, all Best Offer.
D Jackson, W000, 19 Boas Ln, Wilton
CT 06897-1301. 203-762-9425.

Marantz 2130 quartz locked tuner with
scope: Marantz 3250 Bcontrol preamp;
Marantz 140 amplifier with VU meters,
$595. JPrice, Price's Recording, 2651
Globe Ave, Dallax TX 75228. 214-3216580.
RTS-405 stereo TT preamps (2). used 6
mos then stored, $ 140/ea+shpg. B
Lord. Lord Broadcasting, 3824 SW
Myrtle St, Seattle WA 98126. 206-9324839.
Altec 361-A amplifier, $50; McIntosh
MC 250 stereo power amplifier, $250;
Southwest Tech 215-A stereo power
amplifier, $95. D Lundy, 606-5466650.
Want To Buy
Record Cutting Machines, records.
612-869-4963.
Tube HiFi/Commercial amplifiers,
preamplifiers, compressors, speakers
etc. Altec, JUL. McIntosh, Marantz,
Western Electric, Pultec, Ampex, etc.
405-737-3312 FAX: 405-737-3355.

_1E

4HALL
Electronics

706 Rose Hill Drise Charlottesville V..% 22901

Want To Sell
AM antenna unit panels (4), each w/at
least 3 tapped inductors, at least 2
xmtng capacitors, 2j- plugs and Delta
torroid current transformer, all part of 5
kW/1 kW array on 1410 kHz. L Fuss,
WDTL, POE 1438, Cleveland MS
38732. 601-846-0927.
Andrew Heliax 11/2" line, less than 2
years of use, 420', $ 3360. K Paul,
WKXD, 259 5 Willow, Cookeville TN
38501. 615-526-6860.
ERI FML 3-E 3-bay on 103.1, $3500. C
Mills, WKTT-FM, POB 509, Cleveland
WI 53015. 414-693-3103.
Harris 6 bay FM CP on 105.3, w/AM
isolation xfmr, 210' coaxial cable, antenna bay brackets and coax supporting
brackets. M Woodard, WFAM, 552
Laney Walker Ext, Augusta GA 30901.
706-722-6077.

3"

500 - 600' of 3" transmission line. Scott
Communications, POB 10262, Amarillo
TX 79116. 806-356-6916.

Wegener 1601 satellite receiver, including cards 1605-12, 1683-8, 1606-21,
1645, 1646, 1624, $ 750; Optimod
8100D, hot card including, $ 3500;
Orban 424-A studio processor, $395;
Crown- D 150A amplifier, $300. T
Hodgins, KCKY Lucky 98, 14 E Main
114, Walla Walla WA 99362. 509-5296242.

500-600' of omission line. Scott
Communications, POB 10262, Amarillo
TX 79116. 806-356-6916.
High Power FM near 101.7 FM, 8, 10
or 12 bay. Scott Communications, POB
10262, Amarillo TX 79116. 806-3566916.

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

High pwr FM antenna on or near 101.7
FM, 8, 10 or 12 bay. Scott Communications, POB 10262, Amarillo TX 79116.
806-356-6916.

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
DAT & THE NEW R-CD

Want To Sell

STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLL

SO-Ohm, unused, tut to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.
Call Bas:c Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 312-539-3500
Shively 6812 2bay antenna, mount &
radomes incl, feed line also, avail up to
850' of 7/8" foam Heliax, $2000/80. F
Befera, KUSZ, Box 7200, Duluth MN
55807. 218-628-2324.
Shively 6602 4-bay, horizontal on 100.1
FM. factory new in box, never used due
to upgrade, cables incl. $ 1850/B0. D
Michaels, Big Tree Comm. Mt Shasta
CA, 916-938-2833.

ERI 300', 3-1/8- rigid transmission line,
$2000. WHWL. Marquette, Michigan, 1906-249-1423.

100.1 CP antenna wanted, 2, 3 or 4
bay, cash or will trade for new Shively
6602 horizontal- 1KW/bay. D Michaels,
Big Tree Comm, Mt Shasta CA, 916938-2833.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

HELIAX

280', 24" weicbd section tower, galvanized, painted, offset ladder, guy wires
and all hardware, in use only six
months. Ready to ship, $ 12,900; Also
available is a 470', 43" knockdown
tower, new, no coating, steel only, could
be galvanized ior approximately $2500.
Price $ 14,900. Call Dyke Dean in
Oklahoma at 9'8-745-5879.

Technics SH-9010 stereo paragraphic
EQ, rack mount, 2-channel, 5 bands/
channel, adjustable freq/bandwidth
each band, +/- 12 dB/band, unbal in/out.
$225/ BO+shpg. E Helvey, 461 Layside
Dr, Winchester VA 22602. 703-8772717.

For more information

Roland DM 80-8 digital audio workstation, 8 indep rcdable Irks w/built-in
audio mixer automation, factory HDs &
newest version software to date, totally
self-contained, w/wave edit, video sync,
mixer panel, remote, digital I/0s &
SMPTE lock, easily expandable via
SCSI HDs, all manuals, oint cond. one
scratch, $9,500. H Lam, South Coast,
5234 Elm, Houston TX 77081. 713-6649904.

call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I AudioNideo
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
FS-12C to ITC 48 tray Instacart interface w/cables, 19" rk mt, xInt cond, BO;
IGM 48 tray/mono Instacart, operating
but w/3 bad trays, could be repaired
easily using parts from machine, BO;
IGM 48 tray/mono Instacart, parts only,
BO. M Watson, WSCZ, POB 1247,
Greenwood SC 29648. 803-223-8553.
Sentry Systems FS-12C Format Sentry
w/cables, connectors, etc, tint cond,
BO. M Watson, WSCZ, PCB 1247,
Greenwood SC 29648. 803-223-8553.
Valley 400 mic processors w/phantom
pwr, BO. Scott, DS Communications,
5859 Shanymist, # 3, Cincinnati OH
45239. 513-385-0130.
Harris 9002 Instacart, 5 ITC 750s, 3
sngl plys, floppy disc backup, incl ample
AC music library on 90+, no monthly
fees, BO. John D, 314-471-1520.

arch ( 191) On Render Service Card
UREI 1122 SS stereo xscription preamp. $75. R Sumner, CAVU. 44632
Guilford Dr, Ashburn VA 22011. 703450-2288.

Altec 1567A tube- type mic mixer
w/meter, vintage, BO; Yamaha RM-804
rcdg mixers (2), 8faders. 4-chnls+L&R,
BO; Teac Model 2audio mixer, 6faders
to 4 chnls w/HF & LF selectable rolloff
w/Teac MB-20 meter bridge, BO; Shure
SE-30 mixer/gated compressor, BO;
Shure M- 68P mic submixer, BO. D
Jackson, 203-762-9425.

ADC 1/4" patchbays and cords, NEW,
UNDER HALF PRICE, ADC Ti' patchbays, $ 129 up, NEW cords, $9.95. W
Gunn. POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728.
Bulk eraser, $49; Stewart 4ch D-box,
$95; Cue command decoder, $ 125;
NEW Tascam midiizer MTS1000, $450;
Infonics 7" reel copier 1-3 copies, 2@
$125 ea; Furman elec crossovers, $95;
Peavey M2600 power amp, $375; Crest
FA800 PWR AMP, $475. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619320-0728.

DigiDesign Sound Designer 2.8 software, latest version, never opened,
$375; Lexicon NuVerb, $ 1500; Aphex
studio clock, maps analog to MIDI,
$300. Rick, Super Duper, 503-2282222.
Tascam ES- 50/51 sync, TC gen + 2
slaves, cables/manual, barely used,
syncs multitrk to video, $ 1500/B0. D
Michaels, Big Tree Comm, Mt Shasta
CA, 916-938-2833.

Good used studio tape 1/2" $ 15, 1"
$30, 2" $55. W Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 619-320-0728.

Harris 9000. G Collins, WDOC, Univ Dr,
Prestonburg KY 41653. 606-886-8409.
Otani ARS 1000 automation decks (4)
w/Conex 25 Hz tone decoders, also 2
72" racks w/doors, $ 3500/80. Bdct
Media Ctr, 213-466-2900.
Sono Meg 350 Carousel, $500; Sono
Mag 352- RS (2), $500/ea; Sono Mag
352. $500; Sono Mag 250, $ 500. G
Collins, WDOC, Univ Dr, Prestonburg
KY 41653. 606-886-8409.
Systematic:in Oulcksat, 10 hrs mono
storage, 2color monitors, 2keyboards,
HD, $7500. S Poese, KBRX, POB 150,
O'Neill NE 68763-0150. 402-336-1612.
Want To Buy
04B JO5A ABC Netcue II automation
cntrlr that is programmed for ABC
News, Rush Limbaugh, ESPN radio or
can be re-programmed for above svcs.
R Mahaffey, KTTR/KZNN, Box 727,
Rolla MO 95401. 417-883-9180.

DYNAMAX

Announcing New Crisp Voice

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DELIPAC'

The RFC- I /BHV3 provides transmitter power control, has alarm dial
out for 6 numbers,

Want To Buy
Ampex tube mixers, plug-in mic preamp modules for PR10's, Altec or other
tube compressors, Mackie mixers. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728.

and provides up to 64 channels of control and
metering.

WHY is HALL Electronics for YOU?
You'll like our GREAT PRICES on NEW 84 REBUILT
EQUIPMENT. WE CARRY MOST BRANDS
You'll LIKE HALL's personal SERVICE - for one piece or an
ENTIRE STATION. You are not a number to us; rather someone
who needs a problem SOLVED.

The DAI- Ieasily handles EBS requirements for " walk away" operations. It also
allows direct access to the air chain in addition to providing
remote broadcasts. The hest & lowest cost '
dial- up' remote control
available.

We have an IN-HOUSE TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM. Our

ONE

• True modular design

(
L-5)YSTEM

•

Excellent RE immunity

•

Prices start at under $ 3,000.00!

THREE full-time technicians give support after the sale & are
always available to help with ALL your rebuilding or repair needs.
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.

We are an authorized

service center for Tascam and Otan.

Software Audio Workshop ( SAW) is aprofessional production tool for
manipulating and crafting audio on your PC computer under the Windows Operating System. DigitalAudio Lab's CardD Plus is the prefect
companion sound card with sonic performance unmatched by any

Contact Dwayne or Rick today!
WHEN YOU NEED GOOD PRICES 84 SERVICE, Call Hall !!

'multimedia' card.
Innovative Quality Software's SAW

$

519.00

Digital Audio Labs Card- D Phis

$

649.00

SAW + Card- D Plus

$ 1099.00

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment! ( 804) 984- HALL ( 4255)
Circle (99) On Reader Service Card

Fax: (804) 984-FAXX ( 3299)
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CART MACHINES
Want To Sell
Fidelipac CTR10 stereo RIP cart w/3
tones, slat cond, $900; BE 5400C 3
stack stereo PB w/3 tones, xlnt cond,
$1000. JArzuaga, WOOZ-FM, POB 980,
Quebradillas PR 00678. 809-895-2725.
Great Prices on original
equipment tape heads for
ITC, BE. Fidelipac. Otani.
Tascam & others!

(804) 984-4255

HALL
Electronics
ITC SIP stereo PB sngl stereo w/3
tones, $395/ea. D Matyis, KVET/KASE,
517-495-1300.
BE cart machines, 2 series 2100C
stereo playback, 1mono Spotmaster
2100 PB, 1mono Spotmaster 2100
play/record, $ 150/ea mono. $300/ea
stereo. S Poese, KBRX, POB 150,
O'Neill NE 68763-0150. 402-3361612.
ITC Encore, serial 258, ply, $425; ITC
Encore 256, ply, $ 425. G Collins,
WDOC. Univ Dr, Prestonburg KY
41653. 606-886-8409.
RCA/BE AT 120 stereo record ( 1),
stereo PB ( 1), recently rebuilt; extra
parts machine, spare parts, all manuals;
Audiopak AA4s new & used; all for
$800/80. B Gibson, WNCB, 2828
Piedmont Ave, Duluth MN 55811. 218722-3017.
SMC Series 710 single play cart
machines (2), dual tone for automation
systs, have all ICs, cards & electronics
& good heads, both have damaged
frames from freight shpmnt, one for
parts or both, $ 100/ea/B0. B Williams,
918-455-9522.
Spotmaster TP1B cart winder with
timer, $50. LFuss, WDTL, POB 1438,
Cleveland MS 38732. 601-846-0927.

UNUSED

BE MOL 610CR, Mono,
Ten Spot, with Sec Cue
Tone, Orig. $ 4,800; Now
$499.00 Call Larry at
412-543-1380.

UNUSED

BE MOL 5000, Mono,
RIP with Sec Cue Tone
Generator, Mic-Preamp, Orig. $ 1,500; Now
$399.00. Call Larry at
412-543-1380.
All prices F.O.B.
Kittanning, pn
Tapecaster X-701 (2), mono PB, good
condition, very clean, with manuals,
$295/ea; Beaucart 12-123 stereo
record, stereo PB, good condition, very
clean, wimanual, $295. K Lamson, 510447-7405.
Tapecaster X100 RP VGC, $495. A D
Ishkanian, Focus on Truth, 132 Arbor
Oak Dr, Ashland VA 23005. 804-7526942.
BE triple deck, $600.00. G Perry, 915550-0558.
BE 5300C tripledeck. stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Productions, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
ITC System 99B stereo record/play:
tones, ELSA. auto head: $ 1200/firm. C
Scott, WKYU-FM, (502) 745-5489.

The lowest price & best quality in the
industry: NO RISK GUARANTEE
units start fit $ 395.00! REOONDI:
TIONED & WARRANTED units start
@ $ 710.00! Call Mark @ Electro
Audio Video 619-758-0888.
Want To Buy
Audi- Cord A-10 mono play only, gd
cond. D Williams, KLLV, 14780 Hwy
140, Breen CO 81326. 303-247-8955.
ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines: single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak II 619758-0888.

CASSETTE 6. REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel (615)742-3834

PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
Let Us Prove It
Want To Sell
Otani MX5050 4track with rolling floor
mount, excellent condition, low hours
on heats, 4year old, Best Offer. Scott,
DS Communications, 5859 Shanymist
#3, Cincinnati OH 45239. 513-3850130.
Ampex/Schiffer AG440 2- Irk R- R
repros, 7 1/2/15ips, good condition,
$100/ea. D Bailey. Rock Shoppe Prod,
3422 Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214475-9796.
ITC 1/2-trk stereo R- R repros (8), all
operating, BO. M Watson, WSCZ. POB
1247, Greenwood SC 29648. 803-2238553.
Revox PR-99 R- R PB (4) w/25 Hz, xlnt
cond, $500/ea or $ 1500/all. JArzuaga,
WOOZ-FM, POB 980, Quebradillas PR
00678. 809-895-2725.
Tascam TSR-8 analog 8-trk deck, new
w/remote locator & manual, $ 1800/80.
R Shepard, Xanthi Music Inc, 300
Observer Hwy, Hoboken NJ 07030.
201-659-3339.
Ampex 350 r/p deck, $250; Ampex 350
pb deck, $200; Inovonics 355 r/p electronics. $250; Inovonics 376 pb electronics, $ 150; Inovonics 905 pwr sply,
$75; Scully 280 4-Irk R/P, $ 750.
Thompson, 510-609-8631.
Ampex AG-350 deck with 2track RIP
heads, Inovonics 3 speed elect, 3
speed reversible Beau motor, mounted
in AG 440 console, $600/130+shpg;
VSC C-4 Soundpacer cassette
recorder with variable speech control
play it higher speed & retain original
pitch, AC/DC. can feed R- R deck
through for edit R- R tapes @ high
speed. EC, $50+shpg. E HeIvey, 461
Layside Dr, Winchester VA 22602.
703-877-2717.
ITC 856-7532 play only, $650; Revox
PR-99, PB, $650; Scully Type 270,
$650; Scully Type 270-2 (2), $650/ea;
ITC 856-7532, PB, $ 195. G Collins.
WDOC, Univ Dr, Prestonburg KY
41653. 606-886-8409.
MCI JH110 1" 8-trk, 7 1/2, 15. 30 ¡Ps,
compl rebuilt, 70% life on heads, in rollaround console, $2700. W Whitney,
Whitney Creative, POB 2411, Overland
MO 63114. 314428-8430.

AMPRO
CONSOLES &
CART RECORDER
PARTS AND SERVICE

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
(4013) 363-1 646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

Pioneer RT-1050 tape machine, semipro high impedance unbalanced RCA
jacks, accepts 10.5 reels & records &
plays @ 7.5 & 15 ips, 1/2-track record
heads, needs tweaking, $ 200/Best
Offer. BWilliams, 918-455-9522.

Scully 280B 14-track, 2 stereo, 1full
track, 'dirt cond, 12-track for parts,
$500/130/all. JDanis, The Audio Dept
Inc, 119 W 57th St. NY NY 10019. 212586-3503.
Sony TC-152SD stereo cassette deck
with VU meters, 2speeds, BO; Casio
DA2port DAT record/play deck, battery
or AC, almost new, in box, BO;
Wollensak Model 2851 cassette
recorder/playback, heavy duly, BO; ITC
Encore R/P mono cart recorder/player,
S/N 434, BO; Dukane Model 28A18
recorder/pulsers (2), 50Hz 0 0.45/2.0
seconds, BO. D Jackson, 203-7629425.
Teac Tascam 80-8, 8-channel 1/2" RR, BO; Ampex 351 R- R, vintage. BO;
Ampex 1091 stereo recorders (2), BO;
Wollensak 2770 cassette duper, stereo
unidirectional, BO; Pentagon 1100
Series 4-channel cassette duper, BO;
Crown 800 Series stereo R- R, 10",
looks vintage, BO; Nakamichi Model
100 Type II 3-head cassette console,
wooden case, BO; Teac 3340-S 4channel simul-sync stereo R- R,
1/4"x10", BO. D Jackson, 203-7629425.
Teac A 3300 SX 1/4-track stereo deck,
3 heads, excellent condition, no head
wear, $400+shipping. S Lawson, KAK
Productions. 920 Hyland Dr, Santa
Rosa CA 95404-2230. 707-528-4055.

RE VOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
NOS PR99 repros. CALL
apstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892
Otan iMark II- IV 1/2" 4track, multitrack, mint, less than 50 hours, Best
Offer. R Kaufman, Pams Productions,
POB 462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Otan i5050-SHD 8Irk 1/2" newly rebuilt,
heads have full, life left, $ 1800. W Gunn
619-320-0728.
Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads.
Sequoia Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA 95111. 408363-1646.
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COMPUTERS
Want To Sell
BBS syst, 7CD-ROMs online, multi-gig
HDs, currently online w/8 hi speed
nodes, $20,000 or trade for prod equip.
FAX 219-257-2135, Modem 219-2572138.
Epson Equity II+ computer, keyboard,
monochrome monitor w/1.5.<5.25 floppy
drive, DOS 3.3 á FS software, perfect to
drive the FS- 12C, xlnt cond, BO. M
Watson, WSCZ, POB 1247, Greenwood
SC 29648. 803-223-8553.

CONSOLES
Want To Sell
Ampro AC6DB, never used, like new
cond, $600; Ampro AC6DB 6-chnl audio
cntrl, works, $450; Gates M5526 8chal
mono, xlnt cond, compl rebuilt, $800;
Gates 8-chnl stereo, needs some work,
2 pwr splys, $350. D Thompson, 510609-8631.
Auditronics 1109 w/pwr sply & patch
bays, good cond, $500/130. JDanis, The
Audio Dept Inc, 119 W 57th St, NY NY
10019.212-586-3503.
Collins 6, $200; Collins Gateway II, mint
w/manuals, $650; Collins 830F, 1-3
Phase plate transformers, completely
rewound, $700. G Collins, WDOC, Univ
Dr, Prestonburg KY 41653. 606-8868409.
Micro Irak Sport II, $ 150; Maxi Tel 4chnl, $ 100. S Posse, KBRX, POB 150,
O'Neill NE 68763-0150. 402-336-1612.

Shure M610 feedback cntrlr, $ 100;
Teac 1/2" calibration tape, $30; Roland
Boss RV1000 digital reverb, $ 140;
Ampex 456 r reels, $5/ea. D Kolher,
Digital Sound, 1919 Hanover Ave,
Allentown PA 18103. 610-776-1455.
EV MIS speakers (
1pair), pulse 18"
subs ( 1pair), QSC 1700 amp, OSC
USA 850 amp, EV 7300 amp, Crown
D150A-2 amp, Technics SLP6340 CD
plyrs (2). Mackie 1604 mixer, DOD 3way crossover, EV EX 18 crossover,
Yamaha ECt, dbx 160 XT limiters (2),
Furman PL plus pwr conditioners (3),
Optimus caso deck, Shure SM 58 mic, 2
Stagecraft Par 56 light trees, dimmers &
8-chnl lite desk, over 1000' A/C assorted
audio cabling, all equip road racked & is
only 1yo, $ 13.900/80. 614-591-6874.
Klipsch KP-3000-C 300 W full range. 2
way loudspeakers, 15" woofer, 12" passive radiator, 1" compression driver on
Tractrix horn, as new, w/warranty. B
Fisher, KPOK, 122 S Main St, Bowman
ND 58623. 701-523-3883.
Yamaha SPX- 90 Type II, BO;
Audiologic NT66 stereo compressor Whiter, BO; DOD R-830B graphic EQ. BO;
Spectro Acoustics 210 stereo graphic
EQ. 10 bands/chnl. BO; Furman LC-2
compressor/limiter w/de-ess, adjustable
attack árelease. BO; Shure M-63 audio
masters (3) w/gain, bass & treble & hi &
lo rolloff, hi end rolloff adj 13 kHz-00 Hz,
low end rolloff adj 30-500 Hz, hi-lo amp
mic, RCA or phone plugs in, 600 ohm
balanced or Canon out, BO; DBX 2-124
NR syst, BO; dbx 188 dynamic range
enhancer, BO; Teac AN- 180 NR unit,
BO; Stereo jackfield, BO; Teac 3232
jackfield, BO; Tascam PB-32H patch
bay, BO; Bose Model 901 active EQ.
BO. DJackson, 203-762-9425.
Want To Buy

Ramsa 820 20x8x16 w/meter bridge,
$1795; Quantum 23x16x24 as used by
LA Philharmonic, $3750. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-3200728.

MXR-NEVE-API EQs. mic-pres, delays,
etc. 7Coffman, Rolltop Music, POB 17203,
San Diego CA 92177. 619-571-5031.

Want To Buy

EBS EQUIPMENT

APUNEVE, whole or parts, working or
not. T Coffman, Rolltop Music, POB
17203, San Diego CA 92177. 619-5715031.

Want To Sell

Neve consoks: soy condition or ports
Also: UA, UREI, Teletronits, Fairchild, RCA,
Puller, API, any TUBE GEAR or COMPRESESSORS
Call 201-798-2745 or fox 201-963-4764

RCA BC-6A console, WE 23-C console,
want for collection, not stripping & selling
to Japan! S Homer, KPRZ, 9255 Town
Centre, San Diego CA 92121. 619-5351210.
Harris Gatsway-80 cntrl board. H
Thompson, WWIC, 815 W Willow,
Scottsboro AL 35768. 205-259-1050.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnolia EtAd . 116
818.907-5151
North Hoenvood. C4 91,507 6. 818.7843763

Tascam ATA 60 8 track with stand,
remote, $ 2250; Otan i5050-8 new
heads, rebuilt, $ 1595; Ampex 440B-8,
$1950; Tascam 25-2, $495; Ampex
ATR700, $ 495; Scully 16 track 2",
$2950; Tascam 52 top of line, $650;
M79-24 fully rebuilt, $9,500; Tascam
locator for 85-16. $375; Fostex E22 1/2"
timecode deck, $950; Fostex A80 8
track with 450 mixer, $995. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs, CA 92263.
619-320-0728.
Want To Buy
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine pads, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.

CD PLAYERS
Want To Sell
Pioneer 18-disk (5), $ 175 ea. LFuss,
WDTL, POB 1438, Cleveland MS
38732. 601-846-0927.
Sony CDK-006 Jukebox (
3), 2 refurbished, $ 1395; 1in service, $995. J
Helper, WOLV, 234 Uniton St,
Millersburg PA 17061. 717-362-1099.

Pacific Rcdrs ABX or AMX consoles
available in next six months, prefer good
cond, but will rebuild. S Gray, WWKL,
3605 Vartan Way, Harrisburg PA 17110.
717-541-9515
Stereo consoles 6,8,10.12 or 18 slide
pot pref. Scott Communications, POB
10262, Amarillo TX 79116. 806-3566916.

DISCO-PRO SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Ensoniq EPS sampler, sequencer,
synth. w/all manuals & many sample
disks, MIDI, pedal, very good cond.
$600/60; Sansui PCM Tricode X-1 &
Sony SL2000 VCR, PCM digital stereo
audio rcdr, encodes 8 decodes 14 bit
digital stereo onto any VTR, great
shape, all manuals, w/Sony SL2000
Betamax port video rcdr w/all adapter
plugs ton PCM X1 good shape,
$550/both. H Lam, South Coast, 5234
Elm, Houston TX 77081. 713-664-9904.
Aphex Dominator 723C with pre emphasis de emphasis, BO; Aphex Compellor,
excellent condition, used 6months, BO.
Scott, DS Communications, 5859
Shany-mist k3, Cincinnati OH 45239.
513-385-0130.
Roland SRV 2000, $525; dbx 503
expander/comp, $290; Shure SM-57,
$70; UA 565filter set, BO. T Coffman,
Rolltop Music, POB 17203, San Diego
CA 92177. 619-571-5031.

EQUIPMENT LEASING
Excellent rates • Fast approval
Call for quote
Jon Fugler, Broadcast Innovations

(805) 594-1235

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800) 699-FLEX
We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
Flexible Credit Criteria
Flexible Payment Plans
No Down Payment No Payments
For 90-Days Available
ME
NM
UM

To apply or request
additional infomuttion
call Jeff Wetter.

FLEX LEASE,

Inc.

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment
• 100% financing, no
down payment
• No financials required
under S50,000
• Refinancing existing
equipment
MI/
MUM

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185

NEW REQUIRED
EBS SHORT-TONE

LIMITERS

Decoder Mod. Kits
Easy

Low Cost

Visa -

Want To Sell

FCC legal ,

1-800-669-3993
MC

CLEAN PATCH DAYS
NO DOWN TIME

FINANCIAL SERVICES

AnlenCilll

Express

Dorrough 610 digital stereo pair for AM
or FM, like new. Research Associates,
719-636-1688.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420 Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

BEE

May 31, 1995

LIMITERS...WTS
CBS FM Volumax 4110, $200; FM
Volumax 410, $200; Audiomax 4450,
$200; lnovonics MAP II, $ 295. G
Collins, WDOC, Univ Dr, Prestonburg
KY 41653. 606-886-8409.
CRL Systems SPP-800 stereo prep
proc. $800/60; AM Matrix SMP-900
proc, $ 800/60. J Kesler, POB 644,
Livinston KY 40445. 606-843-9999.

RCA ribbons, AKG 451's, Neumann
KM84's, U87's AKG 414's. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA 92263.
619-320-0728.

or rnondonng of RF. modulation, or injection.
ALSO: (
used) AN/FM modulatton monitors. Buy or
Sell. Repair 8Calibrate McMarttn. Belar, Cao
Goodrich EM hm., 11435 Manderson Si. Omaha.

RCA 77DXs/446Xs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods. POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625. alter 3PM CDT

NE 68164

Want To Sell

FM Optimod w/XT or compl audio proc
syst w/stereo gen; Tascam 32 RR or
equiv. audio dist amps; mic audio proc
unit. RColeman, 309-944-4633.

30 kW Delco gen, Detroit diesel, xfer
panel, new batts, HD continuous run.
)(In' cond, 1200 hrs. from Ameritech,
$6500. JPhillips, 419-782-8591.

Instruction manual or Schematic for
RCA BA- 146 limiter amp. J Graham,
POB 242, Sandy Springs SC 29677.
803-242-1005.

Gates variable inductor; EF Johnson
fixed inductor; RF ammeter, 0-20 amps
w/bypass switch & panel: AF ammeter,
0-15 amps, w/bypass switch & panel; RF
ammeter (2) 0-5 amps, w/bypass switch
& panel. L Fuss, WIDTL, POB 1438,
Cleveland MS 38732. 601-846-0927.

002493-1886 fax 4024934821

0E1691/02 mod monitor analyzer w/67
kHz. 92 kHz, $4000. D Wilson, KBMY,
919 S 17th St, Bismarck ND 58504.
701-223-1700.

MISCELLANEOUS

Want To Buy

Langevin Progar limiter, RCA BA-6,
BA-86 limiters, Universal Audio 610,
1008, 1016, 508, 509, etc. M Linett,
818-244-1909.

McMartin TBM 10050 FM rebroadcast receiver,
new, for rebroadeastmg, stmuleasting. translators

Marti remote p/u xmtr w/antenna; FM
xmtr niter; Sine or Burk dialup remote
cntrl syst. RColeman, 309-944-4633.

BUY
Satellite Systems pays
cash for Westwood One
Radio Networks satellite
receivers!

Burk TC-8 remote w/IP-8 interface
relay panel. set up for wire, will go
radio, $ 1000/60. Steve, Westline Bdct,
310-547-9546

Giant radio boom box trailer w/4 kW
gen. BO. D Matyis, KVET/KASE, 517495-1300

Satellite Systems repairs
all major brands of
satellite equipment,
including the Fairchild
Dart 384 and Scientific
Atlanta. Our turn-around
time averages 24- hours.
Plus, we provide pre-and
post- service support
along with a
90 day warranty.

Want To Sell
GE MVP 25 w UHF front mount on base
xceiver, preamp. PL accessories 1on 4
chnl. $50. P Russell, Boudoin College,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207725-3066.
GE Superadlo HI.
modified winoise free SCA
w/improved selectivity & sun
sitivity, S95. Other modificii
!i)ns avail Pertorinance gllar

•

800-944-0630

Comrex PTLX low hrs, exc cond. BRutledge, St Francis Prod. 214-380-6500.

REPAIR SERVICES

Gentner Digital Hybrid 1phone interface. like new cond. $495. B Laird,
WDUZ/WOLH, Box 310. Green Bay WI
54305-0310. 414-468-4100.

DENON CD CART
PLAYER REPAIR

S1E1,1,

Harris Sentinel 16 remote cntrl, xmter
& studio chassis, config for dedicated
lines, as is w/spare parts, BO. Neil S.
WXYT, 810-569-8000.

i

F-1-717 rn
•

The Ariel Digital Satellite
Receiver
•5 card slots
• 1year warranty
•Compatible with Fairchild
Dart 384
•Excellent technical support

..„

rj

• Same

Fairchild 670 or 660 tube compressor/
limiter Teletronics LA- 2A tube compressor/limiter or UREI LA- 3A solid
state compressor/limiter, call after 3PM
CST. 214-271-7625.

GE Exec II 2m transmitter & receiver
for repeater, will tune 145-148, $ 100.
P Russell, Boudoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.

MICROPHONES
Want To Sell

SCA RECEIVERS— ALL TYPES
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs

PO Box 1561 Bellevue, WA 98009

206-454-2040

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 44545 FAX: 6081

Circle ( 24) On Reader Service Cord
Switchcraft patch bay. $ 50.
Thompson, 510-609-8631.

D

Huey & Phillips lighting syst; 1mm code
beacon type F. one lighting cntrl box, 1
load balance syst, 2 sets side lights;
$800 + s&h. We do maintenance, too.
Nat'l Painting Company, 913-232-5544.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT

Want To Buy

Sony ECIA377 large dia. cond mic,
$495; RCA 77DX w/new ribbon, Crown
GLM200 leveller like new, $ 125. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728.

UTC input bridging xmfrs such as A-18,
A-19, HA- 104, AH 106, LS- 19, LS-21,
LS-40. any sngt piece of above. RO
Studio. Larson RD #4, N Reading MA
01864-1071. FAX 508-668-8973.

Sennheiser HD44011 headphones;
Electro Voice microphone, never used &
still in box: Shure M268 mixer series, used
in Olympics. Call Kim at 1-800-422-9997

Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.

Want To Buy

MONITORS

77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's On Air
lights, recording lights & audition lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd. G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-269-6131,
FAX: 615-292-3434.

Burk TC-8 remote cntrl, xlnt cond,
$1495. B Laird, WDUZ/WIDLH. Box
310, Green Bay WI 54305-0310. 414468-4100.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS

Orban Optimod 9100. Robert, 904477-6688.

RCA Baby 44 mic, vintg, BO; EV 664
chrome mic, %mtg. BO; EV 630 salt shaker-type mic, yintg, BO; EV RE- 15 mics
(2). BO; EV 660 mic, BO; Shure 555W
unidyne dynamic mic, vintg. BO; AKG D190E mics (2), BO; Sennheiser MD421
US mics (2). one has mount adapter,
BO; set of lapel mics (5), condensor/
peizoelectret in puch 3 w/cannons, 2
phone plugs, Shure 571 dynamic lapel
mic %Ole clip, long cord. Canon out, red
velvet-type bag, Shure 444T cntrld magnetic desk mic, grey w/PTT bar & gain
cntrl grey, Astatic T-UG8-D104, chrome
finish, stand w/PTT bar, new, in box,
BO/all. DJackson, 203-762-9425.

55

Want To Sell
McMartin TBM 4500A FM mod monitor,
needs some work, pwr splys & electronics. $500 DThompson, 510-609-8631.

Want To Sell
CCS COQ- 1000 Motorola TA- 220 K,
used twice, sold as package, $2900/
BO. G Nord, Sound Hound, 212-5758664.

•We honor Denon Warranty

AUDIO VIDEO
SERVICE LABS, INC.

Moseley 40 w amp for any STL 944-952
MHz, great for duopolies/LMAs. 1yo
w/manual, $ 1500. G Prichard, WRLG/
WRLT, 401 Church St 30th Ft, Nashville
TN 37219-2206. 615-242-5600.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

800-765-4434

'1›. •
Sate/life Equipment for Radio

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

WE RENT
TEAMS ZEPHYR

615 Fla..' Brookside
Colorado Springs. CO
17191634-631V

Want To Sell

figneCCS " Prima" Codecs

809116

17119)6M-8151

Stereo WU. NO 1_ ice:9 iso

-UNivERsAL SCPC XE-1000

COMREX

Frank
Grundstein

3-Irne extend,/

AUdioNidtx,

610-642-0978

Consultants

Gentner EFT-3100 3- line frequency
extenders, like new, $5000/pair. Steve
Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, 2590 Hillside
Ct, Baldwin NY 11510. 516-623-6114.

41G1411414
Q141 414167

Eil
411t71

SCPC BROADCAST AUDIO RECEIVER
New. affordable, frequency- agile receiver. direct channel entry by keyboard, selectable
companding I: I. 2:1. 3:1. wide/narrow bandwidth. de emphasis selectable, 950-1450
ME1/.. line output 600 ohms. muting, transponder agile, 1.511 power supply. 50- channel
memory. full haseband output. high- quality audio. Every needed feature at asensible
1
ice ( lowest in the industry). Write or call for full information tin this quality reed ver -he answer for your station. Networks call for prices.
Phone: ( 614)866-4605
Fax: ( 614) 866-1201

Want To Buy
Composite SIL syst w/antennas & cable;
Marti rem p/u rcyr w/Omni rcvr antenna,
cable & mts. RColeman, 309-944-4633.

ijNIvERSAL B LECTRON1CS,

Gentner SPH3A phone interface. R
Coleman, 309-944-4633.

Moseley 505C transmitters & receivers,
all operating with manuals. $ 1000/Best
Offer; TFT 8301 ( 2) composite 8301
receivers, $ 1000/Best Offer. D Matyis,
KVET/KASE, 517-495-1300.
Studer auto hybrid, 2-line phone interface with manual. $ 595. R Sumner,
CAVU, 44632 Guilford Dr, Ashburn VA
22011. 703-450-2288.

Day Service
•Reasonable Rates

Marti RPT 30, as new, $ 1300. R Shaw,
221 E Linden St, Caldwell ID 83605.
208-459-4614.

INC.

tal,,t,

4555 Groves Road. Suite 12 Co(umbus. OH 43732
Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: ( 614)866.1201

ACT I0 N -Ci RANI
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio
stations and recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your
listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which category you would
like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966
mohitt
f

43 e:

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Company/Station

RacJimWerld
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor, Falls Church, VA 22041

Zip Code

Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CD Players
Computers

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

lx

3x

sx

12x

58

54

49

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

55

52

49

44

Distributor Directory

100

95

90

85

Professional Card

65

60

55

50

Blind Box Ad

$10 additional

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns x inches) by the desired
rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a 3* ad at the lx rate is $ 180, at the 3x rate
$174, at the 6x rate $ 162, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

I. Type of Firm
D. Combination AM/FM station
F. Recording studio

City/State

A. Commercial AM station
—

G. TV siation/teleprod ! malty
K. Radio Station Services

B. Commercial FM station

H. Consultanthnd engineer

C. Educational FM station

I
.Mfg. distributor or dealer

E. Network/group owner

J. Other

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can par-

A. Ownership

IL

G. Sales Manager

ticipate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a

B. General management

E. News operations

paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising
are available on aper word or per inch basis.

C.

F. Other (specify)

Job Function

Engineering

D. Programming/production

WTS LI WTB U Category:
Make:

Model:

Brief Description:

$60

$1.50 per word

Please Circle only one only for each category

Telephone

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1994

Classified Line Ad

twould like to receive or continue receiving
Radio World FREE each month.
-I Yes
Li No
Signature
Date

Title

Addr Ss

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

Price:
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run
for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

BEE
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Want To Buy

SATELLITE EDUIPMENT...VVTS
Sedat card for Scientific Atlanta receiver, $750. DJackson, 203-762-9425.
Wegener Comm 1601 frame w/SMN
classic rock cards, compl syst. $ 1000. B
Geyer, WRVC, Huntington WV, 304523-8401
Want To Buy
Satellite receiver for Jones satellite
svc; EBS receiver/encoder syst, remote
cntrlable w/new FCC standard. R
Coleman, 309-944-4633.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Purchase or lease to purchase small
town AM or FM, dark or not, 40K to 50K
in the TX, LA Gulf Coast area, up to 200
miles inland, would also consider CP. R
Dyson, POB 345, Ace TX 77326. 409685-7266.

Want To Sell

PRODUCTS COMPANY

Audio Cartridge
Rebuilding
Division

Want to buy your FM CP, any size,
anywhere, or distressed or dark FM station, send info. Scott Communications,
POB 10262, Amarillo TX 79116. 806356-6916

Rebuilding/reloading, like new,
all brands, any length up to &
including 3.5 minutes, $ 1.95 for
Standard Tape, $ 2.15 ea. for HOLN
Tape. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 3/1/95)

TAPES/CARTS/REELS
& CD's

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

\elI

A8c1:1

Want To Sell

Cart Rebuilding

RADIO STATION DATABASE:

.,, ,arche! ,
,( rails

74 lonnals, sl,tleirity/inar-

iets, etc) Available Mr, 1)0S or MAC only
$129 95 Ind quatleily updates' VISA/MC
18'
p,i Ty)

Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?

New NAB Marathon cartridges
prices on request.

Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES RD. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices,
Continuous Tape Mag.

3706 Vold Ci.
715-835-7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fax: 715-835-1151

BBH Software, Inc.
•

Want To Sell

Circle ( 214) On Reader Service Card

STATIONS
10 kAM, non dir, C-QUAM stereo, N
Central AZ. 602-774-0864.
Full Time clear channel 50 kW daytimereduced power nights AM in capital
city. 501-470-1525 nights.

New FM Powerhouse. Midwest.
Medium/Small market, $495,000,
terms. Great opportunity for
growth. Serious inquiries only.
Reply to: Radio World, PUB
1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
Attn: # 95-5-3-2RW.
Last chance for full-time 1kW AM in
cntrf VA, xlnt equip, owner retired, lic exp
in 95. $50,000/BCO for corp or asstes,
real estate avail for lease or sale. G
Jones, WODI, Brookneal, 804-376-5534.
WMNY, 5 kW, Elloree-Santee SC, 4
tower directional, 500 w PSA/PSSA,
197 nights, all equip & license, on 1-95,
near golfing, Lake Marion, excellent
retirement area, $75,000 or rent studio
&tower, $600/mo. 803-492-7613.

Various tapes, 1" (2), unopened hubs,
(3) used reels, 1/7 ( 1) unopened reel.
$20/ea. D Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod,
3422 Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214475-9796.
10.5 reels of music service tapes, AC
music, various artists, no song lists with
tapes, all tapes including storage boxes,
buy for music or tape, $ 1/reel+shipping.
BWilliams. 918-455-9522.
1-800-TAPE WORLD or I
- 800-245-60(:)0
We II beat any price' 595 SHIPPING . FREE CAT
SONY

WELL

rc«

LOCATION SERVICES

KINGDOM

Planning remotes from the I K '

we provide acomprehensive servicc
•we organize venues for your shim.
•we provide temporary equipmein
•live links via ISDN/Switched Sn
•experienced radio engineers
•we help you line-up guests
Contad London 1441 81 442 89111)
Good Morning from Great Britain
Wired 'Or Sound Ltd, Linulon NI

Tower Sales & Erection

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Black Box FS- 12C to Sony CDK-006,
interfaces with cables & power supplies,
excellent condition, Best Offer. M
Watson, WSCZ, POB 1247. Greenwood
SC 29648. 803-223-8553.

The
Shielded

Loop

FUJI

IL

SUPERIOR ROIS

REJECTION
CALIBRATED
20-40 DB NULL

Circle ( 162) On Reader Service Cord

Audiopak A2 (
110), various lengths,
most : 70 to 1:40, $ 1.50/each or
$150/all: Micro-Trak 72 cart Lazy
Susan, $50; Fidelipac 96 cart rack. $75;
10" reels of blank lape, Best Offer. M
Meyer, KLQP, Box 70, Madison MN
53256. 612-598-7301.

tg) 90 deg.

Fidelipac/Audiopak Mastercart II gold
or AA-4 light blue in 2:30 through 4:00
lengths, must be in very good condition,
call after 3PM CST. 214-271-7625.
Phonographs from 1950 to 1970, all
types of music, 45s, 33s, 78s and transcriptions. B Berry, Karavan Broadcasting, 13 Montgomery Place, Conroe
TX 77384. 409-321-2920.

Fidelipac Master Cart (
red). 350 carts,
many 2 1/2 to 3 minutes, $ 75 cents/
each, $250/all. Verne, WWJO/WJQJ,
5658 143rd Ave, Holland MI 49423.
616-394-1260.

Tektronix 2215A 60 MHz oscilloscope,
new, $1200. Armando, KSJV Radio,
209-498-6972.
Eico 378 audio generator to 110 kHz,
Best Offer; Monarch FS1-3 VSWR
meter, Best Offer; CSC Design Mate It
function generator, 1 Hz to 1MHz,
square, triangle or sine wave, Best Offer;
Micronta hand-held signal-tracer, Best
Offer. DJackson. 203-762-9425.
Want To Buy
Befar FM stereo mod monitor system or
equivalent. RColeman, 309-944-4633.
Nerns-Clark/RCA WX-2 or equivalent
field intensity meter. good working cond,
in calibration. $ 400 or so. A Crain,
WLVV, POB 1404, Collierville TN 38017.
901-854-7148.

Antenna

1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

Classic Rock CD library, great collection in HI. Bob, 808-671-2851.

Hewlett Packard 332A distortion analyzer with AM detector, $595: HP 333A
distortion analyzer, $
695; HP 334A distortion analyzer with AM detector,
$795. R Sumner, CAVU, 44632 Guilford Dr. Ashburn VA 22011. 703-4502288.

AM- FM FILTERS 8. LOOPS

TRANSMITTERS
Want To Sell
BE FX-3030 W exciter, ont cond,
$3495. J Arzuaga, WQQZ-FM, POB
980, Quebradillas PR 00678. 809-8952725.

CHRIS SCOTT & ASSOCIATES
BOWLING GREEN, KY
FAX: 502-781-1232
PH: 502-781-5301

Energy-Onix 10 kW AM, in service 5
yrs, exc cond. $20,000. T Gray, WSML,
910-227-4254.

Potomac Instruments AA- 51 audio
analyzer & AG 51 generator: $ 1500/
pair. C. Scott, 502-781-5301.

Bdct Electronics FM IC, 1yo, SS
w/FX50 exciter. $ 10,000/80. F Befera,
KUSZ, Box 7200, Duluth MN 55807.
218-628-2324.

CONSULTANTS

Want To Buy
TAPE WORLD Mums sr. SIMI PA 11003 iA4i2îI31UN
VER
DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M-F.8-

ma

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976.
BO. R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2717625.

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3-Line Extender Systems
Now With The New TELOS ZEPHYR
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
ISDN & Switched56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore. Maryland
Phone: (410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: (410) 252-4261

G.K. PAINTING
CORP.
Industrial &

Sandblasting & 1
Waterblasting

i
', lint ing

Speciai
Coating
(specialize
in radio
towets,

Ben Wall
President

New community/public radio station,
non-profit, tax-deductible 501(c)3)
needs studio equipment, especially
stereo or multi-track recorders, mics,
mic stands, signal procs, consoles, software, computers, test equipment, etc,
will ship, provide gift letter, tax documents. M Cohen, KGLP-FM, 200
College Rd, Gallup NM 87301. 505863-7625.

69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507

Audiopak A2, sorted by length from
:40 to 10:30, various condition.
$1/each: Audiopak A2 (60), new, from
2:20 to 7:30, $ 1.50/each. M Young,
Box 220, St Cloud MN 56302. 612-2514422.

Phonograph records from 1950-1970.
all music types, 45s, 33s, 78s á transcriptions, top prices paid, will travel. B
Berry, Karavan Broadcasting, 13
Montgomery PI, Conroe TX 77384. 409321-2920.

703-978-1824
Faii 703978 1824
5141 Bradfield (kw. Annandale. VA 22003

Consulting Communications Engineers

TV • FM • AM • ITFS • Satellite
FCC Applications. Design

• FCC Applications and Field Engineering
• Frequency Searches and Coordination

and

1:106 W. County Road. F, Si. Paul, MN 35112 (612)6 t1-1 IIn

PARTS AND
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
Now we can be reached
online via e-mail.
TSUPPORT@HARRIS.COM
For your parts needs
or with any technical
problems you're having.

> Propagation
Services
> FM Studies
> Population
Studies
> FCC/FAA
Databases

PC - SOFTWARE
ANI FM '1'1' Search Programs
Contour

Mapping-STI. Paths

RF 11AZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower -Draw Tower

V

Doug

Vernier

Broadcast Consultant

Dr
Cedar Falls. l's ',06 I1
1(00 Picturesque

800- 743- DOUG

North America

\If!

RF & Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services

(703) 824-5660

illember AFCCE

BROADCAST

5Gracerield Road

•Project, Engineering 8Construction
Management • Site Acquisition
•Rural P. Remote Site Installations
•Field Service • Studio Design Installation
50 Park Ave.

Claremont, NH 03743

CONSULTANTS
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

(6031 542-6784

Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•
Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
.Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
*Expert Testimony

FAX: 703-824-5672

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

including • Application 8Allocation Services

Nloffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

5203 Leesburg Pike

210 S. Main Street
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414) 242-6045
Member AFCCE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

Falls Church N'A 22041

Microwave • Wide- Area Networks dSTL's

Broadcast and Telecommunications
Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm

MUJ
Two Skyline Place, Suite 800

Field Engineenng

Video/DataNnice • Light Fiber d

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1-800-797-1338
HARRIS ALLIED

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers

•Station improxement and modernization

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

SERVICES
IN THE UNITED

May 31, 1995

Consulting Engineers

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!
/.'

> PC Software
SOFTWARE for Broadcasters.
Traffic, Billing, 8. Accounting.
Powerful, inexpensive. Works with
automated, satellite or live
operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEMS.
Try it for 60 days, no obligation.

.>PC

Absolute Broadcast
Automation
iktes, Florida ( 813) 643-3689

FM TRANSMITTER
HELPLINE
2.1 Hour tinergoin s
Phone ( ( instillation
Specializing
•II 3, I `, 1
• 113i1i5 1'1311111•111s
• 11

I111 kall.,111111e1 ,,

MBE Enterprises
num.: 818-772-801 7
Pager Ml S4)0.1-7925

VI Communications
Data Services, Inc.

800-441-0034
703-534-0034
fax 703-534-7884
6105-E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, VA 22044

T. Z. Sawyer
Technical
Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

1-800-255-2632
FAX: ( 301) 913-5799
6204 Highland Dr.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

• FCC Applications & Exhibits
• Experimental Authorizations
• AM Directional Antennas
• High Power Antenna Arrays
• Frequency Studies
• STL Applications
• Class Upgrades
• Station Inspections

Advertis

adio

World and reach
22,000+ broadcast
professionals.
Call Simone TODAY!

800-336-3045

EE

May 31, 1995

TRANSMITTERS...WTS
QEI amplifiers, exciters and stereo
generators. All are reconditioned and
are tuned and tested on your frequency. 6month warranty is included. If you
want quality used equipment, call or
fax 609-232-1625 and ask for Bob
Brown.
GEI 675 FM exciters; OEI 6757150
amplifiers; 0E1 675T300 amplifiers. Call
Bob Brown 609-232-1625.
Harris System 90, parts only, Best
Offer. M Watson, WSCZ, POB 1247,
Greenwood Sc 29648. 803-223-8553.

BEXT

Great new or demoed FM
transmitters, exciters, amps and
STL's, some at discount prices

USA 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474

Motorola C-OUAM AM stereo exciter,
ED, Orban 9100A AM stereo multiband
processor, $ 2500/80. D Matyis,
KVET/KASE, 517-495-1300.
RCA, Harris, Collins 1kW, 5 kW, 10
kW, 20 kW. excellent condition, $3,700
- $20,000. Scott, DS Communications,
5859 Shanymist # 3, Cincinnati OH
45239. 513-385-0130.

CSP 5kW dummy load, originally built
for 1410 kHz, $500; CSP 600-001 RF
switches ( 4); capacitors 1960 ( 2).
.00025, 10,000 V, 5.5 amps; G3B.
.00015, 15,000 V, 16 amps; . 003,
12,000 V, 24 amps; .001, 20,000 V, 13
amps. L Fuss, WDTL, POB 1438,
Cleveland MS 38732. 601-846-0927.
Gates TE 1 exciter, tuned to 95.2
MHz, as is, $200. LFuss, WDTL, POB
1438, Cleveland MS 38732. 601-8460927.
Gates DC1G 1kW transmitteer, Best
Offer. H Shumway, KTIM, 801 W
Wickenburg Way. Wickenburg AZ
85390. 520-684-7804.

Harris stereo exciter, mint with manuals, $200. G Collins, WDOC, Univ Dr,
Prestonburg KY 41653. 606-8868409.
Motorola C-QUAM exciter, needs new
meters for front, $ 1000 or trade for carrier current broadcasting transmitter. J
Kesler, P08 644, Livingston KY 40445.
606-843-9999.
Powerpak SMG-40 stereo generator,
good condition with manual, $ 400/
Best Offer. D Thompson, 510-6098631.
Harris FM 2.5 kwith MX- 15 exciter
spares, like new, $ 12,500; ERI 2- bay
low power Rototiller, 107.1 mHz, $2200;
Harris/Gates FM 2.5H3, ok condition,
$5995. Chris 816-628-5959.

DA HOOK

Want To Buy

PERSONAL SAFETY SHEPHERD
f- 00K. FEATURES SOLID BRASS
HOOK, FIBERGLASS HANDLE,
CDPPER CABLE & ALLIGATOR CLIP.
$49.95 ORDER OR INFORMATION

5 kW AM xmtr, prefer Harris MW-5 or
comparable/better. Robert, 904-4776688.

WILK SCIENCE 8. TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Used equipment for sale: Belar SCM1, Belar RFA 1, Belar FMS 1, Belar
FMM-1, Moseley MRC 1600 system,
TFT EBS receiver/generator, Gentner
patch panel, and Harris racks. Call
Transcom Corporation 800-441-8454 or
215-884-0888.

TUBES
Want To Sell
807, 811, 813, 8874, 8877, 4-400, 41000, 4CX250B, RCA, Amperes
EIMAC, etc. Westgate 800-213-4563.

5 kW - 25 kW, any kind; STL xmtr &
rcyr non type accepted ok: also STL
dishes. Scott Communications, POB
10262, Amarillo TX 79116. 806-3566916.
Used FM transmitter, 15-25 kW, 99.3
MHz, with exciter if available & manuals. A Ward, 911 N Lake Havasu Ave,
Lake Havasu City AZ 86403. 520-8559000

I)

aríl

C Electronics Co.

4- 1000A/ 3- 1000Z/
8877/4CX2508/833A
4-500/5-500/4-40C)/
4CX 3500/5CX1500

Svetlana

and much more!
Factory Warranty;

Quality* Power Tubes

1-800-881-2374
(904) 688-2374

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

•Pe

Approximately I/2 the
Cost of New

'anuf ac‘•

Power You Can
Trust
Have Your Power Tubes

Remanufactured
by the
Original Manufacturer
•New Tube Processes
•Original Specifications
•Original Warranty

Call 800 -414 -8823
or Fax 415-592-9988

Want To Sell

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:

Se habla Espahol
FAX: ( 904) 683-9595

Gates FM-250C FM transmitter, works,
compliant with TE 3 Gales exciter, on
91.7, spare power amplifier, $ 1500/all.
M Taylor, KNEO-FM, At # 1Box 1821
Hwy 86, Neosho MO 64850. 417-4515636.

Collins 20V-2 compliant transmitter
with manual & spare audio chassis, 1
set tubes, partial power supply &
assorted parts, $2500. D Kerl, 2309
Co Rd Y, Hatley WI 54440. 715-4463/419.

CALL ( 708) 524-8588

McMartin AM/FM transmitter, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich Enterprises, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-4931886.

57

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626
916-662-7553

h-11.18
Circle

181-0118,18r

(
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ea. in,

ELECTRON

4CX400A

3CX15,000A3

4CX350AC

power grid tube products
San Carlos, CA USA

WASHINGTON
PROFESSIONAL
SYSTEMS

4CX350A/8321
4CX250F1/7580W

3CX10,000A7
3CX3000A7

4CX250BCi8957

3CX2500H3

4CX25013/7203

3CX2500F3/8251

4X150A/7034

3CX2500A3/8161

5cX1500B

4CX15,000A/8281
4CX10,00013/8171
4CX5000A/8170

ph

4CX25OBT

3CX3000F7/8162

OFFERING SPECIAL
PRICING ON:
Technics: SP-25 Variable
Drive 33-1/3 + 45 RPM
turntable without Arm $ 280

5CX1500A

8560AS

SP- 15 78 RPM
without Arm $ 395

4CX1600B811A
4CX1500A

833A

4CX800A

833C

SP-10MKIII - Control Direct
Drive $ 595

• Watch

this list grow.
•Shipment from USA stock.
•Manufactured in Russia's
largest power tube factory.
•Generous' warranty based
on high quality.
•Honest prices based on
quality at low cost.

SH-15 B2 & B3 - Base for
SP-25 & SP15 $ 150 each
SLM3 P-Mount
Linear Tracking Turntable
$198.50

Broadcasters
Phone: 800-239-6900
205-882-1344
FAX: 205-880-8077

Reader Service Card

Russco TT (4). $100. G Collins, WDOC,
Univ Dr, Prestonburg KY 41653. 606886-8409.

OEMs, Distributors

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
THI50, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3C X10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
—1-800-528-5014-508-584-4500 X75

301-942-6800

fax 301-946-3241

YC130/9019

4CX3500A

Phone US: 800-578-3852
az US: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

Technics SL 1200 MKII turntable. $ 150
or trade for cart machine. K Diebel,
KTJC, 318-728-5852.

Grcle (208) On Reader Service Card

TIE

Purple Processor,

Worn oui power tubes purchased

vanan®

DEVICES

3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX10,000H3

AR turntable on walnut base with Shure
RXT-6 cartridge, Best Offer; Russco
Cuemaster 3speed It with Grey tonearm, nice, Best Offer. D Jackson, 203762-9425,

Finally! A loud, clear and DYNAMIC FM
processor without the grunge! We can prove it!
Call 1.800.732.7665 for a DEMO

Circle (
7) On Reader Service Cord

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

Your one call for Quality,
Reliability and Economy
I _
in FM transmitters

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

• SST

1 kW FM 1978 Collins 831C-2
1 kW FM 1975

RCA BTF 1E2

2.5 kW FM 1983 Harris FM2.5K
3 kW FM 1980 CSI 3000E
3 kW FM 1974 Harris FM3H
5 kW FM 1974

Harris FM5H3

5 kW FM 196? Gates FM5B

Series — Low Power Solid

State FM from 3C to 500 watts.

1 kW AM 1980 Continental 314R-1

▪

5 kW AM 1977 RCA BTA 5L
10 kW AM 1974 CSI T- 10-A

eeeetd Series

Solid State FM 1 to 11KW

10 kW AM 1975 Continental 316-F

Series — Medium Power

10 kW FM 1968 RCA BTF 10D
20 kW FM 1976

— Medium Power

Harris FM2OH/K

Grounded Grid Triode, Single Tube

25 kW FM 1975 AEL 25,000KD

FM from 4 to 11 KW.

1077 Rydal Road # 101

•

Rydal PA 19046

MK Series — Medium and High
Power Grounded Grid Triode, FM

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

from 1.5 to 50 KW
The ECO

Circle (
139) On Reader Service Card

- 10

Take note of these

Roam

rid

UPCOMING DEADLINES
Deadline for June 28 issue Deadline for July 12 issue -

June 2

June 16

"The Transmitter People"

EnergyOnu

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

752 Warren Street Hudson NY 12534
Circle (70) On Reader Service Card

BEE
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EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.

May 31, 1995

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

Attn:

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

POSITIONS WANTED
Medical/Health News reporter will relocate anywhere, copy writing, on air production, narration, interviews health professionals. FT or PT. Larry, 702-3617018.

Chief Engineer, corp technical director,
career technical background, small and
major markets and consulting firm,
w/DJ. prog, op mgr and stn mgr reality
seasoning, resume and ref, Ted, 409863-7651.

Morning sidekick, killer production
including MIDI and DM-80 digital, SBE
cerf pending, very visible, easy to work
with, NE, Midatlantic only. Allen, 717541-5154.

Chomping at the bit to rock the west
coast, killer prod & copywriting, w/a real
rock 'nroll attitude! G Brown, 918-3417929.

Recent grad willing to relocate to any
state, people say she is an amazing
worker, find out if it is true. Marlissa,
405-273-9122.

Creative comic to straight man, I'm
your man, many character voices, tops
in writing & production, work well alone
or as side- kick! B Griffin, 918-7437679.

Young, energetic, currently employed,
play-by-play man w/6 yrs exper &
strong prod skills looking for better
opportunity, can work alone, willing to
relocate. Derek, 505-392-5367.

From DJ to sales to management to
owner, ready for new challenge, Iknow
radio. Anthony, 800-779-4737.
Give her any format and this lady can
deliver, good voice, very creative writing
& production, ready to work hard for
your station! TCaldwell, 918-321-5710.

Country/AC mom AT/PD, creative hormones and brilliant phones, promotions,
remotes. Mike, 510-432-6300.

Looking for a talented individual for
prod, voice overs or announcing?
Recent graduate ready to work, OK preferred. 405-733-7736.

Innovative,
leadership- oriented
PD/morning air talent seeks Midwest
challenge, turnarounds a specialty.
Ron, 612-774-0673.

Ready to rock your listeners' socks off,
bright young talent, willing to do what it
takes, able to start immediately! Steve,
918-742-1227.
Recent grad seeking on-air/prod position, ready to rock & roll your station,
will move anywhere, interested? Matt,
405-755-8344.
Seasoned industry veteran looking for
stable, career opportunity in managemenVprogrammingrownership, let's talk.
Roger, 615-235-6889.
Versatile, intelligent, great for startups or existing stations, wants F/T airshift, 1st PD gig, never promoted, tired
of unrated markets, uncompetitive pay.
Janet, 502-895-5888.
30+ year broadcast pro seeks new
opportunity. Full knowlegde FCC and
FAA rules, construction planning, major
equipment purchasing, turnkey construction, high power FM and AM DA
construction and mantenance, will relocate. Radio World, P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Box RW95-5-311RW.

HELP WANTED
Groups of 6 radio stations in
Northeast seeking experience chief.
Knowledge of RF, studio maintenance, computers, digital audio a
must. Good pay and benefits. Reply
to: Radio World, P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Box RW95-5-312RW.

ENGINEER: Full Time/Benefits.
Experienced, computer/digital proficiency. Multiple station operation beautiful
southeast Arizona. Grant ( 520) 4584313. Contact with discretion.

KMOX Radio, a CBS- owned radio
station, has an opening in the
Technical Operations Department.
This job requires aminimum of five
years experience in broadcast technical operations; that experience must
include both AM and FM transmitter
maintenance. Trouble-shooting at the
component level for audio, RF and digital systems highly recommended. Two
years of college or post high school
training aplus, as well as computer literacy. FCC General Class License or
SBE Certification desirable. No phone
calls, please. Send resume to:
Manager, Technical Operations
KMOX Radio
One Memorial Drive
St. Louis, MO 63102
CBS is an equal opportunity employer.
Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply.

CE for 10 kw AM DA 2
contemplating new studio
construction. Resort community,
western state. Competency in
AM DA's, PC computer systems.
PC computer networks,
TVRO studio/RF construction.
maintenance. FCC compliance
Minimum five years experience
and FCC General Class Permit
Resume, references, salary
expectations, and credentials
to: " Resumes" at
2950 SW 2nd Avenue,
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315 or
FAX to 305-524-8734. EOE

Immediate opening for FM Chief
Engineer — also to assist with AM
stations. Computer experience a
plus. FCC and or SBE certification
required with 5 years experience.
This is an equal opportunity employ
er. Please send resume to:
David loups, Dir. of Engineering.
WFBC/WSPA/WORD, 501 Ruttier
ford Street, Greenville, SC 29609

RADIO CHIEF ENGINEER
Colfax Communications is accepting
applications for the position of Chief
Engineer at its Washington D.C. facility
Applicants must have a minimum 10
years of experience in asimilar position.
RE certification ax] or FCC General Cass
Ridio Telephone Certificate required.
Mail resumes and references to
James Stanley, Direc.tor of Engineering
Colfax Communications, lac.
60 South 6th Street Suite 920
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Colfax Communications is an Equal
Opportimity Employer.

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM

RacJimWerld
FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month.

III Yes

C No

Date

Signature

Use until August 31, 1995

Please first fill out contact information at tell.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve
001 023 045 067 089 111 133 155 177 199
002 .024 046 068 090 112 134 156 178 200

Please print and include all information:
Name

Reader Service
May 31, 1995

003 025 047 069 091 113 135 157 179 201

Title

004 026 048 070 092 114 136 158 180 202

Company/Station

005 027 049 071 093 115 137 159 181 203
006 028 050 072 094 116 138 160 182 204

Address
City

State

ZIP

Business Telephone (
Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm

007 029 051 073 095 117 139 161 183 205
008 030 052 074 096 118 140 162 184 206
009 031 053 075 097 119 141 163 185 207
010 032 054 076 098 120 142 164 186 208
011 033 055 077 099 121 143 165 187 209

D

Combination AM/FM station F.

Recording Studio

012 034 056 078 100 122 144 166 188 210

A

Commercial AM station

K.

Radio Station Services

013 035 057 079 101

B

Commercial FM station

014 036 058 080 102 124 146 168 190 212

C

Educational FM station

G. TV station/teleprod facility
H. Consultant/id engineer
I.
Mfg, distributor or dealer

E

Network/group owner

J.

017 039 061 083 105 127 149 171 193 215

Other

II. Job Function

123 145 167 189 211

015 037 059 081 103 125 147 169 191 213
016 038 060 082 104 126 148 170 192 214
018 040 062 084 106 128 150 172 194 216

A.

Ownership

G. Sales manager

019 041 063 085 107 129 151 173 195 217

B.

General management

E.

News operations

020 042 064 086 108 130 152 174 196 218

C.

Engineering

F.

Other (specify)

D.

Programming/production

021 043 065 087 109 131 153 175 197 219
022 044 066 088 110 132 154 176 198 220

Copy & Mail to: Radio

World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, or FAX to: 703-998-2966
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Service
No.
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No.

Advertiser

8
43
1
41

Harris Allied
Harris Allied
Harris Allied
lnovonics
J Squared Technical Service
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ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads
for $ 1.50/word or buy a display box for $60/column inch. Payment must
accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no
invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10.
Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. C111
800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted'
ad, FREE of charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2
issues of Radio World. Contact information will be provided, but if a blind
box number is required, there is a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the
listing (
there will be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the
listee, unopened.
Mail to:

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins

INTRODUCING

THE AUDITRONICS 2500 SERIES

THE LAST SMALL CONSOLE YOU'LL EVER
HAVE TO BUY

Some people believe small means limited. At AUDITRONICS we believe small is a challenge. That's why we have
again defined a new standard of excellence by combining impeccable design, precision manufacturing, and value
pricing in afull featured, compact audio console. The 2500 Series is loaded with all of the " me too" features found in
the competition's "wannabe world class" consoles. Plus the 2500 Series delivers much more, including:
•

SOLID STATE SWITCHING of all signal paths

•

DC CONTROL of all level functions

•

Telephone CONFERENCING capability

•
•

•

ACTIVELY BALANCED input, patch points, and
floating outputs

•

Linear CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC 100mm faders
(P & G Standard)

20dB HEADROOM maintained throughout

•

Comprehensive NB EXTERNAL LOGIC control

Easily accessible wiring on MOTHERBOARD
CONNECTORS

•

External line selector with CUE AND
HEADPHONE ASSIGNMENT

And remember, AUDITRONICS is the company that still supports the first console it ever sold -- over 28 years ago.
So you no longer have to compromise with a "wannabe". With the 2500 Series you get the real thing!

THE ONLY WORLD CLASS CONSOLE AVAILABLE AT "wannabe" PRICES.

OUDITRONICS

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 ( 901) 362-1350 FAX ( 901) 365-8629
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